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This part of the document describes the digital computer
program developed to evaluate the aerodynamic and performance
characteristics and dynamic behavior of a rotor in autorotative
flight operating in proximity of a re-entry capsule. The theory
underlying the program formulation is presented in Reference 1.
The program has been subdivided into several distinct parts.
The first phase allows calculation of rotor blade linear dynamic
response in the flapping, feathering and lagging modes. The
second part of the program permits determination of rotor blade
airloads including nonlinear effects. The equations of motion
describing the articulated rotor blades retained all nonlinear
inertial terms and incorporated nonlinear aerodynamics to account
for stall, compressibility and reversed flow effects. Provisions
were also included to consider the effects on the rotor of the
detached bow shock wave generated by the capsule. The final
portion of the program features the dynamic stability of the re-
entry vehicle. The nonlinear time history of the capsule rotor
configuration features rotor force and moment contributions
which are a function of the independent variable time.
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The digital computer program described in this section
has been developed to study the dynamic behavior and evaluate
the aerodynamics and performance characteristics of a rotor
in autorotative flight while operating in proximity of a re-
entry capsule.
The program is coded in FORTRAN IV (IBSYS Version 12) for the
IBM 7040/7094 direct-coupled computing system at Ames Research
Center. The program can also be executed on an IBM Model 360/40
digital computer syatem. Because the program exceeds the cap-
acity of a single core load, the Loader Overlay capability is
used. This feature permits the complete program to be subdivided
into several smaller sections. These sections or links are ex-
ecuted in a manner which can be user controlled.
The-complete program consists of seven sections. The main
or calling program; the input data program; the program which
calculates blade inertia properties, the coefficients of tht
linear differential equations of blade motion and the blade
response matrices; the program which determines the linear time
histories of blade flapping, feathering and lagging motion;
the program which generates the nonlinear blade airloads; the
program which achieves rotor blade autorotative equilibrium;
and finally the program which evaluates the re-entry vehicle
dynamic response.
The program initialization and execution is controlled
by the subroutine REV01, a control program located in LINK u
under the overlay structure. The control parameters that
determine which program sections are necessary to process the
particular condition are user supplied and are read by sub-
routine REV01. The program is presently limited to single
case processing, but can be easily modified to include multiple
case operation.
Detailed flow charts for the seven main programs (REVO1
through REV07) are presented in Figures 3 through 9, respectively.
Program listings of the source decks are included in Appendix A.
input listings are in Appendix B. and a typical output listing




This part of the program designated REV02 supplies the
data necessary for program operation. Included in this section
is the NASA library subroutine AT62 which is coded in FORTRAN IV
to approximate the U. S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962. The sub-
routine computes density, pressure, temperature and velocity
of sound at any geometric altitude in the range -16,500 ft to
2 1 320,000 ft. If a wind tunnel condition is to be processed,
the NASA library subroutine AT62 can be removed and the actual
wind tunnel density, temperature and velocity of sound sub-
stituted in a modified AT62 subroutine. The input program also
features the user controlled option of supplying an inflow
distribution as a f...action of radius and azimuth station. One
further user option regards the incorporation of nonlinear aero-
dynamic section data. This option allows the two-dimensional
aerodynamic data to be read from cards or to be generated analy-
tically in a subsequent subroutine AERDAT appearing in REV05.
The remaining geometric, inertial and linear aerodynamic data
necessary for processing a pa= rticular flight condition is
described in the data input listing.
3
RESPONSE MATRIX SECTION
This phase of the program generates the inertial and
aerodynamic components which form the coefficients of the
linear differential equations describing the blade flapping,
feathering and lagging motion under both steady and maneuvering
flight conditions. The data required to establ'.sh the blade
inertial and aerodynamic parameters are read from tape written
in section REV02. The basic method is generally applicable to
sets of differential equations which have coefficients which
are arbitrary functions of time, in this instance, the indepen-
dent variable. Except for the assumptions of linear aerodynamic
force and moment coefficients and small induced angles, actual
Mach number effects and reversed flow effects are treated exactly.
The application of an integrating matrix operator to the
differential equations of flapping, feathering and lagging
motion written in matrix form yields the response matrices of
the system which depend only on the coefficients of the variables.
The response matrices of the system are completely independent
of the applied forcing function. These matrices are stored on
tape and are employed in REV05 for calculation of the complete






This portion of the program establishes the matrices which
multiply the system initial conditions. The response matrices
coupled with these initial condition matrices may be considered
a numerical simulation of -the system described by the equations
of motion. System response to any forcing and initial condition
may be obtained by simple matrix multiplication. These initial
condition matrices are rectangular, having six columns, one for
each initial value of flapping, feathering and lagging displace-
ments and velocities. The matrix is composed of a maximum of
twenty-five rows, one for each station considered from 0 to 360
degrees inclusive. The initial condition matrices represent
the time history of the response of the system to initial dis-
placements or velocities in the flapping, lagging, or feathering
degrees of freedom when the forcing function is zero.
This phase of the program features an option for calculating
only the linear time histories; subsequent nonlinear airloads
without the linear time histories; or both time history and non-
linear airloads. Also, incorporated in this portion of the
program is the determination of the maximum absolute displace-
ment and velocity for the three degrees of freedom, for each
cycle of time history response.. The accompanying azimuth station
at which the maximum response occurs is also indicated. All the




This section of the program determines the nonlinear rotor
blade airlo£1s. An iterative procedure is established to achieve
rotor blade equilibrium in the three degrees of freedom con-
sidered. Equilibrium is established when the valueP of flapping,
feathering and lag angles are within a specified tolerance for
two successive iterations. The aforementioned tolerance is user
supplied on input.
The data necessary for processing this phase of the program
is supplied on tape from REV02 and REVO4. The fixed geometrical
and inertial data are transmitted from parts REV02 and REVO4.
The matrices necessary to evaluate the initial condition matrix
in the periodic solution are also obtained from REVO4.
This phase of the program features all nonlinear aerodynamic
effects including stall, reversed flow and compressibility
effects. These effects are reflected in the program by employing
two-dimensional aerodynamic data which is transmitted from REV02.
One added option is the ability to use analytically derived
aerodynamic data as a substitute for the two-dimensional data.
Subroutine AERDAT which is user supplied and controlled by NAERO
allows calculation of the aerodynamic data. Finally, the program
generates a tape input to REV06 including elemental airloads for





This portion of the program establishes the procedure to
achieve rotor torque equilibrium. Once rotor autorotation has
been effected the program then determines the rotor disk shock
wave intersection and associated flow conditions. Subroutines
INFLOW and INTRSC are employed for these calculations. Data is
then stored on tape, including the inflow ratio, advance ratio
and density ratio distributions which Were generated in the
aforementioned subroutines. This information is supplied to
REV03 and REV08.
If the zero torque condition has not been achieved, iteration
is established between sections REVOS and REV06 with blade col-
lective pitch angle as the independent variable. Torque iteration
is initiated with a simplified relatioksh p using linearized rotor
theory (Reference 2), expressing rotor torque as a function of
blade collective pitch angle. A first order interpolation is
employed to estimate the third value of blade pitch angle based
on the previcus two values of torque and their respective blade
pitch values. For all subsequent iterations ,  a.sec. ond order
function is used relating torque and blade collective pitch.
The three most recent values of torque and associated blade angles
are retained to evaluate the succeeding trial value for blade
pitch angle. Once torque equilibrium has been effected and the
rotor disk shock Wave intersection determined,,the program pro-
ceeds in normal fashion to REV03, and following sections to
again establish rotor torque equilibrium.
-When zero torque is obtained the second time, the blade
pitch angle remains constant for future entry into the rotor
airloads program. Subroutine OUT2 is then employed to print
the rotor blade distributions of angle of attack, out-of-plane
airloads, in--plane airloads and moments about the blade feath-
ering axis. Subroutine OUT2 then calls, at user option, sub-
routines HRANAL, HRAlAR, and INTANG. These routines calculate
the harmonic components of blade airloading, the harmonic com-
ponents of blade flapping and feathering response and integer
angle of attack variation as a function of radial and azimuth
station respectively.
Subroutine FOROUT prints the tc,tal rotor forces and moments.
The rotor force and moment data and rotor operating condition
are transmitted on tape for processing of REV07.
7
VEHICLE STABILITY
This phase of the program, desf.gnated REV07, is comprised
of several subroutines. The function of REV07 is, basically,
to read the vehicle geometric and inertial data transmitted from
AEV02 and the rotor force and moment data transmitted from REV06
and call the necessary subroutines for program execution.
The first order differential equations of motion simulating
the vehicle dynamic stability are integrated in subroutine ADAMS,
which was supplied to the contractor by NASA Ames. The first
derivatives of the equations of vehicle motion are computed in
subroutine DERIV. These derivatives, which are the right-hand
sides of the vehicle equations of motion, include all rotor
forces and moments resolved into the body axes system as well
as the body forces and moments. Subroutine CHECK investigates
convergence of the integration process as reflected in the rotor
shaft angle of attack, advance ratio, inflow ratio and rotational
speed: If these parameters are not within a prescribed input
supplied tolerance for two successive time increments, the pro-
gram returns to the airloads phase via REV03. The return to
REV03 is accomplished with new distributions of inflow ratio
and advance ratio calculated in REV07. Further data transmitted
are pitch and roll rates resolved about the rotor axes system,
rotor angular speed, and rotor shaft angle of attack. This
iteration procedure is followed until the actual time upper
bound, which is also supplied on input 3s exceeded.
At the initial time, the vehicle is placed in trim by
















Figure 1 - Symbols Used In Flow Charts
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Figure 3. Flow Diagram For REV Main Program
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Figure S. Flow Diagram For REV06 Program
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Figure 14. Stall And Reverse Flow Regions
For linear Analysis
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APPENDIX B
OUTPUT SYMBOL DEFINITION SUPPLEMENT FOR





The major portion of the output symbols are defined in
Appendix A wherein the input for the Rotor Re-Entry Vehicle
Program is listed. The remaining output symbols are defined
below.
T	 Rotor blade feathering angle transient response.
TP	 Rotor blade feathering angular velocity transient
response.
Z	 Rotor blade lag angle transient response.
ZP	 Rotor blade lag angular velocity transient
response.
B	 Rotor blade flapping angle transient response.
BP	 Rotor blade flapping velocity transient response.
Note:	 T, TP, Z, ZP, % BP are linear transient responses
due to an initial unit step for any or all of
these parameters.
PSI	 Ro	 blade azimuth station, degrees.
A
R	 Rotor blade radius, Ft.
Rotor blade flapping hinge offset from center
line of rotat ,ton, Ft.
Rotor blade flapping mo^ent of inertia about












Pilot collective pitch angle input, degrees.
Cosine component of pilot pitch angle input,
degrees.











Blade radial flow correction factor which appears
in rotor torque equation.
Blade radial flow correction factor which appears
in rotor H force expression.
Rotor blad.c, flapping angle response, rad.
Rotor blade feathering angle response, rad.





ROTOR RE-ENTRY VEHICLE (REV)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
57









	 L1.	 L2,	 L3,	 1.4,	 L5 9	L6,	 L7,	 L8,	 NCHK RVI 9
CALL TAPE RV1 In
READ	 1	 L1,10n)	 NSTART,NCHK,KNTRL,NSTAB RqI 11
Inn FORMAT	 (4110) RVI 12
GO TO
	
(ll n ,110,12 r, ,130,14C,150,210),
	
NSTART RVI 13
lln CALL REV02 RVI 14
120 CALL REV03 RV1 13
130 CALL REVO4 RVI 16
140 CALL REV05 PV1 17
150 CALL REV06 PV1 18
IF	 (NCTABI	 160,21 1),16(- RVI 19




180 KNTRL = 0 RVI 22
GO Tn 120 RVI 23
190 IF	 (NSTAB)	 220,2109200 RVI 2k
200 NSTAB = 0 RVI 75
210 CALL REVC7 RVI 76
GO TO 120 RVI. 27







C THIS SUBROUTINE ESTABLISHES ASSIGNMENTS FOR 1/0 DEVICES.
C LL	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR CARD READER
C L2	 FORTRAN SVl,BOL FDA CARD PRINTER
C L3	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPF 1 (WORKING TAPE)	 BINARY TAPE
C L4	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPE 2 (WORKING TAPE)
	
BINARY TAPE
C L54 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPE 3 IWOPKING TAPEI
	
BINARY TAPE
C L6	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPE 4 (WORKING TAPEI
	
BINARY TAPE
C L7	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPE 5 (WORKING TAPE)	 BINARY TAPE
C LS	 FORTRAN SYMBOL FOR TAPE 6 (WORKING TAPEI	 BINARY TAPE
C


















































SUBROUTINE R FVC2 RV? 1
RV2 2
PV2 3
NMOCK = n	 CALCULATE SHAFT ALPHA USING THRUST COEFFICIENT RV2 4
NMOrK s 1	 CALCULATE SHAFT ALPHA 	 W/0
	
THRUST COEFFICIENT RV2 5
(TEST - 1
	 CALCULATE VFREE AND W FPOM LOADS INITIALLY RV2 6
ITEST - 2
	
USF VFREE ANC W FROM PREVIOUS STEP OR TAPE RV2 7
COMMON L1,	 L2 9	L3, L4,	 L59 L69	 L7, L8, NCHK RV2 B
DIrFNSICN
	
SCMO ( 101,SALOL ( IOI9SCDO ( 10),SCLAD ( IO6,SCMTA01101, RV2 9
1SCLREF(10)tSCDSLP(101,SCMSLPI10), SAO IIDI,SADOO(101,5AM0141101 PV2 10
DIMENSICN RCMO(10),RALCLIIO),RCD01101,RCLADIl0),RCMTA01101, RV2 11
IRCLREF(IOI9PCDSLP(10),RCMSLP(IOI,RAOI1n),RAD0011n),RAMOM(10) RV2 12
OtMEN'TCN	 ALFbC(12,24) t AMACH(	 81,ASTLN(	 RI,ASTLPI	 819HEAD1(171, PV2 13
1	 ALFA1481,01161,RCINIT(61,AMSI(InlvX(16)eFA11619CGI161I RV? 14




	 8,6),CM148,	 8,61,MEAD117lrCLAD1101, RV2 16
4	 CLREF ( 101,AMCH1101 , AD(101 , AM 1101rCDn1101 , CMO(I)) , CMTAD ( 101, RV2 17
5	 AMDORIIOI,DORI101,XOR(10).CDSLP(10),CMSLP110).ADOD(101, RV2 18
6	 A4J4(ln),RAON161,AMUC112,251,RHOC112,251,ANS141,ALAM(LZ,251 RV2 19
TNTEGFR	 IN(IL) PV2 20
OTMENSIEN	 AA(9.131,STH)((16),CTHX116),AS2(161,AS3(161,AS4(161, RV2 2l
1AS5116),AS6116),XAIL6I,AX(161,8X1161,CX(16),DX(161,FX116),XX11161, RV2 22
ZCC1161,PSI(25),CPSI(25),SPSI1251,XX1161 ?V2 23
RFAL	 M,1X,IY,TZ,JXZ,T1,[2,13,14,I5,16,I7,18,1R,P R MT(51,Y(131, RV2 24






REWIND L3 RV2 31
REWIND L5 RV2 32
REWIND L6 FV2 33
REWIND L8 RV2 34
READ	 IL 1,1511	 NOPT,NOCVCL,	 iRCIAITIII,	 I = 1,61 RV2 35
READ	 (L1,180)	 NCASE,	 HEAL RV2 36
WRITE
	
1L2,16nl	 NCASE , HEAC , NOPT,NOCVCL,
	
( RCINITII),
	 1 = 1961 RV2 37
PV2 311
READ	 BLADE	 PARAMETERS	 AND	 CALCULATE	 INERTIAS RV2 351
PV2 40
RFAD	 IL1.10001	 R,	 F1,
	
E2,	 AMSI(1),AMSIl21 9 	AMSIl51 9 	AMSI(81 RV2 41
READ	 (L1,20n)	 NXF,FCNSP I AKTZ,ALAMO, ALL, ALH 2 OELAL PV2 42




WRITE	 (L',10n)	 R,F1,F.2,APST(L),AM5115),AMC1(81 RV2 45
100 FORMATI/4?X,3nH
	
BLADE PARAMETERS	 ///14H BLADE. RADIUS= RV2 46
1	 F10.5 9 25H FT	 LAG HINGE OFFSET = F1O.5,31H FT 	 FLAPPING HIN RV2 47
2GE OFFSET = F1n.5,3H FT // 13H BLADF MASS - F1n.5,56H SLUGS	 BLADF RV2 48
3 MOMENT OF	 INERTIA
	 ABOUT	 FLAP P ING, HINGE = F10.3,10H SL FT SW 	 //48H R V2 49
4 RLAOF
	





READ	 IL 1.1901	 I X (II,CIII,FAIII
	 CC( I)	 THXI1I, FM( I),AICIII,1-1vNX1 RV2 57
WRITE	 IL2,21n)	 1X1(1,C11),FA(11,CGIII,THXITI,FM(1), A IC(1),f = l,N X I RV2 53
F21 = F2-01 RV2 54
X1=EL/R PV2 55
X2=F?/R RV2 56
DO 110 J=1,NX IRV7 57
XIJI	 =	 X(J)>12.0 1PV2 59
C(J)
	 r	 C(J) x 12.n IRV2 59
FAW = FA(JI.12.n	 - 1RV2 60
CG(J)	 =	 CG(J1*12.0 1R V2 61
EM(J)	 -	 FMIJI/1240 1RV7 62
110	 Alf(j)	 =	 -,SICIJ1+12.'1 IRV2 E.3
f. o V 2 64




(L103n)	 ANU,CMFGA,ALT,HPoAKTB,FSPRNG,BSPRNG•ZSPRNG, RV2 67
1	 FnAMP,RnAMP,ZDAMP RV2 68
READ(0 ,2601N M ,STL,STLRZ,(AMCHI1i,40111#CDSLPIII,CMSLP111, PV2 69
ICLRFF(1),CDn(T),CMn111,1 =1,NH) RV2 70
REAnIL1,13011ALOLIIi,AO0C111,6POM(11,CLAD(1),CMTADII ► ,I s 1,NM1 RV2 71
READ	 (1.1,1401	 ISAO(I),SCCSLP((),SCMSLPIi),SCLRF r (II,SCf)0111, RV2 72
iSCMn(l),i=1,NM1 RV2 73
REAW L1,13n)ISALOLI11.SADrn(I).SA f4n Mll 1,SCLan(I),SCMTADl11,1=1,NM1 RV2 74
REAn	 (L1,140)	 (RA0111,PCDSLP(I),RCMSLP(11,RCLRFFII),RL00111, PV2 75
IRCM3(11,1=I,NM) RV2 7b
READlL1,13011RALOL111,PADnD(I1,RAMOM(I),RCLAD(l),RCMTADII ► ,I=1,NM1 RV2 77
130 FORMATISF1C.61 PV2 78
14 11	 FORMAT16F10.61 RV2 79
WRITF	 (L2,24n1	 AMU,CMEGA, ALT, AKTB,FSPRNG,tISPRNG,ZSPRNG,FOAMP, PV2 on
I	 BnAMP,20APP RV2 81
WRITE	 I1.205 f))	 STL,STLPF, RV2 P,7
l	 (AMCH(I),CM n (I),AD(11,ALOL(T),CDI(11,CLADIII,CMTAn(11,1=1,NMi RV2 B3
150 FORMAT(215,6F10.5	 1 RV2 E4
160 FORMAT(IH1,28X,33HTHREF CEGRFES CF	 FREEDOM	 ///15X,57H RV2 85
1	 CALCULATION OF INERTIAS	 ///11X,9HCASE RV2 86
2Nn.=I5,17A4///40X,36HINPUT CATA FOR OPTIONAL TIME HISTORY/f25X,12H RV2 87
3	 FEATHER)NGe12X,3HLAG,15X,8HFLAPPING//6X,4HNL1PT,hX,6HNOCYCL,SX, RV2 88
4	 2H	 T,8X,2HTP,9X,1HZ,8X,2HZP,9X,IHB,BX,2HBP/2110,6F1n.5//120H RV2 89
5	 TIME	 HISTORY	 (STABILITY)	 IS TO BE CALCULATED IN 	 RFV03	 FOR PV2 9n
6	 NUM9FR OF CYCLFS-NnCYf.L,DNLY IF NnPT-1 	 OR NOPT c3f//) RV2 91
17C rORMATI	 17A41 PV2 92
1P.0	 FORMAT(15,17A4) RV2 93
1°0	 FnRMAT(7F1(% .4) PV2 94
( PV2 95
700 FORM ATl11C,7FI% 41 RV2 96
210 FORMAT	 (IHI,25H PLADF	 SECTfCN PROPERTFES,//I09H	 RADIUS,FT PV2 97








IKTZ =FLC.6 RV2 101
2	 //36H	 TOTAL(INERTIA	 INC.	 AERO.)STATIONS ­ I10,5 H	 FIRST AERO RV2 102
30YNAMIC STATION NUMBER (PCOT-TO-TIP ORDERI -110/127H 	 LAST AERODYN RV2 103
4AMIC NUMBER s ll0/10H	 NPEF =I2
	
,9SH	 =I	 (FEATHERING AXIS$ OR =2 RV2 104
5lLEADING EDGE1, AS REFERENCE FROM WHICH CG AND IC ARE MEASURED 91 RV2 105
230 FORMAT13F10.5,110,4F10.31 RV2 106
140 FORM AT( 1HI946X,23HAEPODVNAMTC
	 PARAMETERS//5H MU =F10.6.5X,7HOMEGA RV2 107
I sF10.5,7HRAD/SEC,5X,12H	 ALTITUDE -F10.0 PV2 108
2	 //5X,5HAKTB=F10.6,SX97HFSPRNG=F10.394X,7HBSPRNG=FI0,394X, RV2 109
37HZSPRNG =F10.3//5X,6HFDAMP=F10.5,5X,6HBDAMP=F1O.5,SX,6HZOAMP=F1O.3 RV2 110
4//11 RV2 ll
250 F0RMAT(3OX,17HSTALL	 FRCP.	 UT -F10.6,5X,8HT0
	
UT -F10.6 RV2 112
I	 ///42X,36HPARAMETERS	 FOR	 NORMAL-FLOW	 REGI RV? 113
20N//15H	 MACH	 NO.,lOX,3HCPO,13X,2HAO,LLX94HALOL912X,3HCDO,IIX PV? 114
394HCLAD,12X,5HCMTAO//ITFI5.611 RV2 115
260 FORMAT(I10,2F10.5/(7F10.6)1 RV2 116
READ '
 (L1,9901NITB,ILAM,NIC'M,LFAR,LSS2.LCON,IOYN,ITEST RV2 117
REk,I)IL1,10001
	
TOA, BOA, Z.OA,APHASE,PIRA,RORA,SIDSLP RV2 118
SIDSLP = SIDSLP / 57.2958 RV2 119
TOA - TCA/57.2958 RV2 120
BOA = BOA/57.2958 PV2 121
ZOA - ZOA/57,2958 RV2 122
02=2.OsPIRA/OMEGA RV2 123
P2=2.0*RCRA/(;MEGA RV2 124




READ (L1,10001	 AOS,AIS,PIS,BTOL,ATOLS,COTOL PV2 129
NXF2 - NXFC2 RV2 136
IF(ILAM)	 290,270,290 PV2 131
270	 00 280 I=1,NP 1..^.V2 132
00 280 J=19NXF2 2RV2 133
280 ALAM(J,I)=ALAMO 2RV2 134
GO TO 300 RV2 135
290 REAO(L1,1000)((ALAMIJ,T),J= I,NXF2)9I = 1,NPI RV2 136
3O0 DO 310 J=1,NXF2 IRV2 137
DO 310	 I=1,NP 2RV2 138
AMUC(J,I)-AMU 2RV2 139
311 RHOC(J,11=PHO 2RV2 140
ROTOCHUTE NCN LINEAR STABILITY 	 (RCSTABI RV2 141
RV? 142
ALAMFS=ALAM O RV2 143
AMUF S=AMU RV2 146
IF	 (IOYN)	 320,6409320 RV? 145
320 NOIM^13 RV2 146
DO 30 1=1,11 1RV2 147
330	 TN(11=-1 IRV2 148
IN(6)= t) RV2 149
IN(81







= 0 RV2 151




READ	 (L1,10001	 ITOL(J),J=1 9 8) RV2 '.54
340 READIL1,3501I,iN(I),1(NPUT(I,JI,J=1,71 RV2 155
350 FORMAT112,180F10.51 RV2 156
, IF((-10)	 340,36C,420 RV2 157
C READ BCDY FORCE DATA RV2 158




370 DO 380	 1=1,21 IRV2 161




380 CONTINUE IRV2 164
MRITEIL2,3901 RV2 165
390 FORMAT(//20X,24HBn0Y FORCE TABLE TOO BIG) PV2 166
CALL EXIT RV2 167
406 IF(K-11	 410,410,340 RV2 168
410 NALPHA=I-1 RV2 169
READI1.1,10C0)
	 MACH2 RV2 170
K-2 RV2 171
GO TO 370 RV2 112
C TEST COMPLETENESS OF DATA RV2 173




420 CONTINUE IRV2 176
GO TO 460 RV2 177
440 MRITE(L2,450) RV2 170
450 FORMAT(//20X,15HOATA INCCMPLETEI RV2 1T9
CALL EXIT RV2 180
C INTERPCLATE BODY FORCES RV2 181




470 IFIMACH-AMAX1(MACHL,MACh2)1 	 500,500,480 RV2 184
480 MRITEIL2,4901 RV2 195
490 FORMAT(//20X,14HMRONG MACH NOS) RV2 186
CALL EXIT RV2 187
500 S2=(MACH-MACH11/I04ACH2-MACH11 RV2 188
SL= (MACH2-MACH)/(MACH2-MACHI) RV2 l89




510 COEF(IrI)=BODYF(I,1,11 1RV2 192
On 520 J=2,4 2RV7 193
520 COEF(IrJ)=S1 4BfDYF(1,J,1)E52 4B00YF(1,J,21 2RV2 194
GO Tn 55n RN2 195
530 MRITE(L2,540) RV2 196
540 FORMAT(//20X,26HAFRn ALPHAS NOT CONSISTANT 1 RV2 197
CALL EXIT RV2 198
C CONVERT INPUT DATA TO USEFUL FORM AND OUTPUT RV2 199





DO 560 J=I,NALFHA 1RV2 203
SOA-SINICOEF(J,11/57,25581 LRV2 204
COA=CJ)S(CnEF(J.l)/57.2958) LRV2 205












12=%iZ*(I Y-IZ)-JXZ+JXZI/Dn RV2 218






R=INPUT 13,41-1KPUT(2,2) RV2. 225
IR=INPUT(3,3) RV2 226
DO 570	 1	 =	 1,9 LRV2 227
Do 571 J =
	 1,13 2RV2 228
570	 AAII,.)`	 =	 0.0 2RV2 229
00 580	 1=1,7 LRV2 230
580	 A4(1,T)
	 =	 INPUT14,T1 1RV2 231
1n 590	 I=1,6 LRV2 232
590	 A411,I0)	 =	 TNPU'T(5.1) LRV2 233
1n 600
	 1 = 1,4 1RV2 234
6 1W0	 C RMT(I) = INPUT(7,I) 1PV2 235
RnTr)
	 =	 P	 e	 2.0 RV2 236
WRITE.	 (L2,610)	 HEAnl,1PPUT(1,l),ANS(1),INPUT(194) t TNPUT(1,3), RV2 237
l	 (NPUT(2,3),RnTn,INPUT(3,2),INPUT(2,1),INPUT(2,21 9 1NPl)T(3,3), PV2 239
2	 INPUT(3,4),(IKPI)T(2,l),I=	 4,71,IPRMT(I19I	 =	 1,3) RV2 299
61'1 FnRMAT	 (1141,50X,32HROTCCHLTE	 STABILITY TIME HISTnRY	 ,!!, RV2 241
117X,17A4,//,9Xr13HMACIp	NUMPER
	 =	 ,F7.2,17Xt9HDENStTV	 , RV2 241
7	 F9.7,9H SL/ F T CU	 .17)(,16HACC	 CF GRAVITY =	 ,7.4,11H FTIISEC/SFC	 . RV2 242
9	 //,? 9X,oHP(70Y CATA
	
55X,I')HR0T-R DATA	 ,//,9X,l r)HBIDY DIA =	 ,F7e2 4 V2 743
4	 .12x,11HRrnY	 PASS	 =	 ,F7.2,3H	 SL	 ,16X,tIHROTOR	 0(A	 -	 ,F7.2,3H	 FT ,	 RV,' 244
5	 llX,6HS8
	 =	 ,F7.2 9 6H	 5L	 FT	 ,/1,13X,6HA	 =	 ,F7,2 9 3H FT	 ,13X, RV2 245
6	 7HRC	 ,F7.2.3H FT
	
,21X,6HIR	 =	 ,F7.2t9H SL FT	 SO t SX, RV2 246
7	 6HRP	 =	 ,F7.2,3H FT
	





H	 7HIY	 =	 ,F7.2,9H SL
	
FT SC	 ,//,12X,7HII
	 =	 .F7,?,9H SL
	
FT	 SO ,	 RV2 744
9	 6X,9HJXZ	 =	 .F7.7,9V	 SL	 FT	 SC t ///, 9X,12HSTAPT	 TIME	 =	 rF7,3, RV? 149






	 ,///) RV2 251
WRITE(L2,620)MACHIvRM1,0ACH2,801,MACH,BMi 1 ((RODYF(I,J,II,Ja lv4) RV2 252
I	 v(BODYF(I,J,21,J=294)11COEF(I,J) 1 J=2141,T=i,NALPHAI RV2 253
620 FORMAT( //SOXr16HAERODYNAMIC DATA 30X,i7HINTERPOLATED DATA // RV2 254
1	 IOXv3(12H	 MACH NO F6.3,
	
6H	 BM F603 1 5X)!/ RV) 255
2	 9X,SMALPHA	 —1135H	 CL	 CO	 CM	 1/ RV2 256
3	 115X,FS.3,5X,3F10.595X 1 3FIO * 5,5X,3F10 * 511 RV2 257
CONVERT AERC DATA RV2 258









2,BMl,NALPHA,((COEFI '[,J),I-I,NALPHAI,J = 1,41,SIDSLP RV2 266
3,R,(TOLl1 ► 11 = 1181 RV2 267
13F=0 RV2 268
ZZMX = 0. RV2 269
ZZMY = n. RV2 270
ZZMZ=0. RV2 271
VOUM =OMEGA*R RV2 272
13 DUM=OMEGA RV2 273
RDUM-R RV2 274




WRITE	 (L8)	 ROUM,VDUMv000O,ZZMX,ZZMY,ZZMZ RV2 277
640 WRITE	 (0)
	
LCON,NXF2,NPv((ALAM(J,T),AMUC(J,II,RHOCIJ,Ti,J=l t ',4:F21, RV2 278





	 (LR)	 4MUFS,ALAMFS,N00CK,ITEST RV2 2BI




CO51 PM =COSLP(11*I j90 IRV2 286
CMSLP(ll=CMSLP(.I) a I e).O IRV2 287
CMO(I)
	 -	
C00(T)	 /	 5.73 IRV2 288
ALOL(I1	 -	 AL r)L(I)	 /	 57.29578 1RV2 289
COO(II	 = COO(7)	 /	 5.73 1RV2 290
4011)	 =	 AOlI)	 *	 10.0 IRV2 291
CLAD(()
	 =	 CLAD(l)	 *	 10.0 IRV2 292
CMTAD(I)






SCM l)(l)=SCMO(I)/5.73 IRV2 299
S4L+TL(1I=5A10L(I)/57.2959 IRV2 300
65
SCDO(I)-SCD r (1)/5.73 1R V2 301
SAOIII-SAO(11*10.0 IRV2 302
SCLAD ( II s SCLADIII * 10.0 IRV2 303
SCMTAD(11=SCM T AO(ll*10^C IRV2 304
RAMOMII)=RA"10 I11/57.2558 IRV2 3C5
RAOOD(1)=RA00D111/57.295R IRV2 306
RCLREF^ll=RCLPEF(1)/5.73 IRV2 3C7




RCDO(I)-RCD n (I)/5.73 IRV2 312
RA0111=RA0111*10.0 IRV2 313
RCLAD(1)-RCLAD(11*10.0 IRV2 314
670 RCMTAD(II =RCMTADI[1*10.0 IRV2 315
TDRQSV - n. RV2 316
ALFAR = 0.0 RV2 317
NTOR - C PV2 318
017 680	 I=1;NX IRV2 319
THXI))	 - THX(II/57.26578 IPV2 320
STHXII)	 =	 SIN(THT.III) IRV2 321
CTHXIl1
	
• COS(THXIII) IRV2 322
68C XX11)	 =	 XI II	 -	 E2	 * 12.0 IRV2 323
GO TO 1690.720), NREF RV2 324
6QO 00 709	 I=1,NX IRV2 325
AS5(I)	 -	 CG(1!	 { _,':1.1 IRV2 326
ASMII
	 =	 STHx(1)	 •	 'i="Lir IRV2 827
AS4(I)
	
= CTHX(I	 ;II )RV2 X28
700 AS611)=AIC(1)*CTHX,,iJCTHX(1) IRV2 329
AMSi(3)	 = i^1NTI(W;,X,1,NX1	 /12.0 RV2 330
AMSI141	 =	 0lN71(AS4,X919NX1	 /12.0 RV2 331
DO 71 .1	 1=1,NX 1RV2 332
AS3(II	 =	 AS3(1)	 *	 ?x111 IRV2 333
710 45411)
	 =	 AS 4 (T)	 *	 XX(T) IRV2 334
GO TO 7" PV2 335
720 DD 730	 I =•1,NX IRV2 336
AIC(I)	 _ ? IC(I)	 E	 FA(l)	 *	 (FA(11	 - CG!11	 - C,GI111	 *	 EM(ll IRV2 337
730 CGII)	 CG(II	 F4OI IPV2 938
GO TD &SC RV2 ?39
740 A 64SI(61	 = DTNT1(AS3,X,1,NX)	 /1440 RV2 340.
44S1171	 =	 OINT1(AS4,X,1,NX)	 /144.0 RV2 341
AMS1191 xDINT11AS6.X,1,NX)/IA4. PV2 ?42
FLOATN
	
i	 ' P PV2 343
NP1 = NP E	 I RV2 344
QPSI	 =	 6.2(??I8r	 /	 FLDATN RV2 345
OPS1? =	 CPST	 /2.0 RV2 346
NV	 =	 (NP1	 *	 (NF1
	
E	 11112 PV2 947
NV')	 =	 INP	 *	 (NF	 E	 111	 /2 RV2 349
9PSID = V C. r	 / FLn6TN PY2 349
PSI Q	=	 C.'i PV2 ?50
66.
0
00 756'	 I=I,NP1 IRV2 351
CPSiIii	 CGSiPSIRI IPV2.352
SPSI(11	 =	 SIN(PSTRI 1RV2 353
750 PS1R	 = PSIR C OPSI IRV2 354
PSi(11	 a	 000 RV2 355
00 760	 1-2,NP1 IRV2 336
760
	 PSiII)	 _	 `?(1-11	 C DPS1D IRV2 357
BINS	 = R *	 12.0 PV2 358
CO a	 DINTIIC,X•NX1,NX2)
	 /	 (X(NX2)—XINX111 RV2 359
DO 770	 i a NXI,NX2 IRV2 360
CCIIi	 a	 C(I)	 /	 CO IRV2 361




	 / RINS IRV2 363
XX11I1	 -	 X(1)	 —	 X1 IRV2 364
AX(11	 a	 XXIII	 * CCIII 1AV2 365
BXII.)	 a	 C(Ii	 /	 RINS IRV2 366
CX(II	 a	 8X1()
	 * CCI T) IRV2 367
XA1i)
	 a	 (FA(1)	 — C(11/4.)	 /	 C(11 IRV2 368
DX(i)	 -	 CX(11
	 *	 X41(1 IRV2 369
774 FX(I)	 =	 CC1i1	 * XX111) IRV2 370
MRiTE
	 (L31	 NTOR•02,P2•CMFGA•ALAMO * AMU,TOROSV,ALFAR RV2 371
WRITE	 IL51	 NOPT,NOCYCL,(BCINIT(ID,1=1,61•NCASE,MEAD•REF-M, RV2 372
1	 R,E1oE2, 1AMST ( I).1=1,91,X1,FLOATN , NPL,NV ,NVO,DPSi,DPSI2 • NX1,NX2, RV2 373
C(PSI(1),CPSI(I1,SPST(1)91 a1,NPIIoCD,ICC(iloXXiII,XXI(l),AX(i)• RV2 374
OBX(il,CX(i),XA(1)•DX(TI,FX(I1,1= 	 NX19NX21, PV2 375
2	 FCNSP,AKT2,F21,NX,NREF, RV2 376
3	 (XII),C(11,FA(I1,CG(1),tH),(
	 €,EM91),AICIII,I=1,NX), RV2 377
4	 ALT,AXTB,FSPPNG,RSPRNG,ZSPRNG, RV2 378
5	 FOAMP,BOAMP,2CAMP,NM,STL,STLRF9(AMCM(I^,CMO(T1, PV2 379
6	 A)(1),ALOLiII,CDO(I),CLAD(11,CMTAD(11,CLREFIil,CDSLP(I), AV2 380
7	 ADONI I,CMSLPIII,&MOP(I), RV2 381
H	 SCM7(ii,SA6(Ti,SALOLII),SCDn(i),SC.LAD(I),SCMTAO(1),SCLREFIIio PV2 382
9	 SCOSLP(II.SACOr l (I),SCMSLPIII,SAMOM(I), RV2 ?83
A	 FCM !1(II.R9 n III. •.ALOLIIIoRCDn(1)•RCLAn(II,RCMT AD( iI 	 RCL 9 EF1II, PV2 384
B	 RCDSLP(I).RAC no11),PC PJSLP(II,RAMOM(iI,	 I=I,NMi,RHO RV2 385
78C READ	 (L1,9901	 NCALvNOM(x,NCSFC RV2 3P.6
READ	 (L1,10CM)	 (ALFA(I),I-I,NDAL) RV2 367
RFAO	 (L1,10C.0)	 IAMACH(i),I = 1,NCMN) RV2 3RR
READIL1,10001	 (RA1)N111,i-1.NDSFCI RV2 389
DO 790	 1-1,PoOSEC LRV2 390
79C RADNii1	 =	 RADNIII/R IRV2 391
READ
	
(LL,ICCnI	 (ASTLP(I),T=1,HCMN1 RV2 392
READ	 (L1,1000)	 (ASTLN(I),1= I,NCMN1 RV2 393
REAn	 (L1,10001	 X0,FCP0,FCHD,BL,XC4,CD0R•CRF.T RV2 3Q4
CDOR	 = CDDR/5.73 PV2 395
XO a	 X)/P RV2 396
on B03	 1=100MN 1PV2 357
ASTiP(I)	 =	 A STLP(il/57.2958 IPV2 ?SH
B n 0 ASTLN(T)	 =	 A STLN(T)/57.2958 IRV2 399
READ	 (L1,°9 P 1	 INTAN,NHAF R ,NCMAP PV2 409
61





810 READ(L1,LOCn1	 PFO,REO,AMINF,UP,GAMM RV2 402
READ	 IL1,10001	 1AM00P(I),I= 1,NM) RV2 403
READ	 IL1,1000)	 IXORIIIcI=1,NM1 RV2 404
READ	 (1-1.1000)	 (DOR(I1,I s 1,NM1 RV2 405
00 820	 1=2,NM 1RV2 406
IF(AMINF-AMOCP111)	 830,E30,820 IRV2 407
820 CONTINUE IRV2 408
I -NM RV2 409
830 AMD-IAMINF-BMOCR((-1)1%IAMOCRIII-AMDORII-111 RV2 410
XREF = (XOR(I-I)EAMD*IXOR(II-XOR(I-L)11*REG RV2 411
ORFF=(DCRII-I)CAMD*IDOR(I)-DOR(I-111)*REO RV2 412
840 IKOM	 1 RV2 413
KCM	 1 RV2 414
DO B50	 L=1,3 IRV2 415
OM(LI=0. IRV2 416
850 CO(0=0. IRV2 417
WRITE	 IL61	 AOS,NCI,NICM,[KOF,KC09COTOL,NCHK,ICO(II,DM(I),I=1,31 RV2 418
I,ALAMO, IDVN • RV2 419
00 860	 1-1,NOAL IRV2 420
860 ALF41[1=ALFAII)	 /	 57.2958 IRV2 421
WRITE (L5)IC,NITB,	 TOA,BOA,ZOA,APHASE,ALFAR,LS529HEAD, RV2 422





INTAN,NHARB,	 NOHAR,COOR,CRET, RV2 426
5BE0,REO,AMINF,TIN,UR,GAPM,NM,XREF,DREF RV2 427
IFINAERCI	 1020,870,1020 RV2 429
870 00 880 JJ=I,NOSEC IRV2 429
00 880 MM=I,NOPN 2RV2 430
880 READ
	 iL1,10001	 (CL(I[,MY,JJI,i1=1,NOAL) 2RV2 431
DO 890 JJ=1,NCSEC IRV2 432
DO 890	 M=1,NCPN 2RV2 433
890 READ	 (M 1000)	 (CD([I,PP,JJI,II=I,NOAL) 2RV2 434
on 900 JJol,NOSEC IRV2 435
DO 9DO •MM=1,NCPN 2RV2 436
900 READ	 (1-1,10001	 (CM(I[,MP,JJI,Il=1,NOAL1 2RV2 437
on 910 JJ=I,NOSEC IRV2 438
00 910 PM=1,NCPN 2RV2 439
00 910 II=I,NOAL 3RV2 440
CL(II,MP,JJI=CL111,MM,JJ1*0.17452 3RV2 441
CD(11,MM,JJ1 =Cp(II,MM,JJ(*D.17452 3RV2 442
910 CMIII,MM,JJ)=CMl1l,MM,JJ)*D.17452 3RV2 443
IF(XC4)	 920050,920 PV2 444
92) OC 930	 I=1,N13AL IRV2 445
COSAL(I) =COS<ALFAII) , 3 7,29581 IRV2 446
930 SINALIO z SINIALFA(11/57.29581 1R V2 447
DO 940 1=1 9 NDAL IPV2 448
no 940 J=1,NCMN 2RV2 449























































C	 CAUTION- IF USING WIND TUNNEL DATA MAKE. SURE THIS SUBROUTINE










SUBROUTINE	 AT62(ZFT,ANS) AT6 1
REAL
	 PH,HZ,A,6,WA,W8,D1,02,03,PZ AT6 2
DIMFNSICN	 ANS(4) AT6 3
DIMFNSICN	 H718),TH(8),7HD181,PH(8) AT6 4
DATA	 HT/0.,11.,20.932. 9 47.,52.,61. 9 79./ AT6 5
DATA	 TH/288.15,216.65,216.65,228.65,270.65 9 270.659252.65,180.65/ AT6 6
DATA	 THD/-6.5,0.,1.,2.8,0.,-2.,-4.,0./ AT6 7
DATA PH/101325.,22632.C638,5474.88855,868.018647,110.90F,2989 AT6 B
P59.0009367,18.2100724,1.03771164/ AT6 9
DIMENSION	 ZT(13),TZ(13),TZD1131,H21131,A113@.B(131 AT6 LO
DATA	 ZT/90.,100.,110.,120.,150.,160.,170.,190.,230.,300.,400., AT6 11
Z 500. , 60 C. / AT6 12
DATA	 TZ/180.65,.210.65,	 260.65,
	 360.65,	 960.65,	 1110.65 9	1210.65, AT6 13
T	 1350.65,	 1550.65,	 1830.65,
	
2160.65,	 2420.65 9	2590.65/ AT6 14
DATA'TZO/3.,5.,10.920.,159,10.,7.,5.94.9393,296,1.7;1.1/ AT6 15
DATA HZ/88.7433565998.4509829,108.128578,ll7.776280,L46.541401, AT6 16
H156.070S01.165.571187,1849484657, 221.966870,286.476269,376.312415, AT6 17
K463.526C97,548.230014/ AT6 18
DATA 4/.99999916,:99999897,.99999877 9 .99999832 9 .99999776,.99999746 AT6 19
A,.99999698,.999995929.999993559.99998878,.999981319.99997196 9 AT6 20
0.99996075/ AT6 21
DATA B/.00015734766,.00015734953,.00015735140,.000157355139 AT6 22
B.00;)15735887,.00015736074,.00015736355,.00015736915,.00015737943, AT6 23
D.00J:5739532,.00015741401,.00015743271,.00015745140/ AT6 24
DIMENSICN	 WAI13),WB(13),WC(131 AT6 25
DATA WA/21.998808, 15.798995, 	 31.044527, 409387675 1	290538575 9 AT6 26
W32.268S71.	 27.7894449	 32.166670 9	30.241635,	 34.561172, AT6 27
W36.0995C4,	 38.195672,	 18.258073/ AT6 28
CATA WB/.15479C92, .2787872C, 	 .0015957013, -.15412343,-.0094687678 AT6 29
W, -.043598715,	 .0091016009,	 -9036974463, -.020235026, AT6 30
W-.049031942, -.C56123605, -.065108273, 	 .0013503901/ AT6 31
DATA WC/-.85994958E-3,	 -.14799309E-2, -.21996960E-3 9
	.42886012E-39 AT6 32
W-.53322C91E-4,	 .53333994E-4, -.10166693E-3, 	 .19585867E-4 9 AT6 33
W-.16804213E-4,	 .3119064EE-4,	 .40805227E-4,	 .49189895E-4, AT6 34
W-.61923241E-5/ AT6 35
DIMFNSICN	 01113),02(13),03(13) AT6 36
DATA D11.0017834765,.0010654 1 22,.00053055610,.00026454351, AT6 37
D.n0035360997,.00053348782,. f	376036496,.0010889831,.0013783559, At6i 38
D.0016975137,.0022189663,.0037023997,.0067578185/ AT6 39
DATA D2/-11.281753,-6.7CS8914,-3.3278396,-1.6546388,-2.2171667, AT6 40
D-3.3643151,-4.E850053,-7.0083025,-8.98LO162,-11.235530,-15.122423, AT6 41
D-27.52 n 4 1 1,-59.311259/ AT6 42
CATA	 D3/.01692C782,.02432SD51,.039545102,.057409044,.x16199137, AT6 43
D.0093014845,.0059339235,.0037645169,.0026065966,.0018120459, A16 44
0.onJ1923023,.00064736055,.00033627561/ AT6 45
DIMENSICN	 PZ(13) AT6 46







IF(I.GT.90.IGC	 TO	 90 AT6 54
0EN= 1.0GC.0001573383IEC*7 AT6 55
H=Z/DFN AT6 56
GMW=28.5644 AT6 57
IF(H.GE.47.)GO	 TO	 47 AT6 58




GO TO 21 AT6 62
20 J • 3 AT6 63
IF(H.GE.32.)J=4 AT6 64
GO TO 21 AT6 6S
47 IFIH.GE.61.160 TO 61 AT6 66
J • 5 AT6 67
IF(H.GE.52.)J-6 AT6 68
GO TO 21 AT6 69
61 J=7 AT6 70
IF(H.GE.79.)J u 8 AT6 71
21 TM-TH(J)GTl-D(J)*(H-HT(J)1 AT6 12
IF(THO(J).EQ.O. ► GO TO	 5 AT6 73
PLOG =-34.163195EO*ALOG(700./TH(JI)/THD(J) AT6 74
GO TO 2 AT6 75
5 PL0G =-34.1(;3195EO*%H-H7(J))/TM AT6 76
2 PBmPHIJI AT6 77
GO TO 100 AT6 78
90 IF(Z,LT.170. ►GO TO 11 AT6 •79
IFIZ.LT.300.IGC TO 12 AT6 BO
IFIZ.LT.500.IGC TO 13 AT6 81
J-13 AT6 82
IF(Z.LT.600.)J=12 AT6 83
GO TO 10 AT6 84
13 J z 11 AT6 65
IFIZ.LT .40C.)J=10 AT6 86
GO TO 10 A76 BT
12 J=9 AT6 88
IF(I.L79230.)J u 8 AT6 89
IF(Z.LT.190.1J=7 AT6 40
GO TO 10 AT6 91
11 IFIZ.LT.120.)GC TO 14 AT6 92
J a b AAT6 92
IF(L.LT.160.)J=5 AT6 93
IF(Z.LT.150.)J=4 AT6 94
GO TO 1C AT6 95
14 J-3 AT6 S6
IF(Z.LT.IIC,)J=2 AT6 97
IF(I.LT.ICO.)J • l AT6 98






































C	 DIV = TRAP. TNT. OF A WRT X







100 OINTI = OINIlGA(I)sIX(IEII-X(I-1)1/2.0
RETURN
END












L3, L4,	 L5, L6,	 L7, L8, NCHK kV3 4
RV3 5
CCMMON	 X(1610,X19NX2,CC ►O,C p LOL 9 000O, CAD ,CCL AD, CCMTAD,CCLRFF, RV3 6
1CCDSLP9CCMS LP, CADOO,CAMC0X LCON,CDCON,CMCON,THX1161,FACTOR RV3 7
OIMENSIEN	 HEAD(171,BCINIT(61,AMS1(10),C(76),FA(161• PV3 8
1	 CG1161,EM(16),AIC(16),STHX(16)rCTHX(16),AS2(1619 PV3 9
2	 XX(16),AS3116),AS4(161,AS5(16),AS6(l6),AMCHIIO) 	 ,C0431,01413), RV3 10
3	 AOILOI,ALOL ( 1019CDO ( 101,CMO ( 10),CMTAD ( 1D),CLADIl0),CPS1125), RV3 It
4	 SP SI(251,PS1125)9CC(16i,XX11161,AX(16),RX116 ► ,CX(1619XA1161, PV3 12
5	 OX(16),EX(16),FX(161rT1FX(16),TZFX116@,T3FXI16)rT4FX(161, RV3 13
6	 T5FX(161,T6FX116),TIZX116),T2ZX(16),T3ZX(161,T4ZX(16),T5ZX(16)r RV3 14





1	 CT10(25),CTI1(251,CT12(251,TOT(25),CZI(251,CZ2V251, RV3 18
2	 CZ3(251,CZ7(251rCZ8125),CZ9(25),CZ101251,CZ11(2519CZ121251, RV3 19
3	 TOZ125),CBI(25),CB21251,C83(251,CB7125),CBS(Z5)9 RV3 20
4	 C89(25),CR10(25)rCB11(251,CB12i251,TOB(251,TBFXl161, RV3 21
5 TBBX(161,YSZX(16)rT9Z)1161,T10ZX(1619T11ZX(16),T12ZX(161,A1(3251, RV3 22
6	 AZ(325),A3(3251,A413251,A5(3251,A6(3251,A7(325)9 RV3 23
7	 A8(325),A913251,A10(3251,A11(325),Al2(3251 9 CLREF1101, RV3 24
8 CDSLP(10),CMSLP(10),ADCD(LCI,AMOM(L01 RV3 25
RV3 26
DIMENSICN	 SCMO ( 10),SALOLII0 ) rSCDO ( 101,SCLADIl0) , SC 04TAD(10i9 RV3 27
15CLRFF(10),SCOSLPII3I,SCMSLP(10),SA01101,SADOD(10),SAMOM(!O1 RV3 28
DIMENSICN PCMOIIO) , RALOL ( 10)rR000Il01,RCLADIIO)rRCMT AD1101 RV3 29
1,RCLREF(10I,RCCSLP(101 9 PCPSLP(10),RAO(1:01,RADOD(10),RAMOM(1D1 RV3 30
DIMENSICN	 ALAM112,251,AMUC(12,25)9RHOC ( 12,251,ALP D (129251, RV3 31
1	 AMRO(12,251,ALMRO(12,25)rT7FXD116)9T7ZXD(16),T78X0(16), RV3 32
2	 AXI(16),CX1(I 6),DXi(16),FX1I16I RV3 33
RV3 34
RV3 35
REWIND L3 RV3 36
REWIND L5 RV3 37
REWIND L6 RV3 is
REAO(L3)	 LCCN,NXFZ,NPr((ALAM!J,T),A MUC(J,I),RHDCIJ,II,J = I,N XF2)9 RV3 39




READ	 (1.5)	 NOPT,NDCYCL,(BCINIT(! ► ,[=1,61,NCASE,HEAD,REFK, RV3 42
1	 R,^F 1,E2,(AMST(I),T=1,S1,)(1,FLCATN,NPI,IJV,NVO,OPST,DPSI2,NX1,NX2, PV3 43
C(PSIITIrCPS1(11,SPST(T),T=I,NPI.),CO ,ICCIII,XX(T),XXIIII,AXIi1, RV3 44
D9xlt1,C%(II,X p ([1r0XITI,FXIII.f=	 NXI,NX21, RV3 45
2	 FCNSP,AKTl,F21,NX,NAFF, RV3 46
3	 IX(TIrClII9FAIII	 CG(II,THXIII,EMIII,A IC( II,1-1,NXI, RV3 47
4	 ALT,AKT 4 rF5PPNG,RSPPAG,25PRNG, RV3 48
5	 FDA4PrBDA NP ,ZCAMP,NM,STL,STLRF,IAMCH(I),CMO(I1, PN3 49
6	 Al1119ALOLII) ♦CD1(II,CLAOIII, COOT AC( II,CLREFIII,CDSLPIII, RV3 56
74.
rte.	 .-'v ^c	 1'(y{v^.'Aq,'P•^iai^. :	 h V.^	
_•.
zt
7	 ADnD(t),CMSLP(I),AMOh(l), RV3 iU
8	 SCMO(I),SA'.(1),SALOL111,SC00(SI,SCLAD(1),SCMTAD(II,SCLREF (I), RV3 52
9	 SCOSLPIII,SADO01I),SCPSLP(I),S0.MOM(I1, RV3 53
A	 RCMn(1),RA0(I),RALOL(l),PCD011 ► ,RCLAD(I1,RCMTADIII, RCL R EF ((I, RV3 54
8	 RCDSLP(l),RACODII),RCMSLP(I),RAMOM1f), 	 1=1,NMI,RHO RV3 55
P2 a -P2 RV3 56
RFAD	 IL6) RV3 57
100 nMEG1	 = OMEGA * AMS115) RV3 58
C RV3 59
GAMMA2 = CO * R**4 * 	 0.001 *n.56775 / AMS1151 RV3 60
FDAMP - FDAMP / OMEGI RV3 61
ZDAMP = ZDAMP	 / OMEGI RV3 62
SCAMP - SCAMP / OMEGI PV3 63
FSPRNG = FSPRNG / OMEGI / OPFGA RV3 64
ZSPRNC,	 = ZSPRNG / OMEGI	 / (OMEGA RV3 65
BSPRNG - BSPRNG / OMEGI / OMEGA RV3 66
RFFM=REFM/CMEGA/R PV3 67
FCNSP - FCNSP / OMEN	 / CMEGA RV3 68
CTIC	 -AMSI(81/AMS1151 RV3 69
CT9C	 =	 AMSll3)*E1/AMSI(5) RV3 70
CT7C	 =	 (F.21*AMSll31EAMS1(61)/AMSI(5) RV3 71
CTIOC=	 -AMSI(7)/AMSI(5) RV3 72
CT3C	 =	 AMS119)/AMSI(5)GFSPRNGCFCNSP RV3 73
CT12C	 -	 (-AMSt(71-E2*AMSI(41)/AMS1(51'-AKTB*FCNSP RV3 74
CZ7C	 =	 1E21*F21*AMSI(1102.n*E21*AMSt12l&AMS119)l/AMSI(51C1. 0 RV3 75
C79C	 =IE21*	 AMSIIIIEAM511211 *EI/AMSIISIEISPRNG RV3 76
CZIIC = CT7C*2.0 RV3 77
CZ16C	 =	 E1*AMSI(41/AMSI(51 PV3 78
C810C	 -	 1.0 RV3 79
CB12C	 =	 F.2 *AMSI121/AMSI(5;L1. ) CBSPRNGGFCNSP*AKTR*AKTR RV3 8n
CB16C	 =	 -(AMSI(31 *E2- A PSI(6)1/A M SI(5) RV3 Al
nD 110 J =	 NXI,NXZ IRV3 22
RHOC(J,NP1)	 =	 PH9C(J,11' IRV3 83
4MUC(J,NP11	 -	 AMUC(J,I) IPV3 84
ll n 	 ALAI(J,NPI)	 =	 ALAH(J,l) IRV3 85
C RV3 86
OD 230	 1=1,NP1 IRV3 87
P2S= P 2*SPSI(f) IRV3 RR
P2C=P2*CPSI(1) IRV3 89
425= 02*SPSI(1) IRV3 9n
Q2C-(32*CPSI(1) IRV3 91
A BATE=(Q2CEP2S)*.5 IRV3 92
no 220	 J=Nxl,NX2 2PV3 93
UTO	 =	 X(J)	 F	 ANUC(J,II	 +	 SPcl(f) 2PV3 S4
UT02	 - LTC * Uln 2RV3 S5
U2 -	 ALAM(J,I)	 E	 x(J)	 +	 ABATE 2RV3 96
WSO = L2 * U2 2PV3 97
Ill
	 =	 (ITC2	 E	 11250 2RV3 9U
Il	 =	 SQRT(Ill) 2RV3 99





UCHK • U2S0 I L702 2RV3 101
IF	 (UCHK —	 1.0)	 120,120,190 2PV3 102
120 ASIGN •	 1.0 2RV3 103
AZN • 0.0 2RV3 104
AIM •	 1.0 2RV3 105
GO TD 140 2RV3 LOP,
130 ASIGN •-1.0 2RV3 ?C7
AZN •
 1.0 2RV3 108
AZN • 0.0 2RV3 109
140 AMMO • ABS(U/RFFMI 2RV3 110
DO 150	 K • 2,NM 3PV3 111
IFIA04NO-AMCH(K11	 160,160,150 3RV3 112
tSO CONTINUE 3RV3 113
K nNM 2RV3 114






170 CALL	 CALC( CMC,ALOL,000,AO,CL40,CMTA0 9 CLREF,COSLP, 2RV3 117
1C14SLP,A000,AMOP,K,J) 2RV3 118
GO 70 210 2PV3 119
180 IF(UTO-STLRF)	 2009200,190 2RV3 120
190 CALL	 CALCISCWC,SALOL,S000,SAO,SCLAO,SCMTAD,SCLREF9 2RV3 121
LSCOSLP,SCMSLP,SADOO,SAMCM,K,JI 2RV3 122
GO TO 210 2RV3 123
200 CALL	 CALCIRCMO,RALOL,R000,RAO,RCLAO,RCMTAD,RCLREF, 2RV3 124
IRCOSLP,RCMSLP,RADOD,RAMOP,K,JI 2RV3 125
210 AXI(J1	 AXIJ)
	 • RHOCIJ,11 2RV3 126
CX11JI	 CX(J1	 * RHOCIJ,II 2RV3 127
DX1(J)
	 •	 OX(J) * RHOCIJ911 2RV3 126
FX1IJ)	 • FXIJ1	 * RHOCIJ,II 211V3 129
F1 • CAC * UTO * ASIGN 2RV3 130
F2 • CCOSLP * UTO * ASIGN 2RV3 131
F3 • AMLCIJ,11 2RV3 132
F6 * (1 * 57C8 * UI	 — U41	 * AZN 2RV3 133
F7 • 2.0 * CLCON i U2 9 FL 2RV3 134
F11 • U4 * AZN 2RV3 135
F 12 • U2 •* 3	 1 UTO * 6206 * . 66667 2RV3 136
F13 • 20 • CLCON i UTO 6 ASIGN * CAO * U2 2RV3 137
Fl7 • F6 E F12 2RV3 138
TLBX(J)
	 • AXIIJ)	 * IUL	 • CLCON E U2 * F1 L CAO * FIT) 2RV3 139
T25X(J)	 • -AXIIJI * (U1 * (COCON - CA01 E F2 • U7 6 CCDSLP * F171 2RV3 L40
T3BX(JI	 • -AX1(J)	 * F3	 •	 F7 2RV3 14L
T48X(J)	 • AniiJ)	 * F3	 * F13 2RV3 142
TSBX(J)
	 •	 -AXI(J)	 *XX(J)	 • F7 2RV3 143
T6BX(J1
	 • AX1(J)	 * XX11J)	 •	 F13 2RV3 144
T78XD(J) • AX11J1	 * BXIJ) • CCLAO * UTO 2RV3 145
F4 • DXI(JI	 * CLCON E CXIIJI	 * CNCON 2RV3 146
FS = DX1(J)	 * CAO E CXI(J1	 • CCNSLP 2RV3 147
F8	 UTO * F5 2RV3 148
F9 • UTC.. * F4 2RV3 149
F14 • 2.0 i U2 * F4 E	 ASIGN • FS 2RV3 150
FI5	 a 2.0 • F9 E F5 •	 ASIGN, • U2 2PV3 151
T1FX(J)	 = Ul • F4 E F5	 •	 IaSIGN • U2 • UTO E F17) 2RV3 152
T2FXIJ)	 = Ul • F5 2RV3 1S3
T3FX(J)	 a -F3 + F14 2RV3 154
T4FX(J)
	
a F3 • FI5 2RV3 155
TSFX(J)
	 a -XX(J) • F14 2RV3 156
T6FX(JI	 = XXIIJ) • FI5 2RV3 157
T7FXOIJI =	 RX(J) • CX1(J) • CCMTAD • U 2RV3 158
F16 = 2.0 • COCON • UTO E CCDSLP • U2 • ASIGN 2RV3 159
518 a 2.0 • U2 + COCON E CCCSLP • UT0 • ASIGN 2RV3 160
T1ZX(J)	 m -FXIIJI • 1	 CCCON • Ul E U2 • F2 E CCDSLP ♦ F171 2RV3 161
T22X(J)	 _ -F-Xl(J) • (Ul • (CLCON E CCDSLPI E U2 • Fl E CAO • F171 2RV3 162
T3ZX(J)	 = FX1(J) • F3 • F18 2RV3 163
T4ZXIJ1	 = -	 FXI(J) • F3 • F16 2RV3 164
TSZXIJI	 = FXIIJI • .XXIJI	 •	 FIR. 2RV3 165
T6Z%IJ1
	 a — F ,<IIJ1 • XXIIJI	 • F16 2RV3 166
MOM =	 RX(J) • FXIIJI • CCLAC • U2 2RV3 167
220 CONTINUE 2RV3 168
CRI(I)=CTIOC IRV3 169
C82	 (1)	 = -GAMMA2 • DIN7I77P.XD1 IRV3 170
C83	 (1)	 - CT12C. - GAMMA2 •OINTIT28X) IRV3 171
CR7(I)=C, IRV3 172
C88	 (1)	 = -CZ11C - GAMMA2•DINT(T6BX1 IRV3 173
CB9	 (I)	 _ - GAMMA2 • DINT(T49X)	 • CPSI(11 IRV3 174
CRIn(1)	 = CPIOC IRV3 175
CRU M - RCAMP - GAMMA2	 • CINT(T58XI IRV3 176





• DINTITIBXI	 E (190 E AMSI	 • F2	 / IPV3 178
1 ANS115)) • (P2C - C2S) IRV3 179




FOAMP - GAMMA2	 + CINT(T7FXD1 IRV3 121
CT3	 (1)	 = CT3C - GAfdMA2	 • DINT(T2FX) IRV3 182
CT7(1 )	 = CT7C IRV3 183
CT8	 (1)	 = - GAMMA2 t 01NT(T6FX1 IRV3 184
CT9	 11)	 a CT9C - GAMMA2 • CPSIII)	 • DINT(T4FX) IRV3 185
CT101I)
	
a CTIOC IRV3 186
CTII(1)
	 = -GAMMA2 +	 DTNT(T5FX1 IRV3 187
CT1211)	 _ -GAMMA2 •	 CPSI111	 +	 DINT(T3FX)	 E	 CT12C IRV3 188
TOT(11	 = GAMMA2 • DINT(TIFX)	 -	 IAMS1171	 E	 E2	 •	 AMSI1411	 /	 AMS)(51 IPV3 189
1 +	 (02S - P;-'C)	 -	 AMSI(9)	 /	 AMSI(5)	 •	 102C E	 P2S) IRV3 190
C,Z1II1=CT7(11 1RV3 191
CZ2	 (11	 - -GA M MA? + DINT(77ZX0) IF V3 192
C.Z3	 (T)	 - CT9C - FCNSP	 • AKTZ - GAMMA2 • DINT(T?ZX) IRV3 193
C,27(11	 = CZ7C IRV3 IS4
CZ8	 (I)	 - ZCAMF - GAMMA2	 ► CINT(T61X) IRV3 155
C7.9	 (I1	 = CZ9C - GAMMA2 • OTNT(T4ZX1	 • CPST(II	 G FCNSP • AKTZ IRV3 l96
CZIO(T) =n. IRV3 197
CZII(f)	 - C711C	 - GAMM62	 •.CINT ITSZXI IRV3 1c8
0112(11	 = - r-AMMAZ t OINT(T3ZX)	 • CPSTITI
	
F. FCNSP s	 AKTZ
	 • AKTB IRV3 l99




23n CONTTNUE IRV3 201
C RV3 202
C CALCULATE	 PESVONS'	 MATdICFS RV3 203
C RV3 204
CALL	 SIGCG	 ( A 1,CTl,CT2,CT39CPS129NP11 RV3 205
CALL	 SIGCCIM(42 9 CT7,CT8,CT9,CPS12 9 NP11 RV3 206
CALL	 SIGCO00 (43,CZ1,CZ2,CZ39C.PS12,NP11 PV3 2C7
C4LL	 SIGCOMtA4,CZ7,CZ8,CZ99DPS12,NP11 RV3 208
CALL	 SI GLOPIA6,CT10,CT119CT1290PS12,NP11 RV3 209
CALL	 SiSCnM(A7,CZIO,CZII,CZI2,DPSIZ,NP11 RV3 210
CALL	 SIGCOMIAB ,C810,CR1I,CB12,nPS12,NP11 RV3 211
CALL	 SIGCOMIA99CO1,C829C839DPS12 9 NP11 RV3 212
CALL	 SIGCnPtA1C,C87,CP8,CE99DPS129NP11 PV3 213
AMSX a 4MS115) RV3 214
DO 740	 1 = 1,9 IRV3 215
240 AMS11I)	 Y	 AMSIIII/ANSX IRV3 216
4 MS1451 • AMSX RV3 217
nn 2.50	 i-NX1,NX2 IRV3 218
F4(l)




	 -	 EMITI	 •	 32.? IPV3 220
CO - Cn	 /12. RV3 221
WRITF	 IL61	 NP,PkX,NXI,NX2,FLCATN,CPSI2,NCASE,HEAD,(PSI(Il t t-1,NPl, RV3 222
1	 AKTR.FCNSP,(TCHIII,TOT(1),1011I1, RV3 223
2SP511T1,CPSI(11,1=1,NP1,FSPPNG,AKTZ,ZSPRNG,RSPRNG, RV3 224
3	 ElaE2,P,FDAMP,ROAM O ,ZCAMP,CO,RHC,GAMM42,PEFM,IXII19 RV3 225
4XX1tI),XX(1),CCITI,THX(II,EM111,XAITI,FA(I), 	 I=NXl,NX21, RV3 226
I(AMSIIII,t=1,91 PV3 227
WRITF
	 IL61	 ICTIITI.CT2111,CT3(11,CT711),CT81T/,CF9(II,CTIO(T1, RV3 228
1	 CTILl11,CT12(11,CZl(I),012(11rCZ3111,CZ7111,CZ81I1rC79111, PV3 229
)_	 CZ10(11,f,tllll1,f.1121I1rCFL111•C821i1,C.R3lIIrC87111eC88(!1, RV3 23n
3	 CR9(II,CRI'1 121,081111IrCR12(I),i = 1,NPI,NOPTrNOC V CLr RV3 231
41RCINITIII,T=1,61 PV? 232
ENn FILL L6 PV3 233
REWIND	 L6 RV3 234
CALL T(NV(45,41,NP1) RV3 235
CALL	 TXT(A1,A5,A2,n,1,nF1) PV'1 236




CALL	 TXT(A4,A3,A5,n,l,AFl) RV3 239
CALL
	
TXT(A 4 ,A2,A4,),0,6PI) RV3 24n





r 2 X 7	 COMPLETEC PV3 244
C PV3 245
CALL	 TXT(A1T,A5,A6,0,1,PP11 RV3 246
CALL	 TXTIA11,A4,A7,1,1,RP1I RV3 247
CALL	 1XT1412,A?,A6,'),I Q p F11 RV3 248
GALL	 TXTIAl7,A2,17,1,1,AP1l RV3 249























3 X 3 CCMPLETEC





















































	 SIGCCMIAgRtCvf),HZ,Nt SIG 1
SIG 2
CALCULATES	 TRIANGULAR PATRIX A ISTORED ONE DIMENSIONALLVI SIG 3
69CPO ARE DIAGONALS (STOREn ONE DIMENSIONALLYI SIG 4
H2 IS CCIkSTANT HALF INTERVAL N IS NOM. ORDER SIG 5
N • 4 TO 25 SIG 6
A •BGC*SIGPAGC*SIGPA SQUARED SIG 7
SIG 8
O'IMENSICN	 A(32!lgR(25)tC1251,0(251 SIG 9
A(11 •8(11 SIG 10
Al21 m iC1216012)	 *H2)*H2 SIG 11
A131 • A(2)6812 ► SIG 12
OH1 •H26H2 SIG 13
AH1.OH1tH2 SIG 14
OH2• nHISOHl SIG 15
AH2•DH2 SIG 16
A(4)' n (013)*AH16C(31)lH2 SIG 17
A151 •nl31*AH2 *H2EC(31*OH1 SIG 18
A100 1C1316Q(3)	 *H2) *H16P13) SIC, 19
IA n6 SIG 20






A([A- 1) nC(1) *H2t01*AH1 1SIG 27
AIIAI	 •f.11)*OH160!*AH2 1SIG 28
J1• I-1 1SIG 29
00 100 J •3,J1 2SIG 3n
IA.IAtI 2SIG 31
inn AIIAI=AIIA-11 -00 2SIG 32
IWAGI 1STG 31















c	 DINT a TRAP. INT, CF A YRT X
C	 A1119X11) I-N19N2	 N2 MAX - 16
C
OIMENS(CN A11619X(161
COMMDN L1, L29 L3, L4, L5, 1.6: L79 L8, NCHK
COMMON X,N1,N2




























SUBPOUTINF	 TINVIA.B.N) TIN I
CALCULATES	 TI-E INVFPSF OF P AND STORES 	 IN	 A TIN 1
N IS ORDER	 A MAX s 25	 N	 IN	 COMMON TIN 3
A.R	 ARF LOWER TRIANGLES STORED ONE DIMENSIONALLY TIN 4
TIN 5
DIMFNSICN	 A(325),R(3251 TIN 6
IA.1 TIN 7
A(11=1.0/8(11 TIN 8
DO 120	 1 =2.N ITIN 9
IK0.1 ITIN In
II=I — I ITIN 11






DO ICO K-J,fl 3TIN 18
kB=locl 3TIN i9
IK=IKEK— I 3TIN 20
IO0	 A I IAI=A(IAIE21I8)*AIIKI 3TIN 21
110	 A(IA1=—AIIAI/8(IRE1) 2TIN 22
IA=IAE1 IT IN 23










































A-( — )e*CIAI	 (—) IF A2 .NF. O
C
	
(EA) IF NI .NE.0
C
	
A,P,C ARE LOYI?F TRIANGULAR MATRICES STORES AS VECTORS
C
	



























SURPOUTINE CALC	 IACMO,AALOL,ACDO,AAO,ACLAO,ACMTAD,ACLREF,ACUSLP, CAL 1
IACMSLP,AADOD,AAMOM,K,J) CAL 2
01MF.NSICN ACMO(101,AALCL(l0),ACD0110),AAO(101,ACLAD(101,ACMTAD110) CAL 3
I,ACLRF.F11')1,ACDSLP1101,ACMSLP110) 9 AADODI101,AAMOM(in) CAL 4
COMMDN	 L1,	 L2 9 	L39	 L4,	 l5.	 1.6,	 L7,	 Ld,	 NCHK CAL 5





	 L FACTCO •	 (ACMO(K)
	
- ACKOIK-111 CAL 10
CALOL -AALOL(K-1)
	
6 FACTOR •	 (AALOL(K)-AAL0L( K-11) CAL 11
0000 • ACDO(K-1)
	 C FACTOR	 •	 IAC00(KI-ACDO(K-111 CAL 12
CAO =AAO(K-I)	 C FACTOR	 •	 IAAO(KI-AA0(K-I)1 CAL 13
CCLAD . ACLAO(K-'ll	 6 FACTCP	 •	 (ACLAO(KI	 - ACLAD(K-1)1 CAL 14
CCMTAO =ACMTADIX-11 • C FACTOR •	 IACMTAD(K) - ACMTADIK-111 LAL 15
CCLR'EF =ACLREF(K-11	 C	 FACTOR •	 IACLREF(K1-ACLREF(K-11) CAL 16
CCDSLP=ACDSLP(K	 116FAC1CPSIACDSLPIKI-ACOSLP(K-111 CAL 17
CCMSLP-ACMSLPO I-1)CFACTCR • (ACMSLP(K)-ACMSLP(K-111 CAL 18
CADOO =AADOO(K-'IICFACTOR • (AAD001K)-AAUDD(K-111 CAL 19
CAMOM=AAMOMIK-IICFACTOR • (AAPO M (K)-AAMOM(K-1)) CAL 20
C LC 0 N=C C LR E F CC AD* THXIJI - CALOLI CAL 21
C000N-CCD00000SLP • (THXIJI-CA000) CAL 22









SUER OIJT INF	 RFV 04 PV4 1
RV4 2
THREE










DIMENSICN CT1(251,CT2(25).CT3125),CT7(25),CT8125),CT91251,CT101251 RV4 9
L	 ,CTII(25),CT12(25)tTOT(25),CZI(25)tCZ2(2519CZ3(2519 RV4 10
2	 CZ7(25),C781251,CZ9(251rCZ10125),CZ11(25),CZ121251,TOZ1251, RV4 11
3	 CBI(251,C92(2519C83(25)	 Ct'7(251,CRR( ,251,CB9(251, RV4 12
4	 CRLC t 25),CRL1(2519CR12(251,TOP125)9 RV4 13
5	 CT(25,61,CZ125,61,CB(25,6),DT125r61,02(25,6), RV4 14
6	 08(25.6),0T21NT(25,61,OZ21NT125,61rOR2INT125,6),A113251, RV4 15
7	 A2(325),A3(325),A4(3251,A5(3251,PSI(25),BCM(6,81),BCINIT161, RV4 16
8	 BCNTHC(6),AMSI(10),X1161,C(16I,FAI16),CG(16),THX(16),EMIi61, RV4 17
9	 AIC(161,SPS11251,CPSI• (251,XX1(16),XX(16),CC(16),XA(16),HEA01171, RV4 10
1	 BCINIC16),FT1241,F9(24),F71241,TH(241,B(24),Z(241,THO(241,RO1241, RV4 19
9	 OTS P 125,61,DZSP(25,61,CPSP17.5,61,SMAX(ID,6) RV4 20•
RV4 21
PV4 22
DIMENSICN	 ET (6.241,EZ(6,24),ER16,24),ZD(241 PV4 23
RV4 24
RV4 25
REWINn	 L6 RV4 26
P.FAn	 (L61 RV4 27
REAn	 (L61	 NP,NX,NXI,NX2,FLCATN,0 PS12,NCASE,HEAD,(PSI(t),t s l,NP), RV4 28
1	 AKTR,FCNSP,(TC811),TOT(I),TOZ(I), RV4 29
2	 SPS1(l),CPS1(1),I=1,AP),FSPRNG,AKTZ,ZSPRNG,BSPRNG, PV4 30
3	 EI,F2,P,FCANP,BDA MP,ZCAMP,CO3PHC,GAMMA2,REFMr(XI(l, RV4 31
4XX1(1),XX(1I,CC(11,THX(I),EM(I). W A(I),FA(I1,1=NXI,NXZ), MV4 32
5(AMST(I1,I=1,9) RV4 33
READ	 1161	 1CT1(I),CT2(1),CT3(II,CT7(11,CT8(I),CT91t),CT101I1, RV4 34
1	 CT11(I),CT12(I),CZ111),CZ2(T),CZ3(I1,C77(I),C•ZBII),CZ9(11, PV4 35
2	 CZl n (l),C711(T),CZ)2111,CB1(I),CRZIII,CA3(11,CR7(TI,CRS(T), PV4 36
9	 CB9(T),CB10(1),C911(I),CB)2111,1=1,NP),NOPT,NOCVCL, PV4 37
4( PICINIT(T).T=196) RV4 38
'JP1
	




PST ( 14PI)	 =	 PST (NP)	 &36 0 . 0 /FL(-,ATN PV4 41
CT7(N D l) 	 =	 CT2(1) RV4 47
r..Tl(N P 11	 =	 ('79(1) RV4 43
CTB(N P II 	 =	 CTF(l) RV4 44
CT9(N P 1)	 =	 CT9(1) PV4 45
CTII (NPI)	 _	 ('711111 PV4 46
CT124NPI)	 =	 CT12(II RV4 47
C12(Nr, l I	 =	 CZ2111 RV4 48
C7.9(NP1)	 =	 r7?111 PV4 49
C79(NP11	 =	 CIP(11 RV4 5n
85
C79(NPl)	 -	 CZQ(11 RV4 51
C7111NP1)	 -	 CZ1111) RV4 '.2
CZ121NP11	 -	 CZl2(1) PV4 53
CR21NP11	 =	 CR2(l) RV4 54
CB31NP11	 =	 C83111 RV4 55
C98(NPl)	 -	 CBB(1) RV4 56
C89(NP1)	 =	 CA9(1) RV4 57
C811(NPI)	 =	 CAllll) Ft 58
CB121NPll	 w	 CAl2(1) RV4 59
PSIR	 -	 C. RV4 60
DD 100	 I=I,NPI IRV4 61
CT(1,11
	 =	 -CT3(11 IRV4 62
CT(I,Z)	 =	 -CT2(l)	 - CT3(l)	 •	 PSIR IRV4 63
CT(1,3)	 -	 -CT9(11 IRV4 64
CT(1,41	 = -CT8(1)	 - CT9(I)	 •	 PSIR IRV4 E5
CT(1,5)
	 =	 -CT12111 IRV4 66
CT(t •,6)	 -	 -CT11(I)	 -	 CT12(lI	 •	 PSIR IRV4 67
CZ(1,11	 -	 -CZ3l11 1RV4 68
CZ(1,21	 -	 -CZ2(II	 - C73111	 •	 PSIR IRV4 69
CZ11,3)	 =	 -C7911) IRV4 70
CZ(I,4)	 -	 -C7F.11)	 - CZ9(t)	 •	 PSIR IRV4 71
C7(1,51
	 =	 -CZ1211) IRV4 72
CZ(1,6)
	 = -C M IT)	 - CZ12(l)	 •	 PSIR IRV4 73
CR(I,l)
	 =	 -CB3(I) lPV4 74
CB(I,?)	 _	 -CP2(1)	 - CB3tt)	 •	 PSTR 1RV4 75
C811,31	 =	 -C89(11 IRV4 76
CR(1,4)	 =	 -CB8(1)	 - CA9(I)	 •	 PSIR IRV4 77
CRll,51	 =	 -C812(I) 1RV4 78
CB(I.6)	 =	 -CR11111	 -	 CE12(II
	 •	 PSIR IRV4 79
10 1)	 PSIR	 =	 PSIP	 6	 CPCI IRV4 84
C RV4 81
C	 CT,	 CZ,	 CB,	 MATRICES	 ARE	 crP$ PLETFD PV4 82
C RV4 81.4
C	 CALCULATE	 DT,	 07,	 0B,	 PATRICES	 • kV4 A4
C PV4 85
REWIND	 L3 RV4 86
READ	 (1-3) RV4 87
RFAD	 (1-3) RV4 88
CALL	 TPREAD	 (L3,4,A1,A2,A3,A4, A4) RV4 89
CALL	 TRNULT(0T,AI,CT,NP1,6,1I RV4 90
CALL	 TRMUIT(DT,A2,C7,NP1,6,2) RV4 91.
CALL	 TRPULT(DZ,A3,CT,NF1,6,I) RV4 97
CALL	 T P FULTl0Z,A4,f•Z,NP1,6,2) RV4 93
C A LI.	 TPREAD(L3,5,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5) RV4 94
CALL	 TRMULT((1T,A1,CB,NP1,6,2) PV4 S5
CALI	 TRPULT(OZ,A2,CR,NF1,6,2) RV4 Q6
CALL	 TP M ULT ( D8,A4 , CT,NF1 , 6,1) FV4 57
CALL	 TRPULT(CP,A5,CL,NF196,7) RV4 96
CALI	 TRMULT(r.R,A3,Cl,NPI,6,2) PV4 99






DO 110	 J=1,6 2RV4 101
OTSPII,JI=OT(I,J) 2PV4 102
DZSPII,J?-DZ(I,JI 2RV4 103
110 DBSPII,JS=DB(I,J) 2RV4 104
120 CALL	 INTR(OT,D121NT,OT,NPI,6,OPS121 RV4 105
CALL	 INTR(CZ,	 DZ21NT,	 OZ, NPle	 6,	 OPSI21 RV4 106
CALL	 INTR(CB,	 l;82INT,	 CB,	 NPI,	 6,	 DPSI2) PV4 IC7
00 130	 I=1,NP1 2RV4 108
DTII,21	 =	 OT 11 921	 G	 1.0 2RV4 109
01(I,4)	 -	 DZ(1.41	 G	 1.0 2PV4 Iln
130 DBIl,61
	 =	 CB11,61	 G	 1.0 2RV4 111
C RV4 112
140 00 150	 1=1,NP1 2RV4 113
PSIR	 - PSI(I1/57.29578 IRV4 114
OT2INTII,1)	 =	 U721NT41,11	 G	 1.0 2RV4 115
OT2INT(I,21	 -	 O721NT11,21	 G	 PSIR 2RV4 116
DZ21NT(I,31	 =	 012INT11,3)	 G	 1.0 2RV4 117
OZ2INT(1,41	 =	 OZ21NT(I,41	 G	 PSIR IRV4 118
DRZINT(1,5).-	 C821NT(1;5)	 G	 1.0 2RV4 11
150 0821NT(196)	 =	 CO21NT41961	 G	 PSIR 2RV4 120
C RV4 121
C RV4 122
C CALCULATE TIME HISTORY	 (STABILITY)	 IF SPECIFIED BY NOPT	 I OR 3 . RV4 t23
C RV4 124
160 DO 170	 1=1,6 2RV4 125
BCM(l,l)	 =	 -DT2INT(NP1,l1 2RV4 126
BCM(2,11	 =	 -DT(NP1,I1 IRV4 127
RCM(3,11	 -	 -0121NT(NP1,1) IRV4 128
SCM(4,11	 _	 -DZINPItII 2RV4 129
BCM(5,I1	 = -0821NT(NP1,I5 2RV4 130
17C 5CM(6,I)	 =	 -OBINP1,1) 2RV4 131
NV =	 1NP1 4 (KP1G1))12 RV4 132
NVO =	 (NP4 (NPG1))i2 RV4 133
GO Tn	 (1809440,580),	 NCPT RV4 134




tF(L-1)	 190 9 19[,210 2RV4 137
1'70 DO 200	 N1C = 1,E 2RV4 138
2nn 5CINIC(h1C)	 =	 PCINITINIC) 2RV4 139
r,D TO 220 2PV4 140
21n 00 220	 NTHC = 1,6 2RV4 141
22n BCIN1r,(NTHCI	 =	 BCNTHC(NIHCI 2PV4 142
C IRV4 143
23n DO 390	 J=1,NP1 2RV4 144
no ?40	 0=1,6 3RV4 145
24 1) BCNTHCIN)	 =	 ^., r 3RV4 146
n0 259	 K=1,6 3RV4 147
IICNTHC,(1)	 =	 BCNTHC(1)	 E	 OT21NT(J,K)	 a	BCINICIKI 3RV4 148
BCNTHC(2)	 =	 BC.NTHC(2)
	
G	 OT(J,K)	 4	 SCINIC(KI 3RV4 149





L	 OZIJ,KI	 •	 BC(NICIKI 3RV4 151
BCNTHC(5)
	 =	 BCNTHC(5)	 L	 C82INTIJ,K)	 * BCTNTC(K) 3RV4 152
?_SO BCNTHC(6)
	
= BCNTHC(61	 C CE(J,K)
	 •	 BCINTC151 3RV4 153
4FtITF.
	 (L2,7301	 PSTIJI,IPCNTIClll,T=1,61 2RV4 154
IF(J-1)	 270,260,270 2RV4 155






PMAX1	 =	 0.0 2RV4 162
PMAX2 = 0.0 2RV4 163
PMAX3 = 0.0 2RV4 164
PMAX4 . = 0.0 2RV4 165
PMAXS = 0.0 2RV4 166
PMAX6 = 0.0 2RV4 167
GO TO 3SO	 - 2RV4 168




?P.0 AMAXI =ABBC 2RV4 171
PMAXI-PSI(J) 2RV4 172
?90 ABBC=ABS(flCNTHC121) 2PV4 173
IFIAMAX2-ABP.CI	 300,300,310 2RV4 174
300 AMAX2=APRC 2RV4 175
PMAX2=PSTIJI ?RV4 176
310 AB8C=ABS(BCNTH(- I3)) 2RV4 177
IF(AMAX3-AEPC)	 320,320.330 2RV4 178
320 AMAX3=APRC 2RV4 179
PMAX3=PSTIJ) 2RV4 IRO




340 AMAX4=ABRC 2RV4 183
PMAX4=PSIIJI 2PV4 184
350 A9flC=ARS(RCATHC(5S) 2RV4 165
TF(AMAX5-ARPCI	 36006x, ?7C 2RV4 IR6
36C AMAX5=AP9C 2RV4 187
PMAXS =P SI(J) 2RV4 1P.8
X 70 ABRC=ABS(RCNTHC(6)1 2PV4 1R9
IFIA4AY(.-ABRr,)
	
38 r,„380,390 2RV4 190
3P0 AMAX6=ABRC 2RV4 191
P4AX6=PS1(J) ?PV4 192
39n r.ONTINUF ?RV4 193
WRITE	 ( L?,670) IRV4 194
WRITF
	 (L2,6R')) IRV4 195
WRITF	 (L2,69r)	 FMAXI,APlXL,PMAX?,AMAX?,PMAX3,AMAX3,PMAX4,AMAX4, IPV4 1S6
I P MAX S, AM A X 5, PM A X6, AMA X6 IRV4 197
SMAX(L,I)=AMAXI 1.FV4 1179
SMAX(L,2)=A M AX? IRV4 1°q





SMAX(L,6 1 -AMAX6 1RV4 203
400 CONTINUE 1R V4 204
C RV4 205
NOM - NCCYCL - I RV4 206
DO 410	 I	 =	 1.6,2 LRV4 207
IF(ASSISMAXINOCYCL,I)/SPAXINOM,Ill-1.051 	 410.410 9 420 LRV4 208
410 CONTINUE 1RV4 209
GO TO 1433,440 94401,	 NCFT RV4 210
420 WRITE	 (1.2,7001 RV4 211




CALL EXIT RV4 214
C RV4 21.5
C THREE	 DEGREES OF FREEDOM - CALCULATION OF RESPONSE (E) MATRICES RV4 2;6
C R V4 217
C RV4. 218
C RV4 219
44C REWIND L3 RV4 220
READ	 (L3) RV4 221
READ	 (1.31 RV4 222
REWIND L6 RV4 223
DO 450	 I m 1,6 LRV4 224
450 BCM(I,I)	 =	 P.CMII,I)	 6	 1.0 &RV4 225
NTL	 NV - NPI RV4 226
NBCL	 E E NPI RV4 227
NBC2	 = NBCI F.	 1 RV4 228
NBC3	 NBC1	 E	 NPI RV4 229
NBC4 = NBC3 E	 1 RV4 VO
NBCS = NBC3 L NPI RV4 23'1
CALL	 TPRFADIL3,39A1,A2,A3PA3,A31 RV4 232
CALL	 1NIT(65,A4,A2,NPL,CPSI2) RV4 233
J - NTL PV4 234
DO 46 1)	 1=NBC7,NRC3 LRV4 235
J =	 J	 L	 1 IPV4 236
BCM(i,I)
	 =	 A4(J) LRV4 237
460 RCM(2,t)	 =	 A51J) IPV4 238
CALL	 INTT(A5,A4,A1,NP1,fP5I2i PV4 239
CALL	 INIT(A2,AL,A3,NPI,CPSl21 RV4 240
J = NTL RV4 241
00 470	 I=7,NACI IPV4 242
J	 =	 J	 &	 1 IPV4 249
BCMII,I)	 =	 A41J) LRV4 244
ACM12,i)
	 -	 A5(J) 1RV4 245
BCM(3,11
	 =	 AIIJI IPV4 246
47C RCM14,11	 =	 A2(J) IPV4 247
CALL	 TPPEAD(L3,3,A1,A2rA3,A3,A31 RV4 248
CALL	 IN7T(A5,A4,AI,NPI,CP512) PV4 249





J - J E l
RCM(3,!(1 v A4(JI














J = J G I
RCI(( 5, 1 ) • 044 J)




J	 J E 1
BCMI5,I1 - A4(J)




J = J E 1
SCM1591I	 A4(J1
520 9CM(6#11 a A51J)
C
530 09 570 K=1,6
PVT = BCMIK,K)
On 540 J=K,NBC5





550 D9 56-1 J=K,NRC5





RCM(I,N8C2)= RCMII,NBC.2) E 0C1r(1,NRC31

























































NBC1	 = NRC1 - 1 RV4 3n4
NBC3 = NBC3 - 1 RV4 305
NBC5 • NBC5 - I RV4 306
REWIND L7 RV4 307
DD 610 1	 1,6 IPV4 308




J - J E
	 1 2RV4 311
590 ET(I,J)
	 -	 BCMII,JI) 2PV4 312
J = 0 IRV4 313
DO 600 J2 a NBC2,NBC3 2RV4 314
J	 = J E	 1 2PV4 315
6nO FZ119JI	 -	 PCM(I,J21 2RV4 316
J = 0 IRV4 317
DO 61n	 J3	 NRC4,NBC5 2RV4 310
J	 - J	 G	 I 2RV4 319
610 FR(1 9 J)	 =	 BCP(I,J3) 2RV4 320
DO 620	 I = 1,6 IRV4 321
620 WRITF	 (L7)(ET(I,JI,J = I,NP),(FZ(1 9 J),J=1,NPI,IF0(I,J),J=I,NPI, IRV4 322
1	 (DTSP(L,I!,DZSP(L,I),CPSPfL,I)tL=I,NP1 RV4 323
63n PEWINO L4 RV4 324
RF.WfNn	 L3 RV4 325
READ	 IL31 RV4 326
RFAO	 (L?) PV4 327
CALL	 TPPFAD	 (1.3,5,AI,A2,=3,A4,65) RV4 328
WRITF	 (L41	 Al RV4 329
WRITF	 (L4I	 A2 RV4 33n
WRfTF:	 (L4)	 AS RV4 331.
WRITF	 ( L4)	 A3 RV4 332
WRITE	 (L4)	 A4 HV4 3:31
CALL	 TPREAO(L3,4,A1,A2,A3,A4,A4) RV4 334_
WRITF	 (L4)	 Al RV4 135
WRITF	 (L41	 A3 RV4 336





	 L4 RV4 339
NX = NX2 -	 NX1
	
E ( RV4 340
WRITE	 (L7)	 NP,NX,F1,F2,R,FPAMP,B0AM.P,ZDAMP,nPS12,CO 3 RHO, RV4 341
1	 GAMMA	 2,R FF r ,(X( II, XX1(II,XX(II,CCl11,THXIII,E4(I ► . If AlI1, 1) V4 342
2	 F(M ),	 f = N'(1,NX21e(AKSI(I),f = 1,91,ZSPRNn,HSPRNG, RV4 343
3	 AKTB,FCNSP,(T r P.1I1,T-')T(I),TOZ(f)• PV4 344
4	 PSI(I),SPSI(1),CPS1(1),I=1,NPI,FSPRNG,AKT7.,DPSf RV4 345





	 (L71	 NVO,	 (AIM,	 A2(I1,	 A311),	 f=1,NVn1 IRV4 34H
CCO')=-AKTR*FCN OZ P RV4 349











CT3II)=CT3(I)-FSPRNG-FC^SP 1R V4 357
CT9(1)=CT911)-BCON 1RV4 358





660 CRI2(I)=CR12(11-BSPRNG-FCASP* AKTR OAKTB IPV4 364
WRITE	 11.71	 ICT1111,CT2111,CT3111,CT7111,CTS(II, CT9 ( 1) , CTID l 11 , RV4 365
1	 CTII(1),CT1211),GZlll),CZ2(11,CZ3(11,CZ71119CZ8(1),CZ9111, RV4 366
2	 CI10(l),CZII(1),CZ12111,081111,CB2l11,CB 3 ( 11 , CB7(1) , CB8111. RV4 367
3	 CB911),CB10111,CB1111,),CB12111,1-1,NPI RV4 368
REWIND L3 RV4 359
REWIND L7 RV4 370
REMIND L6 RV4 371
RV4 372
RV4 373




FORMAT	 STATEMENTS RV4 378
RV4 379
670 FORMATI26H	 MAXIMUM	 ABSrLUTE	 RESPCNSF/1 RV4 180
680 FORMAT(4X,3HPS1,12X,1HT,13X,2HTP,12X,IHZ,13X ,2HZP ,1 2X , 1HB , 13X,2HBP RV4 381
1/1 PV4 382
690 FORMAT ( F8.L,1PF17 . 3/OPFE.I , 1PF34..3/O PF8 .I,I PE45 . 3/OPF8.I , IPE59.3/ RV4 303
1	 OPF y .I,IPE73.3/O P FR.I,IPE07.3I RV4 384
70C cdRMAT( 14H DIVERGFNCE CCNCITICN CiSCONTINUEDI RV4 385
710 F'1RMAT	 (27H FNC OF inB--STABILITY ONLY//) RV4 366
720 F0RMAT(1H1,51X,13HTIMF	 HISTORY// PV4 387
153X,I1HCYCLF	 NC.	 =13	 //4x,3HPSI,12X,1HT,13X,2HT P ,12 X ,1 HZ9 RV4 388
213X,2HZP•12X,LHB,13X,2FEF) RV4 369










SUBP OUT INF	 TPMLLT	 (A. R, C. A, KR, ICI TPM 1
C TRM 1_
C A-P*C	 WHERE B IS LCMER TRIANGLE OF NOMINAL ORTIER N TRM 3
C, STCPEO AS VECTOR TAM 4
C A,C ARE RFCTANGULAR OF OR-']ER 	 N X NR TRM 5
C N MAX =	 25	 NR MAX =	 6 TRM 6
C TC=1	 A=B*C	 TC=2	 A=ASS*C.	 IC-3	 A=-ALB*C TRM 7
DIMENSICN	 A(25,(;),8(325),C125,6) TRM B
00 190 J=1,NR ITRM 9
IB=O ITPM 10
DO	 130	 I = 1,N 2TRM 11
GO TO	 (1CO 3 120.110),	 IC 2TRM 12
100 A(I,J)=C.'1 2TRM 13
C,0 TO 120 2TRM 14
110 A(T.JI=-A(I,J) 2TRM 15
120 DO	 13'1	 K=1,1 3TRM 16
1B=TS&l 3TRM 17







































C	 A=TNT OF C	 6=2NO TNT OF C	 BY TRAPEZOIDAL RULF
C	 A,R,C ARE RECTANGULAR MATRICES	 M X N	 MAX 25 X 6
C	 H2 IS CCNSTAN7 HALF INTERVAL
C	 A OR 2 MAY BE EQUAL TO C




















SUSROUTINF TPPFAD(NT,Nlw ,A,B,C,D,E) TPR 1.
c TPREAD(NT,NM,A,D,C,D,E) TPR 2
C RFACS TAPE AT	 , NM VFCTnRS OF 325 WORDS TPR 3
C TPR 4
DIMFNSICN A (325)98(325),C(325)901325),E(325) TPR 5
RFAD	 (Nil A TPR 6
IF	 (NM-1) 10,140,100 TPP 7
100 READ	 INT) 0 TPR 8
IF (NM-2) 110,140,110 TPR 9
110 READ	 (Nil C TPR 10
IF (NM-11 120,140,120 TPR 11
120 READ	 INTI D TPR 12
IF (NM-41 130,140,130 TPR 13
130 READ	 (Nil F TPR 14






SUBROUTINE	 INTT (A, R, C,A 7H2) TNT 1
f.	 A•IN7 OF C
	 B•2N0	 TNT OF C	 BY TRAPEZOIDAL RULF TNT 2
C	 A,B,C ARE TRIANGULAR MATRICES STORED AS VECTORS TNT 3
C	 112 IS CONSTANT HALF INTERVAL N IS NOMINAL OROER , 14AXn 25	 INT 4
C	 A OR P MAY EQUAL C INT 5
C	 IF A.ANO B ARE FOLAL
	 RESULT WILL	 BE 1ST	 INTEGRAL INT 6
C	 SENSE LIGHT 4 IS CFF CN EXIT INT 7
C INT B
DTMENSICN
	 A132!I9813251,C(3251 INT 9
CALL	 SLITE141 INT 10
1100 0 INT 11
00 120 J • 1,N LINT 12




II s C10 TINT 17
DO 120	 I . J,N 2INT 18




100 TTmTAGH2R:C(II:STC) 2INT 21
T8wTR6H2*(TA6771 ?TNT 22
TA wTT 2INT 23
Ile	 TC ECI111 2INT 24
B(lII m TB 2INT 25
AIIII w TA 2INT 26
120	 II . 1191 2INT 2?
RETURN INT 28
ENO TNT 29








L6,	 L7.	 L8,	 NCHK RV5 5
OIMENSICN TRR(2419TBP8124),TBPP81241,TZPPT1241,TZZ(24),TZPZ(2 4 ), RV5 6
1	 TZPPZ(24),TRZ1241,TRPZ(24),TBPPZ(24),TTZ1241,TTPZ1241,TTPPZ1241, RV5 7
2	 TT8(24),TTPR124),TTPPe(24 ► .TZB1241,TZPB(24),TZP P(i(241,TBT124 1, RV5 8
3	 TRPT(241,TBPPT124),TT7124 ► ,TTPT(241,TTPPT1241,TZT(24),TZPT1241, RV5 9
4	 ALAM112 9 241,2(241980124),BO01241,TH(241,THD(241, RV5 10
5	 THDD(24),Z(24),ZD1241sZCD1241, RV5 11
6	 TOR(24),707(24),TOZ1241,THIN1241,nTOX412,24),OMDX112,241, RV5 12
7	 DZOXl12,24).PSI(24),SPSI(24),CPSI124),XA(121,X(12),XXI(12), PV5 13
8	 C1121,TMIST1121,AI151,S(31,XH(12),XXL(12),XR1121, RV5 14
9	 ALFAC(12 9 241,AMACH(1C),ASTLNIIOI9ASTLP(10),ALFA1361, pV5 15
I	 DPDXT ( 12,241,DPDXP112 ,241,DPOSII(241,DPDSIP1241,DQOSII124), RV5 16
2	 D9O5iP124 ► ,OTOPS1124),DVMPSI(241,DQDPS1124),DPDPSI1241, RV5 17
3	 OM(4),CQ:4I,CCEF(3,31,AeC131, RV5 l8
4	 DOUTDR(12,24),DINOR(129241,^';Me112),FB1241,FT(24),FZ(24) PV5 19
RV5 20
DIMENSICN	 FT1(24),FS1124),FZ11241,RAON(1O), RV5 21





1	 CL(489	 8 9	61,CD(48,	 8, 6),CM(48,	 8,	 6148124), RV5 27
2	 STH(24),CTHI241,UP112,241,HFAO117),SR(24),AMACHC(12,24),XJ2(121, RV5 28
3	 BC(6),THCJ(24),BDO124),ZD01241,FB(6,24),ET169241, RV5 29
4	 EZ(6,24),08124,61,OT124,61,DZ(24,61,PT11300), RV5 30






	 L3 RV5 36
REWIND L5 PV5 37
REWIND L6 RV5 38
REWINn L7 RV5 39
READ	 (L31	 LCCN,NXF2,NP,l1ALAM(J,1),AMUC(J,II,RHOC(J,1),J=I,NXF21, RV5 40
1	 I=1,NP1 RV5 41
REAn	 (L'_)	 NTCR , Q2 , PZ,CPEGA, ALAMO, AMU RV5 42
RFAD	 (L5) RV5 43
RFAD	 (L5)IC..N(7B,T04,RCA,ZnA,APHASE,ALFAR,LSS2.HEAD, PV5 44
1	 AOS,41S.81S,FTnL,ATCLP,	 NCASF,NAERO,LFAR, RV5 45
2	 MIAL,ACMA,NCSFC,
 
A LL, A U, r)FL A L,(ALFA(I),1-1,NOALI,XI,XZ, RV5 46
3	 (AMACH(TI,ASTLPIII,AS7LN(T),T=I,NOMNI,(RADN(I),T=I,NOSFC ► , RV5 47
4	 Xn,FCPO,FC Hn,P.L,INTAA,AHAFe,NCi• AR,f,OnR,CR FT, RV5 48
5	 RE^I,RFQ,AMINF,TIN ,UR,C-AMM,NM . XREF,DRFF RV5 49
WRTTH L2,10^IhFAO RV5 50
97
1.
100 FORMATIIN	 ,17A41 RV5 51
110 DO 121	 I=1,NP 1PV5 52
FT(l)=0.0 IRV5 53
FB(I)=0.0 IRV5 54
FZ(II =D.O IRV5 55
THITI = tl,O LRVS 56
THDIII=0.0 IRV5 57
0(1) =0.0 1PV5 58
90(11 = 0.0 IRV5 59
Z111=O.0 IRV5 60
120 ZD([1=0.0 IRV5 61
DO 130	 1=196 IRV5 62
130 READ	 (1-71	 IFTIi,JI,J = L,NA1,(EZII,JI,J=I,NPI,IEB(I,JI,J=1,NP), IRV5 63




140 DO 159 JJ=I,NOSEC IRV5 66
00 I50 FM- 1,NCMN 2RV5 67
ISO READ	 1151	 ICLIII,MM,JJ),lI=1,NOAL) 2RV5 68
DO 160 JJ=1,NOSEC IRV5 69
00 160 MM=I,NCMN 2RV5 70
160 READ	 (L5)	 (CO(II,MM,JJ),11-19NOAL) 2RV5 71
nn 170 JJ=I,NOSEC IRV5 72
DO 170 MM=1,NOMN 2RV5 73
170 READ	 (1-5)	 (CM(I',MM,JJ),1I=I,NOAL) 2RV5 74
LPC READ	 (1.7)	 NP, NX, El,EZ,R,FCAMP90OAMP,ZDAMP,DPSI2,CO,RHO, RV5 75
1	 GAMMA2,REFM, IXIII, XXL(II,XXI111,C(11,TMISTlf1,DMBI Ile XA11), RV5 76
2	 XH(I),I = 1,NX1,AM,(S( 11,1-1,31,IAI([),1=1,5),ZSPRNG, RVS 77
3	 BSPRNG,AKTB,FCNSP,(TOEIII,TOTII),TOZ11 ► , RV5 78
4	 PSI(I1,SPSI(I),CPSIIll,)=19NPI,FSPRNG,AKTZ,DPS[ RV5 79
REMIND L6 RV5 8D
F2l=F2-Fl RV5 81
READ	 IL61	 AOS.NCI,NIO M ,IKCM.KOM,CGTOL,NCHK,(CQ(I),OMII1,1=1,31 RV5 82
1.90 OrFGAR=CMEGA•R RV5 83
I TER B=9 RVS 84
IH MM-11	 229,200,220 RV5 65
2^O CORK	 = AI(11	 > nMFGA	 • nMFGA RVS 66
FSPRNG = FSPRNG • COPR RVS 67
ZSPRVG=ZSPRNG • CnRR RV5 BB
BSPRND=PSPRNG • CnRR RV5 69
FCNSP=FCNSP ;CL'FR RV5 90
OCORP=-CCR P /C M FGA RV5 91
FDAM p	= FDAMP	 •nC9PR RV5 92
70AMP = 7CAMP • CCCPR RV5 93
90AM p =RCAM p •CCCRR RV5 94




AMIJ,ALAkl) ,ACS,AIS,91S PV5 96
WRITF	 (L2,1250)
	
FC 9 9,FCM PV5 97
W P fTFIL2,21 r ► 	 C MF;AR,RHC,FS PRNC-,ZSPRN n ,PSPRNG,FOAM p ,ZCAMP.BDAMP, PV5 99
1	 FCNSP RV5 99




114HOENSITY RATIO=F6.3//26H SPRING RATES IFT LBS/RA01/5X,11HFEA7HFR RV5 LO1
21NG=F 9.1/12X,4HLAG =F9,1/7X,9NFLAPPINGnF9,1// RV5 102
331H DAMPING RATES IFT LES /RAO/SEC) /SX,IIHFEATHFRING= F9,1/ RVS 103
412X,4HLAG =F9.1/7X,9HFLAFPINGo F9.1// RV5 t04
534H CONTROL SPRING RATES
	 IFT LBS/RADI/SX,IIHFEATHERING=F9.1///1 RV5 105
FSPRNG=FSPPNG/CORK RV5 106
ZSPRNG=ZSPRNG/CORR RVS IC7







OMS02-Z,O e0MS0 RV5 115
OMRSC =O ►M SC*R*R RVS 116





00 230 J=I,NX IRV5 122
XYZ(L,J)=X:JI IRV5 123






XY/I A,J I=OMB(JI IRV5 130
00 241	 J = 1,NX tRVS 131
J?-J& 7 IRV5 132
















no 251	 1=t,KP IPV5 149













250 THINITI*(ACS-A15*Cn5(P:)-)'1S*SINIPSII/57.2958 IRV5 151
260 IFIITFRP.-1)	 27C,2S0929C RV5 152
270 On 28n	 I=I,NP IRV5 153




FT111=TOT11)	 EFCASP*THINIIIGFSPRNG*TOA IRV5 156
20C CONTINUE IRV5 157
290 I TER B=I TER P. C1 RV5 158
CALCULATE
	 OETA,BETAO,TM,THD,ZETA,ZFTAD	 TEST	 FOR CONVERGENCE. RV5 159
ICHK=0 IF ALL NON ZERO VALUES ARE WITHIN SPECIFIED TOLERANCE,OTHER RV5 160
WISE	 ICHK=1 RV5 161
INTFGRATIONS PERFORMED EY TPAPEU UAL RULE RV5 162
RV5 163
CALCULATE PERICOIC	 INITIAL CONCITIONS AND INITIALIZE PV5 164
RV5 16S
DO 300 I=196 IRV5 166
BC(11=0.0 IRV5 167
DO 300 J=I,NP 2RV5 168
300 BC(I)=FTII,JI*FT(J16EZIT.J)*FZIJIGEB(I,JI*FBdJICEG(ll 2RV5 IG9
DO 310	 I=1,NP lRV5 1'110
BDO(I)=C.0 IRV5 171
THODII1 . 0.0 151vfS 1.72
ZODITI=C.0 13 VS, 273
00 310 J=1,6 2RV5 174
BOOM )=n811,J1*8C(JIEBCC111 2RV5 175
ZOnlll=OZ(I,JI*BCIJI6ZCC111 2RV5 176
310 THODITI=DTIT,J ► *RCIJI!LTF.00(II 2PV5 177
DO 350 JKK=1,3 IRV5 170
REAn	 M!	 NVn,(PT1(II.FT3(I)oPT4111rt*•l,NVO) 	 :- tRV5`S79
JK=0 1RY3 i80
00 35 11	 1=I,NP 2RV5 181










330 10n(.T )=PT1(JK)*FT(JIEPT3(JK)*F7IJ)EPT4(JKI*FBIJ)GZnl)(1) 3RV5 IET
GO T rl 950 3P V5 105
340 8DO(II=FIIIJKI*FT(JICP731JKI	 F71JIEPT4IJKI*F 01J)EBDDiII 3RV5 109
950 CnNTTNUE 39 V` 190
THO	 =P[I11 RV5 151.
THn f)111	 r,sC121 RV5 192
20	 =RC(3 ► RVP 153
ZnU1II
	






ICHK=n W V5 197
n0 5n0































TH	 II ► =THO
Zn(tl=ZDO(I)
Z (1)=ZC




















































































Xr,8=XXI(JI*C1t (II 2PV5 255
UT=XIGXCBGXE216AMUC(J T 1	 0 SP SI&7C(II*(XF216XC81 7RV5 256
54^ 1FIUT)	 '50,f2C,550 2RVS 257
550 UPT=t1P(J,I)/L7 2PV5 258
56C A9UP T-A BSIUFTI 2RV5 259
F(UT)	 '.7C,62C,660 2PV5 26-1
57C IFIUPI,",11)	 58C,610,58C 2PV5 261
580 IF(AEUPT-J,71	 550,5909600 2PV5 262
590 PHI=UP T&3.14155 2RVS 263
GO TO 730 2RV5 264
600 PHI-ATAN(UPT16?.14159 2PV5 .765
rn Tn 730 2PV5 266
61C PHI-3.14155 2RV5 267
GO Tn 73n 2RV5 268
620 IFIUP(J,1)I	 0 C,640,65^. 2RV5 269
630 PH(=4.7)239 2PV5 270
GO Tn 73^ 29 V5 271
640 PHI = '1.0 2PV5 272
GO Tn 7?^ ZRV5 273
6>C 0 HI =1.57^80 ?P VS 274
rn TO 73^ 2RV5 275
6(, ^ IFI t JPIJ,I) I	 7CC,64 )-,67C 2PV5 276
670 IFiA41J P T-1.2)	 E8 n ,680,65n 2PV5 277
6f1^. P HI=UPT 7PV5 273
rn Tn 73C 2PV5 279
(; Cr 0 41-414NIUPT) 7p vs 250
Gn Tn 73n 29V5 2Pi
7 1 0 IF(A8t)PT-r, J)
	 71 1 ,71n„72r 297 V5 287
71 r PHI=U P TE6.2931F 2PV5 2P.3
43 TO 730 2PV5 204
72^ 0 HI=ATAR(UPT)66.28318 2RV5 785
71C U=S0RTILT*UTEUfIJ,11*UP(J,l1) ?RV5 2P6
VLLIJ,I)	 =	 G 2RV5 287
I F (J-21	 74C,74C, -? 5 q 2RV5 Z88
74^ C	 P 7cl V5 269
r0 T.1	 9E(l 2PV5 290
75^ 4Lf AClJ,T1=TN(I16T M[ST(J)EPf( 2PV5 791
-	 7F A MACHf(J,11=L/PfFH 2FV5 292
nO 77 n Pz?,ff u N 3PV5 293
IF j 44AC HC(J,1)-A w ACH( y ll	 -W,780,77-1 3F V5 7G4
77r CrNTINUF 3PV5 255
4=Nn4N 2PV5 256
78f!H AMACHM=4AMACHCIJ.Iy-A 	 6C HIP-111fIA M AC.HIM)-AMACH14-111 2PV5 257
n-1	 79 11	 n c =2,NCSFC. 3;!V5 ?98
IF 1F v5 299
790 ( r jtT j Nt)f 19 V5
102
NS-NDSEC 2RV5 101




810 4LFAC(J,II = ALFACIJ,I166.2B31R 2PV5 304
GO TO 840 2RV5 305
810 IF(4LFAC(J,1)-6.28316)	 E40,640.830 2PV5 3n6




850 ASTALP=ASTLP(M-1)6AMACHC*(ASTLP(MI-ASTLP(M-11) 2RV5 309
IFINAERCI	 E60,E70,860 2RV5 310
860 CALL	 AFROAT	 (OMV) 2RV5 311
r,D TO 96C 2RV5 312
C7C nO 880 IJ=2,NO6L 3RV5 313
IF(ALFAC(J,I)-ALFA(IJII 	 89n,890,880 3RV5 314
880 CONTINUF 3RV5 ?15
TJuNOAL 2RV5 316
89C ALFAD=(ALFACIJ,11-ALFA(IJ-111/IALFAIIJI-ALFA(IJ-111 2PV5 317
900 IF(ALFAC(J,I)-ASTALP) 	 550,950,940 2RV5 318
910 ASTALN=ASTLA(M-116AMACFC*IASTLAINI-ASTLN(M -111 2RV5 319
no 92n	 TK=I,NCAL 3RV5 320
IJ=NOAL-IK 3RV5 321
TF(4LFAC(J,l)-ALFA(1J11	 92n,930,930 3RV5 322
92n CnNTINUF 3RV5 323





940 M=2 2RV5 327
AMACHn=C. 2PV5 329
950 CALL	 INTLIAIA M ACHD,4LFAC,PArn,CL,IJ,M,NS,CLC1 2PV5 329
CALL	 INTLIN(AMArHn,ALFAC,PACD,CC,TJ,M,NS,CDCI 2PV5 33n
CALL	 IVTLT'n(AMACHn,ALFAC,RACD,C.M,IJ,M,NS,CMC) ?PV5 331
96C CR-r.IJ)*C f-1 2PV5 332
UC=(1*C(J)*RHOCIJ,11 2PV5 33'
UCU=I 1C*L 2PV5 334
OPDXP(J,l)=LC*CCC*UT 2RV5 335
IF(J-21	 S7C,S8(,Innn 2RV5 336
97C nTnX(J,11 = C.0 2PV5 117
n2nxl1,T)=0.n 2PV5 334
Gn Tn 9(iC >FV5 339




_	 ^.(' 2PV5 ?42
D MRxIJ,I)	 _	 ^.0 21:V5 343
rn Tn	 LC4 r) 2RV5 144
In0^ CLC')	 =	 CLC	 *	 CCSI A LFAr.(J,tlI	 6	 [CC	 *	 SIN	 (41FAC	 IJ,T)) 2PVF 345
n lAnx(J,I)=UrA)*C P*(KAIJ1 4 CLCC	 6C 10C1/a 2PV° 346
0TDX(J,II=	 LC	 *1ICLC*OT6000*UPIJ,III 2PV5 147
nPOxl(J,II=-UC *CLC *UP(J,I) 2a V5 349
0 M Y IJ,II=UC *)t XU(JI	 *fCLr*L P (J.T)-COC *IJT) 20 V5 ?49
I11 n IF(ALFAC(J,II-'.141591	 1 n 3'1 ,In30,1020 2h V5 951)
103
1020 ALF4C(J,I) = IALFAC(J,11-b.d?83181*57.29!58 2P V5 351
GO TO 1C40 2RV5 352
1030 ALFAC(J,IB=ALFACIJ,I) *57.2958 2RV5 353







1070 IF(LSS2)	 1130,11CC,113C RV5 357
1080 WRITE	 IL2,128C1 RV5 358
CALL EXIT RV5 ?59
1090 WRITE	 1LZ,12901 RV5 360




WRITE	 IL2,131 n I IPSI(I),P.ITI,TH(I),ZIT1,1=1,NP) RV5 363
WRITE	 IL2,12201	 (XR(J),J=3,NXF2) PV5 364
00 1110	 1 = 19NP IRV5 365
1110 WRITE	 IL2,12301	 PSll11, ( .ALFA(7 ( J,I),J=3,NXF2) IRV5 366
WRITE	 (L2,1240)	 (XR(J),J-3,NXF2) RV5 367
00 1120	 1=I,NP IRV5 368
1120 WRITE	 IL2,12301	 PSI(I):(APACHC(J,II,J=3,NXF21 IPV5 369
IFIICHKI	 Il?0,1210,1130 RV5 370
1130 READ	 (L.71	 (TTPPTIII,TTFIIT),TTT(I),TZPPTIII,TZPT(T),TZT( .Il, PV5 311
1	 TRPP1' ( 1),TSPT ( I),TBT(I),TTPPZ(I),TTPL(I) , TTZ(l) , TZPPZIT) , TZPZ ( II RV5 372
2	 ,TZI(I),IPPPZII),TB P 21Il,TBZ(I),TTPPBII),TTPRIII,TTR(11,TZPPB(l, RV5 373
3	 ,TZPB(f),TZBII),TRPPB(T)tTSPO(T)iTBO(l),I z .t,NP) RV5 374
00 1170	 T=I,NP IRVS 375
SRCB-SR(I)*Coll) IPV5 376
CRSO =CB(I)*CBlll IRV5 377
SBSQ = SBIII*SB(I) IRV5 378
CP.MSR=CPSQ-SPSC IRV5 S79
TH2= ?.,I*THITI IRV5 380
C2TH=COS(Tl• 2) IRV5 381
SCTH =iTP(I)*CTH(I) IRV5 382
STHSQ=SIH(1)*STH(T) IRV5 383
CTHS0=C1H(I)*CTH(1) 1RV5 384
^1 =S111 IRV5 385
2	 =	 S(21*CTH(I) IPV5 386
=	 S(3)*CTH(I) IWV5 387
C24	 =	 S(2)*STH(II IPV5 388
r.25	 -	 S(3)*STH(T) IRV5 389
C42	 =	 AI(21*CTF(II IRV5 390
C43	 =	 AI(31*CTI-(11 1RV5 391
C44	 _	 "I(2)*STI-(II IRV5 392


















BDSO	 -BC	 ll ► *BC	 (1) IRV5 409
ZDDSQ= ZODIII*ZCD(Il IRV5 410
BDTHn-BO(Il*THOIt) IRV5 411
ZD1BD a Z01*BOlil IRV5 412
ZD1TDa ZD1*THD(I) IRV5 413
TDDSQ-THDD!II*7hnn(1) LRV5 41.4
ZD1S0=Z01*ZO1 IRV5 415
SUMM a n.0 IRV5 416
SUMT-n.0 1R V5 417
SUMZ=n, f. IRV5 418
XEND -	 1.0 - X(NXF2) IRV5 419
nn 1140 J	 - 2.NXF2 2RV5 420
XJ=	 X(JI-XtJ-l) 2RV5 421









425= Q2*SPSI(II 1R V5 431
Q2C=02*CPSI(1) 1PV5 432
FB1(1)=EL*CA81*0711 ► E(E21*CABIESECB*CAFG-CA10 *CBMSB) *ZDISQE2.0 IRV5 433
1*(CAEGI*Zn1TnECA3*BDTHf.1 IPV5 434
FBI III= FBI( I)&CAI0*THO5(;-CC3*ZOC(11CROD(1)*(1.CCAIBIECA6*THDD(II IPV5 435
FRI(I)=-FBI(T)EGAMMA4*SLMTF..TTPPe1I1 *THOU IIIETTPB( I)*THM IIETTB(II IRV5 436
1	 *TH(I)F.TZPPB(II*LOnIIICTZP.(11*ZIIIETBPPR(II*BDO(I)ETBPA(II*BC(II1RV5 437
2	 V IM I)*B(IIETZPBI II*ZD(I)-FCNSP*AKTB*TH IN( II&BSPPNG*80A 1R V5 438
3-(1.C.F2*S(1))*(P2CEQ2S)*CPSC-AI(3)*(Q2C-P2S1 IRV5 439
M 	 I)=Fl* (CAI *S71I)-CA4 *SB(1)*C,Z(I11 -(F21*CA4*SBII ► -CA6*SBCB-CA3*IRV5 440
ICRSQ)*ZC1SQ-2.*ICAEGl*ZCIP.DECA3*BDSQ ► IRV5 441
FTI(I)=FT1(T)CCA6*SDD(I)C(F21*CAlE('.C5)*10011)EA114)*THOn(li IPV5 442
FTIIII=-FTIIII EGA M MA4*SIP METTPPTIII*T ROD I I I ETT T I I ) *T HI I I IPV5 443
1	 ETZ P PT(T)*ZOC(IIGTZT(I)*7..(t)ETBPP T (II*Rn0(IIETBPTM *BD(I) IRV5 444
7	 F.TRT(I)*RITICTZPT(II*20(1)CFCNSP*THIN(I)EFSPRNG*T n A IRV5 445
3-tA1(3)EF2*S13))*(Q?SEP2C)	 -A1(51*,02C-P2S1 IPV5 446
F ZI(l) = Fl*(3Z(Il*(E21*APECI*CB(T)CCAI*SBIi)I-r A4*CZ(I)1 IRV5 447
X 71(I1=FZ1(IIC2.*((F21*I-C1*S8(I)LCAl*CR(III-( AEG*S A CS-CAIn*CRMSP, IPV5 448
1	 )*7DIRCC(E21*CA4*SSIII-CA6 0 SBCP-CA3 *CBS 01*7OITD1 IRV5 449






FZ1111 = FZ1111-CC3*BDDIIIE(F21*CAlECC5)*THDD(IIE IRV5 457
1	 (EZ1*1E2l*APE2.0*(C1*CBIT)GCAI*S81Il11ECBSQECAIO*SBCB 1R VS 453
2GA1(51*ICTHSOEETHSO*SBEG1)*ZDD(I1 IRV5 454
1170 FZI(T) =-FL1(E)EGAMMA4*SUMZETTPPZIII*THDD(IIETTPZ(I)*THDIIIETTZ(1)*IRV5 455
1	 TH(I)ETZPPI(TI*ZDDITIETZL(I)*ZIIIETBPPZ111*BDDIIIETBPZ111*B0111 RV5 456
2	 ETBZIII*BIIIETLPZ(I)'IC(T)-FCNSP*AKTZ*THIN(IIE'cSPRNG*LOA RV5 451'
1180 DO 1190	 1 = 1,NP IPV5 458
FT(I)-(FT1(I)EFTI1)1/2.0 LRVS 459
F8111=IfB11IlEF81T11/ L C LRVS 460
119C FZII1 = (FZ1II;EFZ(i))/2.0 IRV5 461
REWIND L7 RV5 462
00 1200 NTMS = 1,7 IRV5 463
1200 READ	 iL7) IRV5 464
GO TO 2SO RV5 465
1210 REWIND L3 RV5 466
READ	 IL31 RV5 467
READ	 (1-31 RV5 468
WRITF(L3)X1,FCPC•FCHO,PL.COP,ST,E29S111•AI(11, RV5 469
IR,(X(I),XXI(I).DMB(11,T=1,NXF2),ICB(I),SB(I),CPSI(I),800(1),CZ(ll, RV5 470
2	 SPSI(T),BD(I)•I = 1,NP),((CPDXP(J,I),DPDXI(J,I ► ,DTOXIJ,II,DMDXIJ.l1 RV5 471
3	 ,J= 1,NXF2),I=1.NPI,CCCNS7,ACONST,BFLN,ALFAR,(3MSQ,NCASE t AM t RV5 472
4	 LSS1,(1ALFAC(J,I)•J=1,AXF219I=1,NPI,(PSI(t),I=L,NP),XE21,XO, RV5 473
5	 (R(I),TH(l)•Z(I),I=1,NF)•INTAN•NHARR,NDHAR,TRATE,LFAR,XEND,NM, RV5 474
6	 BEQ,RFC,AMTNF,TIN,UR,GAMP,PHC,OMEGAR,E21,E1•A1S,B1S•FDAMP,AKTZ, RV5 475
7 OPEF,XRFF•ALL,ALH,DELAL,ZDC,THIN•AKTR,BOA,FCNSP,BDAMP,BSPRNG RV5 476
6`,FSP RNG,TOA,THC,IIVLL(J,I),J = i•NXF21,1=1.NP1 RV5 477
REWIND	 L3 RV5 478
RcWINO	 16 RV5 479
1220 FGRMAT(IH1.30X,34HRLADE 	 ANGLE CF	 ATTACK DISTRIflUTInN/43X,11HRACTAL RV5 4801
1	 SYA./7H	 P^1,12F10.3//1 RV5 48'1
1230 FOR VIAT(F7.1912F100/11 RV5 462
1240 FORMAT(29X,26HPACH	 NIlM2ER	 DTSTRIBUTION,I2X/43X,11HRADIAL STA./ RV5 483
17H	 P5Ir12F1D.3//) RV5 49.4
1250 FORMATIIIH CP FAC.TOR=FB.4.9X,LLH CH FACTnR=F8.4//1 RV5 485
1264 FORMAT( //////////19H	 FLAnE	 PARAMFTERS//5H	 R=FR.2,I'IH FT.	 E= RV5 486
1F8.4•I0- FT.	 ll=F10.5,1114SLUG-FT.SQ.,5X•IOHNO PLADFS=F4.0///// ► RV5 4P.7
1270 FnRMAT(15X,SHCCNnITION/6H 	 MU =F7.4,5X,15HLAMRDA(STEADY)=FB.4/10X, RV5 488
116HTH F TA	 0(STFADY)=F6.2,9X,13HTHETA	 1(COS)=F6.2,5X,13HTHFTA 11SIN) RV5 469
2=F6.2	 /) RV5 490
1290 FOR M AT(/53H BETA GREATER	 THAN 90 DEGREES	 CONOITInN	 DISCONTINUED/) RV5 491
12°0 FnRm h T(2n X33HLAST	 T TER ATIFN	 **NGT CONVERf,Fn**/) RV5 492
1300 FOR4AT(17H.lITF.PAT(CN CCLAT = I2i PV5 493
1310 FORMAT(12H	 AZTMUT' 4	STA,4X,4HBFTA,5X,5HTHETA,5X,9HI.AG 	 ANGLE//(F9.1 PV5 494
L,F12.4,F9,4,F12.41) PV5 495
1'2l RETURN QV5 4436
END RV5 497























SUBROUTINF INTLIN 1AMACSL.ALFASL.DELTSL. PAR, N.K i L.PARFNL)	 INL
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE IS CATALCGED IN THE RELDCATABLE LIRRARV AS SiUBG501 INL
C	 INL
G	 LINEAR INTFRPGLATICN FCF FUl`CTIDN DF UP TD THREE VARIABLES 	 INL
C	 INL










IF (DELISLI IOC.110.IOC 	 INL
100 PAR4 - PARIN-I.K-I.LIEALFASL*IPARIN.K-L.LI-PARIN-I.K-19L11	 INL
PARS = PARIN-1.99LIEALFASL*(PARIN.K.L)-PARIN-1.K.L11	 INL
PARE - PAR4 E AMACSL * (PARS-PAR4)
	
INL




















1S(3),AI(5),X(121,XXI(12),CBA(241,SHAl241,RDD1241,S P S11241,CPS11241 RV6 6
2,DPDXP(12924!,CPDXI112.241,(ITOX112,24),DPDSII(24),OPOSIP1241• RV6 7
3DQDSI11241,000SIP124),CTCPSI(24),DYMPS11241,O M (41,CQ141,XJ21121, RV6 8
40QDPSt1241,DPOPSI1241,CCEF(3,41,ABC131,DMOX112,241,D0UTDR112,241, RV6 9






COMMON LI,L2,L3,L4;L5,169L7,L8,NCHK•ALAM,X,PS19ALFAC,NX,NP90OUTOR, RV6 16







REWIND LB RV6 24
READ	 IL61	 ACS,KCI,NIOM,IKCM,KOM,CQTOL,NCHK,ICOIII,OMII1,1=1,31 RV6 25
1,ALANO,InYN PV6 26
IF([DYNI	 11C,1CC,L1D RV6 27
100 READ	 (LBI	 AMUFS,ALAMFS,KMOCK,ITEST RV6 28
Gn TO 120 RV6 29
110 READ	 (LB) RV6 30
READ	 (LB)	 AMUFS,ALAMFS,AMOCK,ITEST RV6 31
120 REMIND L3 PV6 32
--- --.READ
	 (L31	 LCCK,NXF2,NP 9 (IALAM4J,I1,AMUC(J,I),RHOC(J,t1,J=I,NXF2)9 RV6 33
1	 I=1,NP) RV6 34
READ	 11-31	 K TOP ,Q2,P2,CM Er. A, ALA MO,AMU,TORQSV,ALFAR RV6 35
READ	 (L?)X1,FCPO,FCHO,BL,CONST,E29S(L),AI(II,R,(Xlll, RV6 36
IXXI([I,CMB(T1,1=1,NXF2)9ICBAIII,SBAIII,CPS1(I),RDD(I),CZ(Il, PV6 37
2	 SPS1(11,80(11,I=I,NPI,(1DPCXPIJ,Id,DPDXI(J,II,OTDX(J,II,DMOX(J,II RV6 38
3	 ,J-1,NXF2),[-IoNP1 9 000NST,ACONST,BFLNYD14Y	 ,OMSQ,NCASE,AM, RV6 39
4	 LSSI,IIALFAC(J,I1,J=I,KXF2 1, 1=I,NP1,(PSIIII,T=I,NPI,XE21,X_39 RV6 40
5	 (9(1191H(11,711),I = 1,KP1,lKTAN,KHARB,NOHAR,IRATE,LFAR,XEND,NM, RV6 41
6 BE0,PE0,AMINF,TIN.L)R,GAMM,PHC,OMEGAR,E2I,EI,AIS,BIS,FOAMP,AKTZ, RV6 42
7 ORFF,XRFF,ALL,ALH,OELAL,ZnC,THIN,AKTR,R n A,FCNSP,RDAMP,BSPRNG RV6 43
'i,FSPR4G,T0A,THC,1(VLL(J,I),J
	 =	 I,NXF21,1	 =	 L,NP) RV6 44
OMEGAR	 = OMFGA r R RV6 45
NX = NXF2 PV6 46
SUMTO-0.0 RV6 47
SGMTH=0.0 RV6 48
REND =	 XEND s .5 RV6 44










CON7	 = CCNST * PHO RV6 51








	 +	 R 2RV6 57
XCRA	 =	 )1*CZ(I)EXF2i 2RV6 58
xJ2(•J) = C.5 + Ix(J)-X(J-1)1 2RV6 59
XB(J)=XCBAEXXIIJI*CPA(Il 2RV6 60
XR11J1=XCBAEXXIIJ-1)*CEA(II ?RV6 61
SUMT=SUPTEX,1?IJ)*(DTDX(J,1)EDTDX(J-1,111+CRA(l ) 2RV6 62
SUMQP=SUMQPEXJ2(J)*(nPDXPIJ,II+XR(J)EDPDXP(J-1,11*XRI(JI1*R 2RV6 63
130 SUMOI=SLMQIEXJ2(J)+IDPCXI(J9II*XEIJ)EDPDXI(J-1,1)*XP.1(J1-0 !R 2RV6 64
OTDPSI111=SURTED.TDX(NXF2,I) OXEaO+CBA(l) 1RV6 65
SUMTO=SUMQIESUMOP*FCP0ESUPTC91OPOXIINXF2,11EDPDXPINXF29111+ 1RV6 66
iXEND*XRINXF2I+R 1RV6 67
140 SUMTH =	 SUMIH	 E nTDPST (.11 1RV6 68
TOROUF=SUMTO+CCCN5T RV6 69




CP=TORQUE/(CCNZ + R) RV6 72
THRUST=SUMT'A*CCENST RV6 73
C,.T=TMRUSI/C.CNZ RV6 74
IF INTOR)	 530,150,53n RV6 75
15C O M (KnMI=AnS RV6 76
CQ(KVI - TnPQ(rE RV6 77
IF(ABS(CQ(KC4)1-CQT'1LI 	 160,16n,1'80 RV6 78
16M WRITE	 (L2,170) RV6 79
17 n FORMAT	 (LH1,/,19H	 TORQUE	 EQUILIBRIUM	 I PV6 80
CO Tn 410 PV6 B1
1 R C IFIIKnM-N(nM)	 210,210,15r RV6 82
19C WRITF(L2,ZC r ) RV6 83
20n FORMAT(LOX,34H
	
MAXIMUM	 ITERATTCNS ON CO ExCFFnrn///) RV6 84
CALL	 FXIT PV6 85
21n ,O TO	 122 n ,32 r ,3301,	 KCM RV6 86
22r IF(ALAMC)	 24n,230,240 RV6 87
23C A•OSI=AnS PV6 Be
40S=.6667*A05 RV6 89
GO Tn 311 PV6 90
240 DCQDO=-ALAMr *ACONST¢RHC*EL*P+R+4./57.2958*.08333333 RV6 91
An51=A n S RV6 92
f)AOS=-TCFQUF/DC.Qn n RV6 93
IF(ALAMC)	 26 r ,3)0,25n RV6 94
25n L1ADS — DAnS FV6 S5
260 IF(ABS(.r,A n Sl-5.)	 3Cn,3-0r.27n	 - RV6 96
270 TF(nAOSI	 28 r ,3CC,290 PV6 97
280 DAOS=-5.0 PV6 9B
Gn	 T'l	 3Cn RV6 99





3. 6 AOS=AOSC0A05 RV6 101
310 KCM - 2 RV6 102
GO TO 650 RV6 103
320 XOM1	 - KCM-1 RV6 104
AOSL=A05 RV6 105
AOS=OM?KOM)-CO(KOMI*IOM(KCMI)-CMIKOMII/ICOIKOMII-COIKOMII RV6 LC6
KOM = 3 RV6 107
GO TO 650 PV6 ICB





	 OM(Ill 1RV6 111




00 360 L =
	
1,3 IRV6 114
SUM - n. IRV6 115
DO 350 K -	 1,3 20 V6 116
350 SUM - CCEFIL,KI*COIKILSUM 2RV6 117
360 ABC(L)	 - SUM IRV6 ll8
DO 370	 11	 w .2,3 IRV6 119
OM(I1-11	 =	 OM(ll) IRV6 120
370 CO(11-11	 =	 CO!TI) IRV6 121
AOSl=AOS RV6 122
RAOCL-ABC12)**2-4.*ABC(1)*ABC(,'I PV6 123
IFIRADCLI	 390,380,380 RV6 124
380 A05=(-AiBC(2)ESORTIRAOCLI)/(20*48C11',l RV6 125
AOS-(A(15GAOS1)/2. RV6 126
GO TO 650 PV6 127
390 WRITE	 (L2,4001 RV6 128
400 FnRMAT( ,,16H	 NO CONVERGENCE	 INFLOW RATIO MUST BE ALTERED ///1 RV6 129
CALL FXIT RV6 130
410 NCHK = C RV6 131
GO Tn	 (42.9,430,440), 	 LFAR RV6 132
420 ALFAR=O.0 RV6 133
GO TO 470 RV6 134
430 ALFAR =	 1.5708 RV6 135
GO TO 470 RV6 196
441 IF(N4OCK•-1)	 45C9460,45C RV6 137
450 4LFAR-ATAN(ALAMO /AMUfy 0.5*CT/(AMU-SQRT(ALAMO*ALAMOGAMI)*AMl)I)) PV6 138
GO TO 470 RV6 139




4FIC WRITE	 (1-2,49C) PV6 142
49C FORMAT	 1	 66H CAPSULF BCM WAVE-ROTOR 01SK	 INTEP';ECTI •)N HAS NUT	 PEEN RV6 143
1 CALCULATED	 /) PV6 144
WRITE	 (L2,51^)	 AOS,THRLST,TCRCUF RV6 145
50n FORMAT	 (5Kr19HP.LADE iPTTCHITH75)	 rf'10.3,IOH	 THRUST	 ,F1' 1 .39 Ft 146
1	 10H	 TCPOUF	 =	 rF10.1) RV6 147
CALL	 INFLO% RV6 148





DO 5L1	 1 = 1,3 IRV6 I52
DMII) =0. IRV6 153
510 C0(I)=1. IRV6 154
GO Tn 670 RV6 153
520 NTOR	 = 1 RV6 l56
530 SUMHF=0.0 RV6 157
SUMYF=0.0 RV6 158
SUMY4=0.0 RV6 159
SUMXM	 n.0 RV6 160
FCTB = FCNSP * AKTR RV6 161
DO 551	 1 = 1,NP IRV6 162
PZ -	 IPSI(II/57.29581-Zill IRV6 163
CPZ = COSIPZI IRV6 164
SPZ =	 SIN(PZI IRV6 165
SUMPI =0.0 IRV6 166
SUMPP =0.0 IRV6 167
DO 540 J-2,NXF2 2RV6 168
SU14P[=SLMPIEXJ2(J)*(DP6XIIJ,ilEOPDXI(J-1,111 2RV6 169
540 SUMPP=SLMPPEXJ?IJI*IDPDXP(J,II 	 EDPnXPIJ-1,11	 1 2RV6 17n
nPOSII(I)=SUMPISOPDXI(AXFZ,1)*XENn IRV6 171
n pnsIP(1)=SUMPPLDPDXP(PXFZ,1)*XEND IRV6 172
YMF = nTDPSI(I)*BCCNST-5(1)*OMSO*(BDD(I)E02*SPSIIIIEP2*CPSI(i)) IRV6 173
1*CBA(11*AI(ll IRV6 174




DYMPSIII)	 = -YMF*IE?1*CFZECPSIIII*F.1)-YR-P;R*CPZEYMMT*SPZ IRV6 179
OXMPSI M	 =	 YMF*(E21*SFZESPSI(I)*F1lF. YMMR*SPZFYMMT*CPZ IRV6 180
OPOPS111)=CPDSIIIIIEDPCSTP(i) IRV6 161
SUrIYt4=SUMYMEDYMPSI I I) 1PV6 182
SUMXM =	 SUMXM	 E DXMPSI(I) IRV6 183
SUMHF=(n p DSli(1)En pnSl p (l)*FCHOI BSPSI(i)-DTOPSliil*SBAll1*CPSIIII/IRV6 IE4
1CBA(I)FSUMHF IRV6 185
55C SUMYF=-OPDPSI(I)*CPSI(I)-OTCPSTIII*SBAIII*S P SIlII/C34(IIESUMYF IRV6 186
YFnRCE=EUMYF*FCONST RV6 187
IFORC17=SLMP.F*CCCNST 4V6 199
YMOM= SLMYM*RFLN RV6 189
XMDM =	 SUMXM*PFLN PV6 19O
560 HP=TnR0LF*CMFG A /55 ,).n RV6 141
C.Y=YFnRCE/CCNZ RV6 19?
CH=HFIIRCE/CCNZ RV6 193
1F(ALFAR-I.570E)	 58'.,57C,5ar PV6 194
57P SALFAR=1. RV6 195
CAL F ^iR=^ Q V6 1(;6
GO TO 590 RV6 197
58^. S4LFA 0 -SIN(ALFAR) PV6 198
CALFAR=COS(ALFAP) RV6 149
590 F IC= THRL5T* (At FAR-HFORCF*S A IFAP RV6 2n0
112
FXC= EHFCRCE*CALFARETHRUST*SALFAR PV6 201
600 DC 670	 1=1 9 NP !RV6 203
00 620 J=3,NXF2 2RV6 204
OMDX(J,I)=DMOX(J,II*ACCAST*P 2RV6 205
DOUTOR(J,II =DYDX(J,II*ACCNST*CBAII1 2RV6 206
61 . 1 OINDRIJ,I) =— ((DPDXP(J,I)EDPCXI(J,Ill*ACONST—OMSQ*R*XXI(J)*SRA(l1 2RV6 2C7
L*RD(I)*OMB(J)*0.062189*12.) 2RV6 208






CALL OUT2(DMY,LSS1) RV6 211
LOON - C RV6 212




	 hC-	 13///) RV6 214
650 WRITE
	 (L2,660)	 IKOh,AOS,AOSI,TPRUST,TORQUF. RV6 215
REWIND L3 RV6 216
669 FORMAT I//20H ITER'COUNT CN TH75= I2a3X,IOH NEW TH75= F6.1,5X, RV6 217
19HOLD TH75 = F6.1,5X,7H7HRUST- F10.1,5X,7HTORQUE- F10.11///l RV6 218
NCHK =	 1 PV6 219
IKOM =	 IKOM E	 1 RV6 220
GO TO 66C RV6 221
67C REWIND L3 RV6 222
WRITEIL3)	 LCCN,NXF2,NP,((ALAMIJ,I)•AMUC(J,I19RHOCIJ9I),J- L NXF2 ► , RV6 223
1	 I=L,NPI RV6 224
WRITF
	 (1-31	 NTCP,Q2,P2,CIP EGA,ALAMO,AMU,TORQSV,ALFAD RV6 225
680 REWIND	 L6 RV6 226
WRITF.	 11.61	 AOS,NCI,NICK,IKOP,KCM,C.QTOL,NCHK,(CQ(II,OMI)1,1=1,31 RV6 227
1,ALAMO,IDYN RV6 228
IF	 (NTORI	 6SC,E1C,690 RV6 229
690 CALL FOROUT 1OMY) RV6 230
IF(IDYN)	 720,7CO,720 RV6 231
7 n 0 WRITF
	 (L2,710) RV6 232
710 FORMAT
	 (////2 n X,11HEND CF LASE/20X,26HTIME HISTORY NOT REQUESTED) RV6 233
CALL	 FXIT RV6 234
720 WRITF	 11-3)	 TOPCUE,HFORCE,YFCRCE,THRUST,YMOM,XMCM,CT RV6 235
GO TO




740 IF(NMOCK— L)	 75C,760,75C RV6 238
75C W=OMEGAR*(ALAMFSE.5*CT/ALAMFS) PV6 239
GO TO 779 RV6 240
76C N=OHECAP*ALAMFS PV6 241.
770 VFREF = W RV6 242
CO TO 7SC RV6 243
7PC VFPEF = AMLFS D CMEGAP	 / CALFAP RV6 244
k=VFREE*SALFAR RV6 245
79C REWIND
	 L8 RV6 246
DO 800	 J = 1,4 IRV6 247
B B C READ	 (LF) IRV6 248
WRITF	 ILA)	 VFRFE,W,ALFAP,AMUFS,ALAMFS RV6 249





SUBROUTINE FnRCUTIDMYI FnT 1
DIMENSICN
	
PSI (24)vCPS:(24),SPSI(24),P(24),TH(241,Z174), FOT 2
1	 ALFAC(12,24),DOUTOR(12,24),OIt`DR(12,24),X(121,CI121,B0(24), FOT 3
2	 DMDX(12,24),HEAD(171,ALAK(12,24),AMUC(12,241,RHOC112,)24) FOT 4
OIMENSICN	 RC(24) FOT 5
COMMnN LI,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,LB,NCHK,ALAM,X,PSI9ALFAC,NX,NP,DOUTD (3, FOT 6
lnINDR,NCPSMC,RHO,OMRSO,E,TH,Z,INTAiI?,ITERR,E9C,FSD,ETC,ETD, FnT 7
2FXC,FZC,ALFAR,AOS,A1S,81S,THRUST,hIFORCE,HP,YFORCE,CT,CH,CP,C Y ,PO, FOT 8
3C PSI, SPST,Xn,ALL,ALH,BELAL,NHARB,C,OMEGA,P,DMOX,I-EAD,NOHAR,F2, FOT 9
4AMUC,BFC,REC,AYINF,T[N,UR,GAMM,NXF2cOMEGAP,ALAMO, FOT 10
STCC,XREF,DREF,P.HCC,DPSI,AMU,VMOY,XMOM,XFT112),CN,SN FOT 11
ALF'A1	 a ALTAR * 57.2958 FOT 12
100 WRITE
	 (L2,120)	 FXC,FZC,ALFARI FOT 13
WRITE	 11.2,1401	 AOS,AIS,'1S FOT 14
WRITE	 (52,1301	 THRUST,HFORCE,HP,YFORCE,CT,CH,C.P,CY FOT IS
WRITE(1.2,11C)	 VMOM,IIMOV FOT 16
110 . FORM4T	 17.4H	 MCMFNT ASCLT Y AXIS	 -F10.2,6H FT L6 / FOT 17
1	 2bH	 MOMENT A.30 UT X	 AXIS	 =FIO.2,6H FT LR/////) FOT 18
120 FOR:IAT(
	
3LH.tFfPCF ALOAC FLIGHT PATH)CALC-F7,0,36H	 (FORCE NORMAL FOT 19
1Tn FLIGHT PATHICALC-F7.0,3X, 	 6HALFAP=F7.2,5HIDEGI/ FOT 20
21 FOT 21
130 FQRMATIEH 7H2USI=F8.1,13X,THHFOPCE BFS.1/5X,3HHP-F8.1,13X,7HYFORCE • FOT 22
1F8.1//5X3H T r. F8.5,17X,3HCH=FB,S/SX3HCP-1^8.5,17X,3HCY II FB.S///1 FOT 23
140 FORMAT(IX,I3HCCNTROL IAFU7/3X,16HFEATHERING IDEGI/7X,13HSTEADY FnT 24
1	 =F7.3/7X,12HCYCLIClCC5l uF7.3/7X,12HCYCL1CtSlNI •F7.3///1 FOT 2S




SUBROUTINE HRANALIK,N,NCHAR,F,LPSI,SPSI,X,LSSII NR1, 1
C K m NUMBER OF RAntwL STATIONS HP  2
C 'd • NUMBER OF ORDINATES ( AN KVfH STATIONS) HRL 3
C F . TWO-ARRAY FUNCTION
	
(N,K) YC BE HARMONICALLY ANALYZED AT EACH HRL 4
C nIMENSIGNLFSS RADIAL STATION X HRL 5
C X a SINGLE	 ARRAY DEFINING EACH DIMENSIONLFSS RADIAL 	 STATION HRL 6
C CPS[	 • SINGLF ARRAY DEFINING COSINE OF ANGLE AT EACH ORDINATE HRL 7
C SPSI	 •	 STNGLF ARRAY DEFINING SINE OF ANGLE AT EACH nROINATE HRL 8
nIMENSICN F112,241,CPS[12419SPSI(2419X1121 HRL 9
COMMON 11,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,NCHK HRL 10
AN xN HRL 11
100 nG 180 J 030 IHRL 12
WRITE	 512,1901	 X1,1 )HRL 13
00 Ill NCuI,1?OHAR 2HRL 14
SUMS'S •O,D 2HRL 15
SUMCNnn,0 2HRL 16
SUMAMo.O 2HRL 17
nO 140	 l u ltN 3HRL 12
NDF •NO*II-1161 3HRL 19
110 TF(NOE-N)	 130,1309120 3HRL 20
120 NOE-(NOE-N) 3HRL 21
Go TO 110 3HRL 22
130 SNOPSI m SPSIINOEI 3HRL 23
CNOPSI & CPSI(NCE) 3HRL 24
SUMCN • SU14CNEF(J,II*CNOPSI 3HRL 25
SUMSNn SUMSN6F(J,TI*SNOPSI 3HRL 26
14M SUMAO u SUMAO&FIJ,I) 3HRL 27
1F1+A0-11
	 150,150,160 2HRL 28
150 AOsSUMAO/AN 2HRL 29
160 CN n2 * 0* SUMCN/ AN 2HRL 30
SNn?,n*SUMSN/AN 2HRL 31
170 WRITE	 IL2,2C(l1	 NO,CN,SA 2HRL 32
16C WRITE	 IS2,21n)	 AO 1HRL 33
RETURN HRL 34
C HRL 35
l90 -rrOkMAT(24X,161mRADIAL	 57ATICN •F6,3/10K,18HHARMONIC CnMPONENT,I6X, HRL 36
16HCnSINE,l6X94HSINE) HRL 37
200 FORM4TIlOX,110,F32,6,F2[.61 HRL 38













SUBROUTINE	 HRAIARINRTHI HP  1
THIS	 SUBROUTINE, HRAIAR, 1 4APO4CNI' CALLY ANALYZES TFE ONE —ARRAY HRI 2
FUNCTION DENOTtO BY B, FOR THE NUMBER OF HARMONICS DENOTED BY HRI 3
NOHAR . HRI 4
NP= NUMBER OF CROINATES HRI 5
FLOATN - FLOATING, NUMBER COPRESPGNOING TO N HRI 6
CPSI	 = SINGLE ARRAY DEFINING CCSINF OF ANGLE Al 	 EACH ORDINATE HRI 7
SPSI	 = SINGLE ARRAY OFFINING SINE OF ANGLF AT EACH ORDINATE HRI 8
O(MENSICN	 PSI(24),CPSI(24),SPSl(241,812419TM(2419Z(241 ♦ HRI 9
1	 ALFAC(12,2^,.),000TOR(12,241,OINOR112,241,XIIZI,C(12I,BD(2 4 ), HRI 10
2	 OMDXl12,241PHEAO(17),ALAM(12,24)rAMUC(12,241,RHDC(I2,24) HRI 11
OIMENSICN RC(241,V(741 HRI 12
COMMON L1,L2 9 L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,NCHK,ALAM,X P PSI,ALFAC,NX,NP, pOUTDR, HRI 13
1DINDR,NCPBMC , RHO,DMRSG , lrTH , ZtINTAN , ITERB , EBC,EBD,ETC , ETD9 HRI 14
2FXC,FZC , ALFAR,AOS , AIS,BIS,THRUST ,HFORCE , HP,YFORCF,CT,CH,CP,CY , BO, HRI 15
3C PSI, SPSI 7 YO 9 ALL* ALH,OELAL , NHARB , C,OMEGA,R,DMOX,HEAD , NOHAR,E2, HRI 1.6
4AMUC, BEG ,R EC, AMINE,TIN,UR,GAMM,NXF2,OMFGAP,ALAMO, HRI 17
5RC,XREF,DREF,RNCCaDP51,AMU,^MOM,XMpM,XFTl121,CN,SN HRI 18
GO TO	 (100,120), NBTH HRI 19
100 00 110	 I	 = 1,NP IHRI 20
110 ml	 = B(il IHRI 21
GO TO 140 HRI 22
120 00 130	 1 =	 1,NP IHRI 23
130 V(1)	 =	 IH(II 1HRI 24
140 ANP=NP HRI 25
DO 210 NC=1,NOHAR IHRI 26
SUMSN=0.0 IHRI 27
S I'MC N =0.0 IHR 1 28
SUMAO=0.0 IHRI 29
DO 100 I=I,NP 2HP1 30
NOE=411*(1-1)61 2HR1 31
150 °T N NOF —NP1
	
170,170,160 2HR1 32
160 NOE-INDE —NP) 2HR1 33
GO TO 150 2HRI 34




180 SUMAO=SUMAOEV( T) 2HR1 39
19C	 AO=SUMAO/ANP IHRI 40
2O0 CN--2.0OSUt+CN/ANP IHRI 41
SN=— ?.0 0 SUPSN/ANP IHRI 42






220 F0RM4T(IOX,110,F32.6 9 F2C.6/) HRI 45
730 FORMAT(20X,1BH STEADY CCMFONFNT=F15.6///) HRI 46










DIMENSICN	 PS1124)PCPSI(24),SPSI(24),B1241,TH(241,Z(24)9 ING 3
1	 ALFAC(12,24),000TDR(12,241,01NOR(12,24),X1121,C(121.BD(241, ING 4
2	 DMDX112,24),HEAD(17),ALAM(12,241,AMUC(12,241,RHOC(12,24) ING 5
OIMFNSICN RC(24) ING 6
COMMON LL,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,NCHK,ALAM,X,PSI 9 ALFAC,NX,NP 9 0007DR9 ING 7
101NDR,NOPBMC,RHO,OMRSO,E,TH,Z,INTAN,ITERB,EBC,EBD,F.TC,ETO, ING 8
ZFXC,FZC,ALFAR,AOS,AlS if! IS,THRUST,HFORCE,HP,YFORCE,CT,CHrCP,CY,80, ING 9
3CPSi,SPSI,XOvALL,ALH,OELAL,NHARB,C,OMEGA,R,DMDX,1 4EADV NOHAR t E2, ING 10





100 FORMAT	 (50H1	 ANGLE CF ATTACK CATA AT EACH AZIMUTH POSITION///) ING 14









DO 150 J-49NX ZING 22
IF(AMIN-ALFAC(J,I)1	 12091209130 2ING 23
12 0 IFIAMAX-ALFA(:(J,I1)	 140040,150 2ING 24
130 AMIN-ALFACIJ,I) 2ING 25
XMIN=X(J) ZING 26
GO TO 150 21NG 27
140 AMAX=ALFACIJ,T) 2ING 28
XMAX-XI JI 2ING 29
150 CONTINUE 2ING 30
ALTIP=(ALFACINX,I ► -ALFACINX-1,III • (1.O-X(NX11/(X(NXI-X(NX-IIIG LING 31
IALFAC(NX,T) LING 32
ALXO=ALFACI'i,ll-IALFAC(4 9 I1-ALFAC(3,li)*(X131-X01/2X(4)-X(311 IING 33
IFIALTIP-ALXn)	 160,160,200 LING 34
160 IFIALTIP-AM/NI	 17C,180,IBC IING 35





I Q O AMAX=AL XO IING, 39
XMAX =XO IING 40
GO TD 240 LING. 41
200 IFIALX O-AMIN)
	
21 0 .22(19220 IING 42
2I'l AMIN=ALX( IING 43
XMIN=XO IING. 44
270 IF(ALTIP-AMAX)	 240,240,230 IING 45
23^ AMAX =Ai TIP LING 46
XMAX = I.O ITNGi 47
74O WRITE
	
(L2,,50)	 AMIN,XMI6,AMAX OPAX IING, 48
WRTTF	 (L2,3601	 ALTIP,ALXC LING 49






































27C FORMAT (/,47H	 ANGLE CF ATTACK
	
NONDIiMENSIDNAL RADIUS 	 /)












350 FORMAT(25H MINIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK=F7.1,7X,IOH9LADE STA=F5.3/25H
IAXIMUM ANGLE OF ATTACK = F7.1,7X,lOH8LAOF STA-F5.3//)











A(3,4).D(3,4I t I ROW 151,ICOL(5) INV 3
M=NG1 INV 4
no	 1C0	 T=19N IINV 5
IROW(1)=1 IINV 6
100 ICOL(I) = ) IINV 7
On 250	 K=1 ,1% IINV 8




DO 120	 J =K,N 31NV 11
IF(ABSI	 A(T,J)1-ARS(AMAX))	 120,110,110 3INV 12
11C AMAX= A(I,J) 3INV 13
1C=I 3INV 14
JC-.J 3INV 15
120 CONTINUE 3INV 16








IF(AMAX)	 150,13C:1 9 '% IINV 23
130 WRITE	 (L2,140) IINV 24
140 FnRMAT(41H	 SOLLTION Or	 EXISTING MATRIX NOT POSSIBLE) 11MV 25
CALL	 EXIT 11NV 26
150 DO 160 J = 19N 2INV 27
E-A(K,J) 2INV 28
A(K,J)=A(IC,J) 2INV 29
16C A(IC,J)=E 2INV 30
no 170	 I = 1,N 2INV 31
E=A(I,KI 2INV 32
A(I,K)=AII,JCI 2INV 33
170 A(1,JC)=E 2INV 34




180 A(I,MI=1. 2INV 37
GO TO 2C0 2INV 38
190 A(I.M)=C. 2INV 39
200 CONTINUE 2INV 40
PVT=A(I(,K) IINV 41
Dil 21"
	 J = ) ,M 2INV 42
21C A(K,J)=A(K..I)/PVT 2i NV 43




22 +) AMULT=A(1,K) 2INV 46
on 23-1
	J= 1, 0 3INV 47
230 A(I,J)=A(I,J)-AMULT*A(K,J) 31NV 48
240 CnNTINUF 2INV 49









DO 260 L=1 ,N
	
21 NV 53
IF(IRu n) -L) 260,270,260	 2INV 54
26C CONTINUE	 21 NV 55
27C DO ZVI J=1,N	 2INV 56











900 nO 310 1=1,N
	
2INV 62










SUBR nUT INF	 r UT2(O MY,LSS1) nUT 1
C OUT 2
DTMENSICN
	 PS11241,CPS1124I,SPSI(241,0(241,TH1241,7(24), OUT 3
1	 ALFACl12,241,DOUTOR(12,241,DINDR(12.24),X(12),C(12),BD1241, OUT 4
2	 OMOX112,241,HEAD(17i,ALAM(12,241,AMUC(12,24),RHOC(12,241 OUT 5
DIMENSION	 RC(24) OUT 6
COMMON
	 Ll,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7rL9,NCHK,ALAM,X,
 PST, ALFAC,NX,NP,DnUTDR, OUT 7
1DINDR,NCPBMC,PNOrOMRSQ,E,TH,Z,INTAN,ITERB,EBC,E80,ETC,ETD, OUT B
ZFXC,FZC,ALFAR,AOS,AIS,EIS,TFRUST,HFORCE,HP,YFORCE,CT,CH,CP,CY,BD, OUT 9
3CPST rSPSI,Xn, ALL, ALH,DELAL, NHARB,C, OMEGA, R,OMOX,1 4 EAD,NOHAR,E2, OUT 10
4AMUC,BEQ,REQ,AMINF,TIN,LR,GAMM,NXF2 A OMEGAR,ALO,MO, OUT '11
5RC,XREF,O R EF,R 14 CC,DPSI,AMU,YMCMrXMOM,XFT(12),ON,SN OUT 12






100	 1=1,NP IOUT 15
10^ WRITE	 (L2,3001	 PS!(1),(ALFAC(J,I),J=3,NX) LOUT 16
WRITF
	 :,2,250)	 (XFV(J),J= 3,NX1 OUT 17
00 110	 1=	 1,	 NP LOUT 18
110 W R ITE	 1L2,26n)	 PSI(I)u(COUTCR(J,I),J=3rNX) InUT 19
WRITE
	 (L2,2701	 (XFT(J),J=3,NX1 OUT 20





(L2,2601	 PSIIII,ICINnF(J,I),J=3,NX) lnUT 22
WRITE	 (L2,290)	 (XFT(J),J=3,NX) OUT 23
On 130	 I = 1,NP LOUT 24
130 WRITE	 (L2,2E n i	 PSIIII,ICMCXIJ,II,S=3,NX ► LOUT 25
141 I F (NOHAR)	 15C.160,150 OUT 26
150 WRITF	 (L2,23C) OUT 27
CALL	 HRANAL	 INX,NP,NOH A R,OnUTOP,CPSI 9 SPSI,XFT,LSS1) OUT 28
WRITF
	 (L2,24C) OUT 29
CALL	 H R ANAL
	
INP,NP,NCHA R ,CINOP,CPSI,SPSI,XFT,LSSI5 OUT 30
WPITF	 (L2r2P01 OUT 31
CALL	 HR ANA L	 (A)(r NP, NOHAe.OMCY,CP5I,SPSI.XFT,LSS31 OUT 32
16^ WRITE
	 (L2,170) OUT 33
17C FORMAT	 (1H1,//) OUT 34
IF(NHARF)	 1 F C,20n,190 OUT 35
IRC 4 0 ITF	 (L2,31^l OUT 36
NUHAk=NHAPB OUT 37




	 (L?,l c P) OUT 41
1 c n F nFMAT(///1 OUT 42
WRITF	 (L2,'2''1 OUT 43
F ALL	 HFAIARI21 0VT 44
2(" 1 c (INTAN)	 21 n ,330,21n nUT 45
21'1 CALL	 INTANG(CMt) OUT 46
`' OUT 47
C FIR^Al	 SIAIFMFNT^ C-UT 49
2?P Ft10i4 ST(49X,?8HFLAOF	 AKF1F	 OP	 ATTA:K	 nISTPI°ilTlnF:/63X,11HRA1"IAL OUl 4c




	 FUT—OF—SHAFT PLANE. AiK LOADING, LB./FT.//)	 CiUT ;j.
240 FORMAT(39HI
	 IN—SHAFT CLANE . AIR LOADING, LB./FT.//) 	 OUT 52










	 NCMFNT AECUT FEA1r.tRING AXIS FT LB/FT//S	 OUT 58
290 r'URMATf1Hll gX,37HHOMENT ABOUT FEATHERING AXIS FT LB/FT//	 SIX915H OUT 59
I.T.ADIAL STkTTCN 17H 	 PS1,12F9.4//1
	
OUT 60
300 FORMAT (F7.1,12F9.4) 	 OUT 61
310 FORMAT(1CX,5OHHAR9CNIC dNALYSIS CN BLADF FLAPPING ANGLE(RADIANS)// OUT 62
142X,13NCCS i3ONFCNENT,7X,13HSIN COMPONENT/IOUT 63









SUBROUTINE	 INFLOW INF 1
INF 2
3F	 INFLCW PFOGRAM	 N.	 GIAhSANTE INF 3
DIMENSICN	 PC( 241.8(2 10	 RHnC(12,24),AMUC112#24), &LA U (12,241,X112 ► INF 4
DIMFNSICN
	 PSI (24),C PSI(241,SPS1l24I,TH(24),Z(241sPD(241, INF 5
1	 ALFAC(12,24),COUTOR112,241,01NCR(12,241,C(121, INF 6
2	 DMDX(12,24),HE4D(17) INF 7
COMMON	 L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,NCHK,ALAM,X,PSI,ALFAC,NX,NP,00UTDR, INF R
IOIN 17R,NCPBMC,RHn,OKRSO,F * TH 9 7, INTAN, ITERR,ERC, EBO. ETC, ETD, INF 9
2FXC,FZC,ALFAR,AOS,ALS,BIS,THRU4T,HFORCE,HP,YFORCE,CT,CH,CP,CY,80, INF 10
3CPSI,SP Si t
 XO, ALL, ALH,DELAL,nHARB,C,OMEGA,R,DMDX, ►1EAO,NOHAR,E2, INF 11
4AMUC,BEC,RF.O,AMINF,TIN,UP,GAMR,NXFZ,OMFGAR,ALAMO, INF 12
SR.C,X R FF,DREF,PHCC,DPSI,AMU•VMOM,XMCM,XFT(12),CN,SN,VLL(12,24) INF 13
G'IMM1=GAMM-1. INF 14
GAMPI=GAMMEI. INF 15
AMIN.2=AMINF # AMINF INF 16
C.D3=AMIA2-l. INF 17
RO=RFACCRFF INF 18
CALL	 INIRSC(NP,AMINF,XREF,RC,P.EC,EZ,R,B,RC,ALFAH,XP,N1) INF 19
WRITF	 (L2,lrnl INF 20
Inn FORM4T
	 (IH1,5X,56H POIPIS OF 	 INTERSECTION OF ROW SHOCK WAVE ANC RO INF 21
ITOP	 OTSK
	
.//,1nX,4H	 A2 ► MUTH,2X,8H	 RADIUS	 ,/1 INF 22
WRITE	 11-2,1101	 (PSIIII,FCIII,	 I	 =	 1,NP) INF 23
11n	 FOR M AT	 (10)(,F1C.1,F10.3) INF 24
IF(XPI	 13r,12C,13^ INF 25
129 XP=R INF 26
130	 XPEI=XP-F,2 INF 27
XPOR=(XREFLC R FF6REO)-(E2GXPF1 #COS(B(NI))l #COS(ALFAPI INF 2R
16(BEOGXPEI*SIN(P.(N1))1+S ► A(ALFAP) INF 29
1 40 PHIM=ATAN(	 XPrP/SORT((}PCR*XF(IP-XREF #XREF) #CO311 INF 3n
PHTNM=	 AMIN2*SIN(PH1M)*STAIFHI v i INF 31
RINP rl=,AMPL # PHIMM/(GAM01 4 PHIMME2.) INF 32
RH(11=V; I NRO#P;10 INF 33
VQA0	 =SORT(1.n-4.:1*(PHII'M-1.0)*(GAMM*PHIMML1, n )/ INF 34
11 PHI MM*AMTN2*GAMP1 # *211 INF 35
VELI=AMINF*SDR7(GA M M*UFOTTN # 32.17391 INF 36
VC=VRAO # VELI/f NEGAR IMF 37
VCS	 =	 VC*Sln(ALFAR) INF 38
VCC
	 =	 VC.*CPS(ALFAR) INF 39
SINL	 =	 1.	 -	 .5*	 SIN(ALFAR) INF 40
RHO2	 =	 PHO1
	
*	 SIN1	 * VC <# 2 INF 41
COS?	 = M;( A LFAP) INF 42
PHn3	 =	
.2	 *	 PH(	 *	 (I.	 6	 3.	 #	 C(- S2)	 *	 (	 VFLI	 /	 CM FGARI	 2 INF 43
n-1	 1	 I =I,NP IINF 44
, n SI	 =t 1. 1 	F.	 CCS(PS1(TI	 /	 57.2958)1	 COS2	 ##	 2 IINF 45
on 
_51 J=I0 XF2 21 NF 46
PHnr.(1,1)	 =(	 PHO2C	 .5	 *	 (RHC3
	
-	 RHO?)	 *	 COS1)
	 /	 VLLIJ,TI	 ##	 2 21NF 47
A L tkv (1,1) = VCS 21 NF 48
15n	 AMUC(1,T)
	 =	 VCC 21NF 49









2CO 3 200,160 1Ift`F 51
160 RC(I)=RCIII/R IINF 52
00 190 J*1,NXF2 2(NF 53
IF(X(J)-RC(I)l	 190,190,170 21NF 54
170 DO 182 L=J,NXF2 31NF 55
RHnC(L,I) vRHO 31NF 56
4MUC(L,i)=AMU 31NF 57
180 ALAM(L,II=ALAMO 31NF 58
GO Tn 2C0 21NF 59
190 CONTINUE 213E 60
200 CONTINUE IINF 61
INF 62
WRITF RHOC,AMUC,ALAM INF 63
INF 64
WRITF	 (L2;210) INF 65
WRITE	 (L2,280)1XFT('NRW),NRW •	 3,NXF2i INF 66
WRITE	 (L2,290) INF 67
210 FORMAT	 (1H2,/,3CX,2OHT)f.NSITY niSTR!9UTION 	 ) INF 68
nn 22n	 NR .W	 -	 1,NP IINF 69
2.20 WRITF	 ( L2,23n)	 PSI(NPw) , tRHCC ( NCL,NPW),NCL	 3,NXF21 IINF 70
230 FORMAT	 (F7.1 9 12F9.4) INF 71
WRITE	 (L2,240) INF 72
240 FORMAT (//, 3rX,13HAr)VANCf
	
RATIO	 ) INF 73
WRITF
	
.L2,280)(XFT(NRN),NRW * 	 3,NXF21 INF 74
WRIT G 	(L2,29^) INF 75
nO 25 1 1 N P W = 1 N IINF 76
25 n WRITE	 ( L2,2301	 PSI ( NRlsI IA P:UC(N,CL,NPW) t NCL	 a	 3 , NXF2) IINF 77
WRIT F 	1120601 INF 78
WRITE
	 ( L2,280)(XFT(NRW),NPW	 =	 3,NXF2) INF 79
''WRITE	 IL2,2901 INF 80
260 FORMAT	 (IHI,/,3nX,19HINFLCW 	 0)STPIRUTInN	 I INF P1
00 27 n F.R4	 = 1,NP IINF 82





STATICN,FT	 ,/, 7X9I2F9.4) INF 84




A m U=n. INF '89
9n 31"1
	 1=1	 NP IINF 90
A VG- 1). IINF 91
AVGM =n. 11NF 92
no 37) J = I,NYF2 21NF c3
AVGM=AVGMGAMUC(J,II 21NF 44
3n0 AVG-4VG CAL AM1J,T1 21NF 95
AMU=AMUCAVGM 11NF 96
310 A LAM n=ALAM0&AVG IINF 97
4LAMn=ALAMC/(A6P*ANX) INF 98





































C 2=C 2 .0* CBEC AS*SP
C3=8*SAS90*CAS*CLV
C4=B*CAS-n*SAS*L
























































































1RC TFIR2-01	 19C.150.120 IINC 51
19C NR-NRE1 IINC 52
RINPI =R2 IINC S3
GO TO 120 IINC 54
200 D zCl*Cl.-(G.'2*C2ECB*C8*SS7*AM2 IINC S5
E =CL*C3-(C2*C4C0*C8*SSI*AM2 IINC 56
IF(D)	 25(,210,250 IINC. 57




230 TFIR1-RAD)	 240,240,300 IINC 60
240 NR-NRC1 IINC 61
R(NRI oRI IINC 62
GC TO 3C0 IINC 63
25¢ E=E/O IINC 64
SURD-E*E-F /D IINC 65
IFISURDI 300,2E0,27 i) U NC 66
260 R1=-EEn IINC 67
GO TO 220 1 M 68
27C RnOT=SORT(SURDI IINC 69




220,220,2 1j0 IINC 72
280 IF(R2-R AD)	 29C 9 29C,220 IINC. 73
?9C NR=NRE1 IINC 74
R(NK)=R2 IINC 75
GO Tn 270 IINC 76
3 r 0 RC(T)=P(1) 11 NC 77
PSIn=PSIDECPSIC IINC 78




n0 321	 1=K,K IINT 83
J =JE1 IINC 84
KJ=K-J 11NC 85









RFFNTRY	 VFHICLF STABILITY PVT 3
PVT 4
PVT 5
DIMFNSICN	 PR M 715),F(61,FR(6) RV7 6
DIMFNSICN	 A(9,131 PVT 7
EXTFRNAL DERIV PVT 9
REAL	 M ,TX,IY,IZ,JXZ,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,IP RV7 9
CnMMON	 LI,	 L2,	 L3,	 L49	 L5 9	L6,	 L79	 L89	 13F,ITEST PVT 10
C04mnN	 M,1X,IY,IZ,JXZ911,I2,139I4,15,16,17,T8rALPHA,R, PVT 11
2TR,G,NALPHA,COBF(20,k•1,P,I fC,fTOR # AZ,DO,8 PVT 12
3,FH9FY,T,A1,81,VPEL
	
rSYf41vTCLf8I * FRgH PVT 13









G,AZ,BMC,M,IX,IY,IZ,JXZ,DD 9 11912,13,I4,15,169NDIM PVT t?
1,17,TR,8,TR,MACH,MACHI,MACH2 PVT 18













RFAD	 (1-3) PVT 24
READ	 (L31 PVT 25
R EAD	 (L31	 OC,FH,FY,T,AI,NI,CT PVT 26








	 - 1111,2)	 •*2	 - A(1,31**?) PV7 30
411,11	 =	 -A(I,ll PVT 31
4(1,3)	 =	 -A(1,1) PVT 32
A	 2) RV7 33
4LAMO=SV(3) PVT 34
OMEG4 = SY141 PVT 3S
r,0 Tn 121 RV7 36
11n REAn	 (La)
	
VFREF 9 DM4Y,(SN(T1,I=1,31 PV7 37








150	 A(1,1')1 = STnS1.P PVT 42
160 NTDR 	=	 I PVT 43
CALCULATE	 INITL Ac'rFLERATIC-NS PVT 44
WRIIF	 112,1701 PVT 45
)'1^. rnPMAT	 (IH1,59X,12HTI N F	 HISTORY///6X,6HT(SEC),7X,9HUIFT/SFC1,6X RV7 46
1	 9HY(FT/SFC),6X,9HW'FT/SF r (,SX,IOHPIRAD/SFCI,SX,IOHO(RADiSFr,),5X, PVT 47
2	 1^HR(R An/ SFr.).4X,14H('MFGAIPAC/SEC)/19)(,ID'HTHFTA( R Ant ,5X, PV7 48
3	 gHPU1(PAD),7X,RHPSTIRACY,9X,5HX(FTI,1nX,5HY(FTI,1nX,5HZIFTI//1 Ru7 49




	 a 2.0 PVT 91
X 0 PRMT(ll RV7 52




1	 n 	 1,131 PVT 64
180 FORMAT	 14X,F8.392X,1P?FIS.4 / 14X,1P6E15.4//1 PV7 S5
CALCULATE TIME HISTORY PVT 56
190 CALL RESULT	 (A,i,X) RV7 57
HINH/10, PVT 58
KOUNT nO PV7 59
IFIPRMT151-1.1
	 210,210,200 PVT 60
200 CALL ADAMS(X,A.DERIV,H1,-1,131 PVT 61
210 CALL	 4OAMS(X,A,OEPIV,H1,1.13) PV7 62
RIVINTnKCUNTLI PVT 63









240 FORMAT l///1CX,47HMC'w'eh7S ACDED TO BRING VEHICLE INTO TRIM-AT T nO PVT 66
1 //1SX,3HMXsF1C.296H FT-L8/15X,3HMY.F10.296H FT-L9/I9X,3HMZ %F10.2 PVT 69




250 IF (LINE - 431	 2709260,260 PVT 12
260 WRITE
	 (L2,1701 PVT 73
LINE • 3 PVT 74
270 WRITE	 IL291901	 X,1411,11,	 I	 =	 1,131 PVT 7S
LINE	 -	 LINE.	 6	 3 PVT 76
IF (X -	 PPMT1211	 31092SC9280 PVT 77
?PC WRITF	 (L2929C) PV7 78
290 FOP44T	 (///930X924HF,NO CF CASE - END OF RUN
	 1 PVT 79
WRITE	 (L2,3C0) RV7 80
30G FORMAT 180X,7.RhF.NO CF JCP NCRMAL TERMINATICN 1 PVT 81
CALL	 EXIT PVT 82










SUBROUTINE	 DERIV IX,AI DRY 1






L2,	 L39	 L49	 1.5,	 L6,	 L7 ► 	 L8,	 I3F,iTEST DRY 4
COMMON	 00 1 1 X,1Y• 12,JXZ,11,I29I3,I4,15,16,17titI vAL PHA , R , DRY 5
2IR,G,NALPHA,COEF120941,EPC,NTCR,AZ,DO,R DRY 6
3,FH,FY,T,A1,BI,VPFL	 ,SY(4l,7CLI8IjFRgH DRY 7
4, ROUMrVOU0900UP,CT ► PRMT,ZZMX,ZZPYrZZMZ,ZMX0,1MY0,ZMZ0 DRY 8
UV -	 SQPT(A(I,1)*A(i,ll	 E A(1,21*A11,211 DRY 9
IF	 (UV)	 110,1OC,L10 DRY In
100 ALPHA = 1,57C8 DRY 11
GO TO 120 DRY 12
110 ALPHA-ATAN(-A(1,31/UVI DRY 13
120 SINT	 S1N(A(198)) DRY 14
COST	 p	 COS(A(1,81) DRY IS
COSP. v	 COSIA(19911 DRV l6
SINP	 =	 SiN(A(19911 DRY 17
COSPS = COS(A(191n)1 DRY 18




130 RO =	 1,5706*A(I,21/A5SIA(Ir21)
DRY
21
GO Tn 150 DRY 22
14(? RO =	 A'f AN(A(1v21/A(19ll) MY 23
150 SIRD =	 SINIPO) DRY 24
CORO = COSIRO) DRY PS
COSA - COS	 IALPHAI DRY 26
SINA	 =	 SIN	 (ALPHA) DRY 27
FR(I1	 =	 (FH ♦ CORn- ICY • Sint	 / M DRY 28
FR(21
	 =	 (FY • CORO E FH	 • S)RCI	 / M nRV 29
FR(31-T/M DRY 30
FR141=	 (	 01 • CORO -A1•	 SIRO	 ► /1X DRV 31




160 VREL2-(	 AI1r11*A llrll	 E	 A(1,21*A(1921	 E	 AIIr31*A(1931)*VDUM**2 DRY 34
VRFL - SCRT( VREL2	 1 DRY 35
IF(ALPHA-CCFFl1,111	 17C 9 1709180 DRY 36
17C 14.1 DRY 37
I=2 DRY 38
,O Tn 23:) DRV 19
1P.0 IF(ALPHA-CCFFINALPHA,ll1	 200,190,190 DRY 44
19C (A=NALPHA-1 DRY 41
I=N4LPHA DRY 42
:n Tn 230 DRY 43
2r.0 n0 211)	 (=I,NALPMA 1ORV 44
IF(AL oHA-CCFF(I,ll)	 220,221921n IDRV 45
210 CONTINUE IORV 46
1=NALPHA DRV 47
22 1) 14=I-1 I`RV 49
230 ALl=CnEF(IA,ll DPV 49




F2= (ALPHA-6L11/CAL DRV 53
CLR=F1	 *COF.F(IA,21GF2*CCEF(1




	 ,3) DRV 55




COMR = CDBV * USA - CLPV * SINA DRV 60
FM = CCMB * CCRO / M DRV 61
F(21	 - CCMB *	 SIRD / M DRV 62
F(3)	 _	 (CLBV * CDS4 G CCBV * SINAI/M DRV 63
F(41	 - -CMBV *	 SIRD /	 1), DRV 64
FI5)	 - CMBV * CCPD / IY DRV 65
F(61	 -	 F(21 DRV 66
IF(ITFST-1)	 25C,240r250 DRV 67





LIMY =ZZMVIGZZ4Y2 DRV 73
ZZMZ--(FP(21GFI6))*M*AZ/IZ DRV 74
ZMXO= 7ZMX1*TX/13-ZZMX2*17/14 DRV 75
LMVn= ZZMY*IY DRV 76
Z M ZD= ZZMZ*IZ DRV 77
ITFST=3 DRY 79
A(291)	 =	 A (1,6)*611,2)-At1,5)* A llr')IGG*SINTG	 F(l1GFR(ll DRV 79
612,21	 =	 A(1,4)*A(L.31-A(1.61*A(1,11-G*C(IST*SINPGF(21GFR(21 DRV 40
A(201	 =	 A(1,5)*A(1,11-A(1,41*6(1,21-G*COST*CnSPGF(31GFR(3) ORV R]
4(2,41	 =	 At1,41*A(1,5)*IIGA(1,5)*A(1,61*12&(F(41&FP141-(R*FR(21 DRV R2
1	 GPMC*F(2))*M/TX)*13-(IFRI21&F'(6)I*M*47.	 1*14/11	 -17MX DRV 83
A(2,51	 =	 411x41*411,61 *ISE(6t(AI1,61*611,61-AI 1,41*A11,411GF(51 DRV R4
1GlH*F R (1)GAZ*(FP(3),F(31)GRMC*FI11)*M/IYGFRI5I 	 -ZZMY DRV as
4(2,61	 =	 (A*A11r 41*411r5 ► GIA(7x41-A(1r 51*AI 1,6)1*IT-IIfR121GF161 DRV 86
1	 )*M*AZ
	
1117	 -7ZM7 DRV 87
1(2,71	 =	 A(2,6)-FP(6) DRV an
A!2r R)	 =	 A(1,51*C g SP-A(1,61*SINP DPV 99
A(2,9)	 =	 411,41G(A11,5)*SINFGA(Ir6)*CDSPI*(SINT/CDSTI nRV NO
A(2, 1 rl)	 =	 lA(1,5)*51NPF. All. 6)*COSP)/COST DRV n)
AA =	 A!1,])*CC^TG(411.21*SINPGA(1,3)*COSP ► *SINT DPV S2
R9 =	 A1 DRV 9?
4)2.111	 =	 AA*CCSPS-PR*SINPS noV q4
412,1?)	 =	 AA*SINPSGBB*CCSPS DRV 05
A(2,13)





r A	 r X
131
SUBROUTINF.	 CHECK	 (A,NDI0,ALAMFS,AMUFS,NMOCK,XI Cw I
DIMENSICN	 h(9,1319PPMT(5),Fl6),FR16) CMK 2
1	 9RHOCI12,241,Y1(41,ALAK112,24),IMIIC112,241 CHK 3
REAL	 M,IX,IY,TZ,JXZ,I1912,l3,14,15916,179189IR CHK 4
COMMON L1,
	
L2,	 L3,	 L4 9 	LS,	 L69	 L79	 L09	 13F,ITFST CHK S





4,	 RDUM,VDU ► ,ODUM,CT,PRM7 9 2ZMX,ZZMY 9 ZZMZ 9 ZMXO 9 TMYn,7MZn CHK 9
Y1(1)=ALPHA c In
SIME34P.=A(1 9 71*P CHK 11
CCN=1.0/CMEGAR CMK I?
VREL=SORTIA(1,11*A(1,1)LA11,21*A(1 9 2)6A11,31*A11,311 CHK 13
IF(A(I,ll)	 I1C.100,110 CHK 14
ln0 RO-1.57C8*A(1,21/ARSIA(I,2)1 CHK IS
r0 TO 120 CMR 16
110 RD -	 ATAN	 IA(1,21/6(1,1)) CHK 17
120 CnRn - COS(RD) CHK 16
STPO	 -	 5IN(R01 CHK 19
Y1(2)=VREL*CfSIYI(I)1*CCN CHK 20
IFINMnCK-11
	 130,160,130 CHK 21
130 TF(Y1(21)	 140,150,140 CHK 22
141 Y113)=Y112)*STNIYI(1)1/CCS(Y11111-.5*CT/SQRT(Y1121**26SY131**?1 CHK 23
GO TO 170 CHK 24
150 YI(31=.5*IVPFL/CMCG ARG5GPT((VRFL/CMEGARI**2-2.*C T )1 CHK 75
GO TO 170 CHK 26
lAC Yl(31=VREL*SIN(Y11111/C0Fr:AF CHK 27
170 Y1(4)=A(1,7) CHK 28
on 2n,	 1=1,4 ICHK 29
DDY=YI(l)-SY(I1 ICHK 30
IF(ABS(C0YI-TCL(I11	 20C,200,180 ICHK 31
IBn IF(SV ( 1))	 19n,?10 , 190 ICHK 32
19C IF140S(DDY/SY(I)l-Tr,L(1(4))	 2	 4,200,210 ICHK 33
200 CONTINUE LC.MK 34
NTnR=2 CHK 35
PRMT(5) =1. CHK 36
RETURN CHK 37
21 r RFMTNn LP CHK 38
220 PRMTIII=X CHK 39
PRMT151
	
= r.n CHK 40
13F=1 CHK 41
A m (1FS=Y 1(21 rHK 42
%LAME S=Y1(3) CHK 43
T TFS T=? CHK 44
RFA,')	 (LE) CHK 45
WRITE	 (LP)	 AMUFS.ALAMF5,A0 0OCK,ITEST CHK 46
WRITF	 ILPI	 A,(PRMT(I),T=1,4),1 2 F rHK 47
WRITF	 t-8)	 P rum, VDUM.CrU t og Z2MX,IIMY,77M7 CHK 48
dRIT G
	(L8)	 VPFL,A11,31,Y1(11,AMUFS,AL AMF5 CHK 49
IF(SY(Ill	 24 r ,??r924ri CHK 151)
132
230 CCN=Y1(3) CI!K 51
GO TO 25n CHK 52
240 CON	 = Y113)/SY(3) CHK 953
250 REM140 L3 CHK 54
RFAD	 4131	 LCCN,NXF2,NP,((ALAM(J,II.AMUClJ.11,RHOC(J,11,J=I,NXF21 9 CHK 55
11-1,NP) CHK 56
READ	 IL3)	 NTOR,Q29P29CKEGA,ALAMO,AMU,TnRQSV,ALFAR CHK 57
- IF(SY(21)	 27C,260,270 CHK 58
260 CON1-Y1(21 CHK 59
C,0 TO 280 CHK 60
27C CON1=Y112)/SY(2) CHK 61
2P0 IF(SY(2))	 3CO3290,300 CHK 62
290 IFISY(3))
	
33C,910 9 330 CHK 63
300 IFIS Y (31)	 35n,310,350 CHK 64
310 DO 321	 I=I,NP ICHK 65
00 320 J=1,NXF2 2CHK 66
AMUC(J,I) =CCN1*AMUC(J,I) 2CHK 67'
32C ALAM(J,O=CCN 2CHK 68
Gn Tn 370 CHK 69
330 00 340	 1=1,NP ICHK 70
Dr! 34')	 J=1,NXF2 2CHK 71
AMUC(J,l)=CCN1 2CHK 72
340 ALAM(J,11=C(- N*ALAMIJ,T) 2CHK 73
GO Tn 310 CHK 74
350 On 360	 I=I,NP 1CHK 75
On 36n J=1,NXF2 2CHK 76
AMIX 1 1, 21 =CCN1*AMUC W , I I 2CHK 77
360 ALAM(J,I)=CCN*ALAM(J,I) 2CHK 78
370 IF	 (Y11411	 39C,380,390 CHX 79
3PC CON1	 =	 C.f) CHK 80
Gn Tn 4CP CHK 81
390 CON1=2./Y1(4) CHK 82
4C0 02 =	 (A11,51	 * CORO -	 6(1,4)	 • SIRO	 1	 * CON1 CHK 83
P 2 =	 011,5)	 *	 SIPO E	 A(1,4)*CCR(!)*CON1 CHK 84
RFWINO	 L3 CHK 85
WRITE	 (1.3)	 LCC^.,NXF2,NF,I(ALAM(J.I),AMUC.IJ,II,RHOC(J,I),J=1,NXF21, CHK 86
11=1,NP1 CHK 87
WRITF
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SUBROUTINE	 RESLIT	 (A,IJ,X) PST 1
DIMENSION A(9,13),FR(6)*PRMT15 ► PST 2
REAL	 M,IX,IY,IZ*JXZ,)L,12,I3,14,15,16,1T,18,IR PSI 3
Comm L1,
	
L2, L39 L4,	 L5 * L6 * L79 L89	 13F,ITEST PST 4
COMMON	 M,IX,IY,IZ,JXZ,11,12,[3,14,15*T6,17,18,ALPH ►*R. PST 5
21R,G,NA1_PHA,COEF(20,41,2MC,6TOP,rAZ,OG,B PST 6
3,FH,^Y,T,AL,BI,VREL	 9 SY(41 * 7OLI8 ► ,FR,H PST 7
4,	 ROUM,VDUM,ODUM,CT,PROT,ZZMX,ZZMY,ZZMZ,ZM XO,Z MYO * ZMZO PST 8
lJ-1	 REOUCF MAGNITL'PE RST 9
IJ-2	 RETURN REDUCED TERMS 70 CRIGINAL FORM PST 10
ODUMZ=DDUM*DDUM QS.T 11.
V02=OOUM2*RCU14 RST 12
IF(IJ-21	 1^C,130*100 PST 13
100 OO 110	 J-193 IRST 14
AI1,J)=A(1,J1/VDUM IRST 15
110 AI1,JEI0 -A(I,JGIO)'/ROUM 1R ST 16
00 1'20 J=4,7 IRST 17
120 A(1,J)=A(I,J)/COUM 10 ST 18
X=X*ODUM RST 19
H=H*DDUM RST 20








130 DO 140 J=1*3 IRST 29
A(1,J)-A11,J1*VOI I M IRST 30
140 A(1,J&10)=A(1,4C10)*RDLF IRST 31
OO 151 J=4*7 IRST 32
1501	 A(1,J1=A(I,J)*[OUM IRST 33
X=X/DDUM. PST 34
H-H/DDUM RST 35










SUBRnUTINF	 ACAMSIT,A,OEPIV,H,K,N) ADM 1
DIMFNSICN A(9r131 ADM 2
C ADM 3
C DO LOOPS CN THE SECOND SUPSCRIPT IN THE A ARRAY ARE INDICATED BY ADM 4
C, J-I111N IN THE COMMENTS.
	 THE SUBSCRIPT J DENOTES THE JTH COMPONFNT ADM 5
C OF WHATEVER VECTOR	 IS	 INCICATEC (I.E., THE JTH COMPONENT OF K,F, ADM 6
C. rTC.1.	 SFCCNO	 SUBSCRIPI	 IS CMITTED
	
IN THE COMMENTS	 II.E.rAI*Al1,J1 ADM 7
C A2=A(2,JI,ETC.). ADM B
C ADM 9
C NOTATION-- ADM 10
C T=INDEPENnENT VARIABLE. ADM 11
C A=ARRAY Of DEPFNDENT VAFIABLES.
 DERIVATIVES, RACKWARD OIFFERFNCES, ADM 12
C OFRIV=NAME Or	 THE SUBRCLTINE THAT CALCULATES THE DERIVATIVES ADM 13
C AND FIRST SUMS ADM 14
C FIX,T)
	 AND STORES THEM IN A2 FOR J-I(l)N. ADM 15
C, H-INCRFMENT nF	 INTEGRATICN	 (I.F.,INTEGRATION STF.P,STEP- SIZF,OR 'ADM 16
C DELTA T) ADM 17
C. K=ENTRY CODE
	
(CEFINED PELCW) ADM 18
C N=NUMRFR OF FIRST ORDER CIFFE p ENT1AL EOUATIONS ADM 19
C ADM 20
C FOR A OISCLSSICN nF THE MfThOO SFF NASA TN D-2936,	 SELF-STARTING ADM 21
r MULTISTEP MFTHCDS FOR TfF NUMERICAL INTF6RATION nF ORDINARY ADM 22
C OIFFFPFNTIAL FCUATI0N5,
	 PY 14ILLIAP A.	 MERSMAN,	 JUL Y r	 1965. tam 23
C ADM 24
C FN,.-,4Y POINT--PFGIN 	 SUBPCUTINE-- ADM 2S
r. ADM 26
IF	 tHl	 110,10C,11C ADM 2?
100 'tAL1.	 EXIT ADM 28






M(1 r)E-- AnM 33
C A.	 rnRWARD	 STARTER	 (K=01 AnR 34
C R.	 RACKWAPn	 STARTER	 (9=-11 Alm 35





13(1 ,1?C,4^.0 ADM 39
f. -- F n R W A P D
	
- 2 A C K W A R n
	
S T A R T F R - - - - -- ADM 40
ADM 41
C H	 IS	 S a l	 TC -H	 IF	 THE	 FCR40%FO	 STARTER	 IS	 HEDUESTFD. ADM 42
C THE CnnINl_,	 IS	 bRITT N	 FCP THE FACKWARn STARTER, ADM 43
f AOw 44
C BFF;)RE	 THE FERwAPn OR	 PACKWARO S7ARTFPS	 CAN BE FXFCItTFO THE A ADM 45
C ARRAY MLST CCNIAIN -- ADM 46
r AI=X^,	 THE	 INITI A L	 VALUES CF X FOR J= Il11N,	 ALSn SFT	 T=T0,	 THE ADM 47
r INITIAL	 V A ILF	 OFT. AnM 4R
C ADM 49

























130 0=nT/1440. ADM 51
CALL	 nERIV18,A) ADM 57.
On 150	 J=L,M IAOM S3
A19,J1=AI1,J) IAOM 54
A18,J1 = AIL,JI--C„5*OT*Al2•JI IAOM 55
n0 140	 I=3•7 2AOM 56
140 4(19J)=A(7,J ► 2A OM 57
150 CCNTINUE IAOM 58
ADM 59
STATFNFNTS 2 - 24 CALCLLAi'S F0, SAVES Xn, SETS FO•Fl wF2sF3nF4, ADM 60
4Nn COMP-)TES FS4 (THE FIRST SUP AT T nT064H1. THIS COMMENT 9 AND ALL ADM 61
FURTHER COMME67S FOR #'ME OnRMARO STARTER, APPLIES TO THE BACKWARD ADM 62
STARTER, 70C,
	
IN WHICH CASE REPLACE F1 NY F-1- F2 AY F-29 F3 BY ADM 63
F-3, F4 BY F-4, FS4 BY FSO AND XI TO X4 BY X-1f TO X-4< ADM 64
ADM 65
THE A ARRAY NOW CCNTAI65 FOR J o l(I)N AOM 166
Al*X1 ADM 67




AB-FS4 rR FSO ADM 72
a 9=x n ADM 73
ADM 74
00 26 1 1	 11=10 IADM 75
16 0 R=B-OT IADM 76
IADM 77
'iF)' T=TOEH OR	 7=Tn-4 IRON 78
IADM 79
n0 170 J=100 ?ADM 80
170 4(1,J)=A(B,JIEn*(11.f?%.i^•JI-66.0*A(69J16192.n*415,J)-830.0*A14,JIIAOM 81
1-1467.n*A(3,J))	 - IADM 92
CALL	 nERI'V(H,A) IAOM 83
nn 191	 J =L,P 2AOM 84
IPC A(4,J) = 6(2,J1 2AUM 85
14DM 86
A NnM CCNTAINS FOR J=l(IIA IADM 87
A I-X 1	 :7R	 X - 1 IADM 88
A7-Fl
	
nR F-1 IaDM 89
43=F3 lAOM 9n
44=F1	 nR F-1 IAOM 91
45=°n IAnM 92
AE=F1 IAOM S3
4T=F n IADM 54





SET T=TCE2H OR T=TO-YH IAUM If,”)
136
IAOM 101
no 19n J=l,M	 2AnM lot




77 . v^ 	
_ eSia.1^	
_	
4d.':	 mac.	 l^l	 S ..
11E142a.CMA:3,J)1 IADM 104
CALL nERIViN,A) IAOM ICS
nO 7n0 J = l, M 2ADM 1!`A
4(5,J1=Al2,J1 2ADM IC7
IADM 109
A NOW CCNTAIN5 FOR J=LI11A IAOM 109
AI=X2 OR X-2 IADM 110
A2-F2 OR X-2 IADM 111
43-Fl IADM 112
A4-Fl	 CR F-1 IADM 113
45=F2	 CR F-2 IAOM 114
A6 =Fn IAOM 115
47=FO LAOM 116





SET T=TCL3H OR T=TO-3H IADM 122
IADM 123
no 211	 J =I,F 2ADM 124
Al1,J)=A(8,A&C*127.0*A(7,J1-610. n*A(6,J1-1632.OSA(5,J 1- 1374.O*A( -42AnM 125
1, J:'-1451i7tA(I,JII IADM 126
CALL	 OERIV(P,e1 IADM 127
DO 229	 J=1,M 2ADM 128
4(5,J)=A(2,J) 2ADM 124
IADM 130
A N'lw	 CCNTAINS FOR	 J=1(11N IADM 131
41=X3 OR X-3 IAOM 132
A2=F3 OR F- 1 IADM 133
A3=F n IAOM 134
44=F1 OR F-1 I&OM 135
45=r7 OR F-2 IAOw 136
45=F '' nR	 r -3 IADM 137
A7=F 1) IA MA 138
49=FS4	 CR	 FSn IADM 139
A9=Xn lAOM 140
IAOM 141
9=;9-nT 1 ADM 142
IADM 143
SFT T=Tr&4H Ok 1=Tn-4H IADM 144
IAnM 145
no
	 23ti	 J = 1 ,M 240M 146
411,Jl=e(^,JI — r.01475.O^e17,JIE19n2.0 ► A16, JIC1i0a .r.r. 415•JIf.1586.i?^A240^ 147
1(4,J)f:1++13.1*A(3,J)1 IAnM 144
CALI	 nFPTV(P,AI IADM 149


























240 417.J1=A(2.J1 2ADM 151
C IADM 152
C A NOW CCNTAINS FOR J=1(11A IADM 153
C 41=X4 OF X-4 IAOM 154
C A2=F4 OR F-4 IADM 155
r. A3-FO IADM 156
C 44=F 1 OR F-1 IADM 157
C 45=F2 OR F-2 IAOM 158
C A6=F3 OR F-3 IADM 159
C 47-F4 OR F-4 IAOM 160
C A8=FS4 CR FSO IADM 161
C 49=Xn IADM 162
C lAOM 163
DO 250	 J= 10M 2ADM 164





C STATE4EAT5 2R THROUGH 38 CONSTITUTE AN ITFRATION LOOP (WITH EIGHT ADM 170
C ITERATICNS) FCR THE FOAbARD OR BACKWARD STARTER, ADM 171
r. ADM 177
C DURING THE	 ITFRATICN THE A ARRAY CONTAINS FOR J=L111N ADM L73
r. 41=X1.X2,X3, OR X4 -- CR	 Y-I.X-2.X-3,
	
OR X-4 ADM 174
r. A2=F1,F2,F3. OP F4 -- rR F-I.F-2.F-3. OR F-4 ADM 175
C A3=F0	 ICRIGINAL VALUE$ ADM 176
C. A4-Fl OR F-)
	
(CURRENT VALUFI ADM 177
C A5=F2 DR F-2 (CURRENT VALUE) ADM 178
C 46=F3 rIP F-3 (CURRENT VALUE) ADM 179
C 47=F4 nR F-4	 ICURRF.NT VALLE) ADM l80
C 48=FS4 CR F50
	
(CURRENT	 VALUE) ADM 181
C 49=X0	 (CRIGINAL	 VALUEI ADM 182
r. ADM 183
C AFGIN CALCULATION OF P,ACKPARD DIFFFRENCES -- ADM 184
C ADM 185
27C IF	 (K)	 35'1 .28C.2t+0 ADM 186
r ADM t87
r, DIFFERENCES FOF FOtPWARC 	 STARTER -- ADM 188
f. ADM 189
r THE	 4 ARRAY CCATAINS FCR	 J=1111A APM 19(1
C 41=X4 ADM 191
!' 42=F4 ADM (92
r, 43=FO ADM 193
C %4=F1 ADM 194
r, 45=F2 ADM 195
C 46=F3 ADM 156
r. 47=F4 ADM 197
C 48=FS4 ADM 198













290 On 320 J=L,M IAON 201
IAOM 202




n0 290 I=396 2AOM 20.7
29C A(19J)=A(I619J1-AIIrJI 2AD04 ?eb
LAD" 209
STEP TMC IADN 210
LADM 211
DO 300 )=193 2ADM 212
L=7-I 2ADM' 213
300 A(L9J1=AIL9J)-A(L-19J) 2ADM 214
IADM 215




l A 0f 1 220







310 41L9J)=A1L9J1-i(L619J) PAOM 226
IAOk 227




32C 4(5,J)=A(79J1-A(69J) IOM 232
it 233
THE DIFFERENCES OF FO HAVE EEFN CnNSTRUCTED ACCORDING TO THE ADM 234
FOLLOWING TABLE,	 AN EXAMPLE OF THE NOTATION 15 2MV-39 WHICH MEANS ADA 235
THAT THE SFCCNC TTFM SICPEO IN ThIS COLUMN IINDICATED BY THE FIRST ADM Z36
DIGIT 2) IS THE SECOND CIFFFRFNCE IINDICATED BY 021 OF F3.	 THE ADM 237
SECOND CCLURtiN IS THE DATA THAT WAS IN THE A ARRAY AT THE TIME nF ADM 239
COMPLETION VP THE ITERATION.	 ALL TABLE VALUES ARE FnR J=1(IIN. ADM 239
ADM 240
LOC	 STEP CNE	 STEP TMC	 STEP THRFF,	 STEP FOUR	 STFP FIVE ADM 241
ADM 242
AL	 X4	 IXC AnN 243
42	 F4	 2FC ADM 244
43	 Ffl	 301F1	 4n1F0 ADM 245
44	 FL	 4D1 F ?	 302F2	 3D2fl	 202FO ADM 246
AS	 F?	 S01FI	 2n2F3	 203F9	 2n3F2	 303Fn ADM 247
46	 Fl	 6OI F4	 In2F4	 1n3F4	 1D4F0 ADM 249
A7	 F4	 103F1 AOM 249









C A9	 X0 ADM 251
C ADM 252
C NOTE -- IT IS ASSUMED TI-AT C4F4=04F3004F2*D4FI o n4F0nCONSTANT ADM 253
C ADM 254
C THE A ARRAY NOW CCNTAIN5 FOP J m 1(11N ADM 255
C AINXO ADM 256
C 42EFO AON 257
C A3=D1FO ADM 258
C A4 n02F0 AOM 259
C A5an3F0 ADM 260
C A6wD4FO ADM 261
C A7u03F1 ADM 262
f. A8•FS4 ADM 263
C A9.Xn AOM 264
f. AON 265
C FSO WILL NOW HE CALCULAIED AND STORED IN AS ADM 266
C ADM 267
n.-n ADM 268
330 no 340 J-100 IAOM 269
34n 418,JI = A(1,J)6C*(27.0 s A(6,J)G38.0 •A(5,J1660.O*A(4,J)R120.O*A(3,J161ADM 270
1720.0*A(2,Jll ADM 271
C ADM 272
C FNO OF FORWARD STARTER ADM 278
C ATIM 274
CALL	 DERIV(T,A) ADM 275
RETURN ADM 276
C AOM 277
C DIFFERF.ACES FCP BACKWARf.	 STARTER ADM 278
C AOM 279
35C nn 399 J=I.M IADM 280
f IADM 281




On 360	 I =3,6 2ADM 286




THREE AND FCLR IAOM 289
C IADM 290
n0 380	 I = 1,3 2ADM 291
L-6 2ADM 292
LL-T&2 ZADM 293
370 A(L,J)=A(L-I,J)-A(L,J) 2ADM 294
L &L- 1 ?.A DM 295
IF	 (L-LL)	 370,380,370 2ADM 296
3Pr CONTINUF 2AnM 297
ISC CCNTINUF IAOM 258
r AnM 299






















































 EXOPFLF OF THE NOTATION IS 202F-1• WHICH ADM 3nl
MEANS THAT THE SECCND ITEM STCREC IN THIS COLUMN (INDICATED BY THE ADM 3C2
FIRST DIGIT 2) IS THE SECONC DIFFERENCE IINOICATFD RY On OF F-l. ADM 303




	 ITERATION. ALL VALUES ARE FAR J=1111N. ADM 305
ADM ?06
LOC.	 STEP CNE	 STEF TWC	 STEP THREE	 STEP FOUR ADM 307
ADM 308
4l	 X-4	 1XC ADM 309
A2	 F-4	 2FC ADM 310





	 5DIF-2	 202F-1	 203FO ADM 313
A6	 F-3	 601F-3	 102F-2	 103F-1	 104FO ADM 314
A7	 F-4 ADM 315
AB	 FSO ADM 316
49	 XO ADM 317
ADM 318
THE A ARRAY.NOI, CONTAINS FOR J = 1111N ADM 319
Al-XO ADM 320
42-FO ADM 321





AB=F SO ADM 377
A9-KO ADM 328
ADM 329
END OF BACKWARC STARTER ADM 3311
ADM 331
GO TO 330 ADM 332
ADM 333
BEGIN INTEGRATTCN WITH THE ADAMS-BASHFORTH PREDICTOR AND THE ADM 334
ADAMS-MCULTON CORRECTOR.	 AT THTS ENTRY POINT THE A ARRAY CONTAINS AD" 335





A S=D 3F I ADM 341
A6=D4Fl ADM 342
A7-DSFI AOM 343
A B=F SI ADM 344








SHCULD BE NEARLY 2ERC AND IS AN INDIf.4TInN OF THE ACCIIRACY ADM 349
OF THE	 INTFGRATION. AOM35n
C. ADM 351
c -- A C A M S- B A S F F 0 R T H P R F n I C T n R - - - - - - ADM 352
C ADM 353
f, BEGIN PREDICTOR ADM 354
C ADM 355
40C DO 530 99mI,K IADM 356
R=BEDT IADM 357
DO 420 J+ 1,M 2A.OM 3138
I . 7 2AOM 199
410 A(I,J)=A(I-1,J1 2AD04 360
I M I-1 2ADM 361
IF (1-2)
	 410,420,410 2ADM 362
42C CONTINUE 2ADM 363
n =DT/1440.0 IADM 364
DO 430 J= 1,M 2ADM 36S
490 AI1.J)=A(B,J)6C*(4?SoO*A(7,Jit 502.0*A(6,J16S40.O S A(S,J)6600.O*A(4,2ADM 366
1JIE720.C*At3,J)1 IADM 367
CALL	 nER1V(P,A1 IADM 368
DO 450 J=1,M 2ADM 369
DO 449 L=3,7 3AOM 170
440 A(L,JI = A(L-I,J)-AIL,J) 3ADM 371




SnLLTICkS	 X(It1) = XI70E(Tt11H1, DERIVATIVES AND BACKWARD IADM 374
c DTFFERFNCES HAVE BEEN CCMPUTED IN THE ORDER	 INDICATED TN THE )ADM 375
C. FOLLnWING TABLE IAnM 376
f (ADM 377
C Lnr..	 CNF	 TWO THREE IADM 378
C IADM 37a
r Al	 xl	 Xllf.11 IAOM 380
C. A?	 FT	 FlItIl IADM 381
C, A3	 n1FI	 FI C1F(1611 IADM ?82
C A4	 n2FI	 nIF1 CZF(1611 IAnM 383
r. AS	 n3Fi	 D2F( C3F11611 IAOM 384
c A6	 n4F1	 D3F1 C4F((Ell 140M 385
C, A7	 n5FT	 n4Fi C5F(Itll IAOM 386
C A8	 FSI IADM ?87
r, IADM 38B
C AND o RrcIC.7rR IAnM 389
r IADM 390
c -- A r. A M	 S- M 0 U L T C N	 C O P R F C. T n R - - - - - - - -IADM 391
C IADM ?92
C RFGIN CCRPECTrP IADM 393
c IADM 394
C. THE A ARRAY CChTAIN5 THE FOLLCYIAG FRnM THE PRFnICTnR FOR J=11IIN IACM 395
C (THF	 LEADING P	 IN THE	 ENTRTFS MEANS PREnIC,TFD VALUFI IADM 396
C IADM 397
C. AI=Px(ltll IAnH 3s 
r. A2-PF(Ifll IADM 399













































A7afl OSF(ICII IADM 404
AS-FSI IADM 4nS
IADM 406
460 n7 47 1)	 J = 1rN 2AOM 4C7
A(I,J)=A(l,J)C475.0*n*017,J) ?ADM 408
47C A19,J)-A17,J) 2ADM 4C9
CALL	 nERIV19,A1 IAOM 410
48C 00 S00 J=1,N IADM 411
DELTA-A(2,J1-A(9,J) 2ADM 412
DO 490	 1=397 3AOM 413
49C A(I,J)= 6 l1,J ► CCELTA 3ADM 414
50C CONTINUF 2ADM 415
JAGM 416
THE CORRECTER FORMULA OAS NCW BEFN APPLIEn TO THE PREDICTED IADM 417
VALUES, AND THE PREDICTEC BACKWARD OIFFFRENCES HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED IADM 416
IN TERMS OF.THF CORRECTED VALUES. THE ORDER 	 IN WHICH ALL THIS WAS IADM 419
OONF
	 1S SHCWN	 IN THE FCLLCWING TABLF.ITHt LEADING P	 INDICATES IADM 420
PREDICTFn VALUES AND THE LEADING C INDICATES CORRECTED VALUESI, IADM 421
ALL ENTRIES	 IN THE TABLE ARE	 FOR J=I(IIN. IADM 422
IADM 423
LOC.	 CNE	 TWO	 THREF IADM 424
IADM 425
AL	 PX(1&11	 ICXIICII IADM 426
A2	 PF(IC1)	 2CF1161) IAOM 427
A3	 PUIF1If.l)	 ICOIFII611=POIFIIESICOELTA IADM 426








AB	 FSI IADM 433
A9	 PF(ICl) IADM 434
IADM 435
THE LFACING OIGIT IN CCLUMNS TWO AND THREE INDICATFS THE ORDER	 IN IAOM 436
WHICH TI-E
	
ENTRIES WERE	 STCRFO. IADM 437
IADM 438
THE A ARPAY NCW CCNTA1NS	 FOR	 J-I(1)N IADM 439
A1=CX(IC1)=X IADM 440







I A DM 448
ENO nr	 PREOICTCF CnPRFCTfP IADM 449
IAnM 45n
143
C	 COMPUTE FIRST 5UM
	 IAOM 451
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